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Infra-Red Link
In part 1, Gavin Cheeseman describes
a low-cost infra-red (ink
Psjrcho-Kinetic Bio-Feedback
Trainer & Movement Detector
(n this first part, David Aldous tells us
all about the PK phenomenon and
provides an introduction to his project.
Simple Uninterruptable
Power Supply
Keith Garwell describes an simple
uninterruptable power supply for
instrumentation that can very easily
be used for dlher applications.
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The BBC Experience
Alan Simpson re'calis his day out at
the BBC Visitor Centre London, and
comes back with six double tickets to
give away in a simple competition.
Electric & Hybrid Electric Cars
- Part 2
John Mosely looks at how
European car manufacturers are
developing environmentally friendly
cars for the future.
Radioactivity:
A Century Or Controversy
In this final part, Greg Grant ponders
nuclear power safety.
Removable Media
This month Martin Pipe, looks at the
various options available from Iomega
and Shark.
Research News
Chris Lavers examines photonic
bandgap structures (PBG) and the
possibility of optical computers
RadioScape DAB Receiver
Dr Gavin Ferns explains RadioSbape's
philosophy to receiving DAB.
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BASIC STAMP Part 3
In this fast part Stephen Waddington
examines the hardware and software
aspects of a series of applications
using the SSI.
Audiophlle Hi-FI - Part 1
Mike Bedford fooks at ways to spend
your bank balance on 'boxes' and end
up in a Hi-R heaven.
Maplin CD-ROM Catalogue
Mark Brighton helps you get the best
from Bie Maplin CD-ROM
Mindstorming
Paul Freeman-Sear plays with the latest
development from LEGO.
Words of Science
In part two Greg.Grant discusses.
electricity-a natural phenomenon.
Experimenting with C & C+4Programmes
Martin Edwards reviews this new book
by Peter Brunning.
Maplin New Products
We take a look at some of the new
products to be found in the new Maplin
Catalogue and give away six Gator Grips
worth £24.99 each.
Practical LED Indicator and
Flasher Circuits
Ray Marston describes a variety LED
circuits in this special feature':
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This month we take the controversial step of
venturing into paranormal investigations with a
project from David Aldous. For many years David
has been very interested in psycho-kinetic phenomena
-the ability to move objects remotely without touch. In
this first installment he gives an absorbing introduction
and recollection of his research and studies, and also
the basis of this project. Next month sees more
constructional details. We hope you find his article and
project both interesting and stimulating.
The Lego Company, the people that make plastic
bricks has introduced a new concejit called
Mindstorms. This offers youngsters and teenagers
(and adults!) an extremely innovative and intuitive
introduction to programming, computers and robot
construction. We were very Impressed with the
attention to detail and thought that had gone into this
concept. Open these pages to find out more.
For the hi-fi enthusiast, Mike Bedford suggests
some systems that are amongst the best available,
but could give your wallet nightmares! Pius, we have a
look at RadtoScape a small company in London who
will be using software and hardware to bring digital
radio to your PC at a very affordable price.
CD-ROM
As promised we have included the latest Maplin
Catalogue on CD-ROM which we believe you will find
much easier to install and use. Next month we will he
including a second Maplin CD which is filled with
technical specifications etc. and free software.
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Palm's Pilots Depart 3Com
Palm Computing president Donna Dubinsky and chief technology
officer Jeff Hawkins are.depaning from 3Com to develop their own
devices based on the operating system used in tlte PtilmPilot. In
contrast to die MmPilot,,their new prodna will be aimed at die
consumer rather than the business market.
For further details, checkt <vlVM.3com.cam>.
Contact; 3Com. Tel: (01189) 228200.

PMC Consumer Electronics is
launching the Pace PC TV Card,
a new device wliich brings live
terrestrial, cable or satellite T\'
to vriiir PC. it also provides
access to 'letetexx, the free 24
hours a day informal ion and
entertainment service, bringing
you up-io-thc-minute nevrs,
stock market reports, sporr,
vveadter, travel and television
listings directly to your PC. The
produn will gq on sale at
£89.00 and will be available
from die end of August.
Per further details, check:
<www.pacecora.co.uk>.
Coniaa:.Pace, Tel: (0950) 561001.
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Soccer Playing Rotjots Demonstrate Robotic LEGO
LE60 demonstrated how a new
TntelligsnC LEGO brick can be used
to create robots that play fcotball,
as part of the Robot World Cup
Soccer Games and Conferences
1998 at the beginning of JuVVVrth a programmable
microprocessor-based brain', light
and touch sensors and LEGO
motors and gears, robots buiit
entirety of LEGO pieces behave.
The LEGO robots ate part of a
revolutionaiy LEGO product
category called LEGO
WINDSTORMS and in one ■.
example are just like football
pteyers. They dribble a ball around
obstacles, mate smart play
choices and shoot to score a goal.'
LEGO MINDSTORMS, meant
for children 11 and older, will be
launched for commercial sale in
September/October 1998. The
technology behind the concept
was developed in co-operation
with the Massachusetts Institute

S
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of Technology (MIT) in the. USA,
to put into creative hands of
children cybernetics concepts
that have until now been reserved
for the'unrversity laboratory or

events like the RoboCup.
For further details,
check: <viww.lego.cora>.
Contact: Lego,
Tel; (01978) 290 900.
•a
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Satellite Deal
Completes BBC
Digital Wide
Screen Picture
Tne final part of the BSCs plan to
make its wide screen digital
services availatVe to a!l licence fee
pajers vves confiirned this month
Vrith an agraement for distnbtfiion
via the Astri satellite and the Sky
Digital satellite service.
The announcement ensures that
the BBCs licence fee funded
tetsvision services will be available
on all digital relerision distributiwi
srstems - cable, atetlite or
tertBStnaL The ESC has atreadj'arinodncetl te pians in grve vier.-ers
iiecess ta the nev/ services on the
Digital Terrsstrisl Tetevfeiwi nef.vork
to be launched later In the year.
Services will also be.avaitable on
cable systems as they go digital.
For further details, check:
<MM.bbc.CD.uk>.
Contect BBC, Tel: (OOSl) 743 8000.
Pay SSmflifoi
ir Brand Nairn
Microsoft has agreed to pay a
bankrupt software company S5
million for use of the 'Internet
Explorer name. SyNet previously
owned the trademark on the
name Microsoft was using for its
popular Web browser.
For further details, check:
<VA<M-Ol crosof t. ccrav-.
Contact: Microsoft,
Tel: (0345) 002000.
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cycling
Slashes
of PCs
ICL ri set s a ofisr a unique.reoyding
service in which unwanted PCs and
rxSebooks are fu'Jy raxnditocsd and
sofcl thrtxi^i dealers avdodrig MapJn
to Lift consumers who can buy than
at a fiacSon of the ost of a new
machine. The ser.vce - bronded STAH
(Second Tfrne Around) - is aimed at
the guwing small bfisness, hane
ofnos.and home veer matet v.ffich
does not necsssari}/ require high
spscincaifcin machines,
Tne new service win offsr quafity
recondldoood desktop PCs and
notebooks from big names indixf hg
AST) Compaq, ftijitsu. Haste ttffekard and IBM. Tte PCs, which are
acqukBd ticm
coropartgs, wS
fce wiped clean of dsts, reiurtKhed,
respraysd, iE&£r£sd, ha.e a van
keyboard and nevv moina nrted.
rerocksgad, and come conipfete with
Micfosoft WavdoAS software losded
and a 90-day waianty.
fey to the STAR serves win be a
standaid price list which dea'srs wU
not be afcte to undertiit Prices start
st £199 indLEfre of VAT fcr a' 488
(beto.v 50Mhb), ritogto £348
inclifijre of VAT for a high end
fentium (abe.e ICOJ.IHt)- ICLwfll
ensure that all STAR deafers are
vetted and prorida leles^ors suppart,
instatedon and have the abSty to
provide ertendsd varraniy services.
For further details, check:
<viW.icl.co.uk>Contact ICG Tel: (01925) 435041.
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light Set to Replace Electricity in Computers

BUS
propoiif Regulator'
Extends Battery life;
Natioral Semiawciuctor has
Istmctsed a niicro-power loA'-dropout
(LDO) tegutator that reduces highfrsquency noise and rnaeases
batteiy etfidenr/ in ceilulsr phones
and othgf portable equipmefit
by
taking ad^snags of the to.1/ ESR
(equivBtent series reastancs) of
ceraniic output capseit0f3.,'lfie
LP2985 is designed to assure staMe
operation acrass the'entire range of
opefafeng temperature and output
current when used v.rdi small, to.vccst ceramic output capaators
havaig ESR as to.'/ as SmQ.
For further delate, checJe
•rvHw.nat1onal.coa>.
Ccntact; National Semiconductor,
Tel; (01475) 633733

Using chaos theory, a team of scientists from Va)e
University, lucent Technologies' Bell Labs, and the
MaxPlanck Institute of Physics in Gemtany have
demonstrated novel semiconductor micKviasers vvilh
more than 1,000 tiines the power of ixinventional,
disk-shaped mien>hsers. The lasers are- only 0.05mm
in diameter, or raugiily die widdi of a human hair
The discovery brings scientists a step closer to
developing fester computers that use light, instead
Moveiius signs u#.

of electrons in some components to shuttle
information. In addition to their possible use in
faster computers: the new micro-lasers also could
increase the speed of voice, video, Internet and
of her data transmission via existing fibre-optic
networks, or could become die basis for entirely
new architecntres for local-area opiicai networks.
For funherdetails, check; <ee.yale.edu>.
Comact: Yale University; Teh -f l 203 432 4300.

no ilM (Urpper Agiiw.iiiiem
Noveltus Systems has signed a
licensing agreement with IBM
pertaining.to certain critical
technologies needed to
manufacture advanced
Integrated circuits {(Cs) with
copper interconnect structures.
The agreement is an outgrowth
of a two-year joint development
program between the two
companies aimed at creating
electroplating equipment
needed for volume production
of higher speed copper-based
devices. Noveltus has shipped
copper plating systems to IBM
to support its ramp of siJb-0.25
micron copper manufacturing
For further details, check:
<vwrf.ibni.coro>.
Contact IBM. Te): (0990) 426425.

Compaq
Flngerpri it System
Compaq is launching a Fingerprint
Identification Technology. The
system, which is'about the size of
a paperback hook and plugs into
the office computer, will allows an
employee to hold his or her finger
to a camera for matching with a
stored print map of the
authenticated fingerprint in
order to convince the computer
to alktw access.
For fiirther details,
check: -ww.'coeyaq.casp-.
Contact: Compaq,
Teh (0990) 134456.

Ml mtagipg Puts ^tKm-an-it-Chip titmn KeaGh

Tiny Turbines To
Power'Laptops
Sosnusts at the Massachasetts
InsStutsof TechrtoiOg/ (MIT) gasturtyne teb predct that sometime
smund 2000 ai^ros the.sts of shirt
huttDfs v.® tegn rapfecing the
batteries nov/ po.vering handheld
computsrs, cell phones and
camccideis. Sdenfets daim a
turixne-tfe.on paver pock could be
made about 25% arBltef than
tsdays fitfaim isstteries end iast twice
as tong between re-iueling3. The MtT
mcdsf resembfes a narature let
sr#ig and rurs on butsnefcr turtliEr details", Check;
<HWH.nit.edu>.
Contact: i.isssachusetts btefitute cS7
Tedmotog/, Tei: + 1 (617) 253 27CO,

IBM lias announced new semiconductur
packaging products that can help dectionics
manuiaaurers integrate more components onto a
single microchip. The drive to single-chip systems
is a growing trend in the eiectmnics industry as
manufecrurers strive to squeeze more peribmunce
and firncGon into ever-smaller devices.
The three new offerings, ultra fine pitch wire
bond plastic ball grid arrays (PBGAs), glass
ceramic chip carriers, and multi-chip modules
on laminate (MCM-I.), represent significant
advances in packaging materials and design.
These packages provide high performance
connectivity between the chip and the rest of
dte system, relieving bottlenecks that can occur
as more drcuiiry is built into each chip.
. Foe funher details, check; <www, i bm. coni>.
Contact; IBM. Tel: (0990) 426426.

Pb!e'ln%tb
Systems M
Following its acquisition cf Digital,
Compaq has taken the lead as the
world's largest vendor of multi-user
storage systems based on the two
companies' combined 1397
revenue, which totals mote than
54.9 billion, according to IDC.
Compaq's storage leadership,
which has grown sfeadlly from fifth
place in 1995, cuts across all
markets, including Windows NT,
Unix, and NetWare.
For further details,
check: -hftwr.cospaq.cos*.
Contact: Compaq,
Tel: (0590) 134456.

IBM Discovers Molecular Wheels
IBM scientists and a team of
to perform the various {unctions
the high-speed molecular
international coilaboratoiB-have
required In such devices.
rotation which tltey observed by
reported the discovery of
In a paper published in
using a scanning tunnelling
'molecular wheels': propellerScience, IBM's'Zurich Research
microscope (SIM).
shaped molecules that rotate
Laboratory, together with
For further details, check:
rapidly in a bearing-like
colleagues at the French
<www.1bm.conp-.
structure formed by surrounding
National Centre for Scientific
Contect: IBM, Tel: (0990) 426426.
molecules. The scientists
Research (CNRS) in Toulouse,
believe this unexpected
and the Riso National Laboratoiy
phenomenon shows great
in Roskiide, Denmark, report
t
promise for the development of
their design of the propeller6>
molecular mechanical devices
shaped molecules which can
and further demonstrates the
switch between two states - r«
validity of using singe molecules
rotating arid immobilised, and
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Digital PHotos Without PC From FOTOcopy
FOTOcopy is the latest peripheral instant photo proofing capability.
for use with digital cameras.
Two versions are available,
Developed by Colorgraph, it
the Smart Card and
allows images to be displayed
PCMCIA/Flash Card, at £240
on a TV screen and to be output each. FOTOcopy works by
on a colour printer, dispensing
decoding the digital images,
with the: need for a computer.
optionally displaying them on a
m
so
There is no need for image
TV screen and printing them on
database software, as
a colour printer.
(MT
•ok*-*
FOTOcopy has it own image
For further details, check:
handling capabilities - including <wvM.coTorgraph co.uk>.
a stideshow, index pages and
Contact: Colorgraph,
image rotation. FOTOcopy gives
Tel: (01189) 819435.
Silicon Graphics Inaugurates
Virtual Reality Initiative
Silicon Graphics is set to form
barriers to VR adoption include
the Silicon Graphics Virrua!
trvailafaiiity of off-the-shelf
Reality Initiative, to promote
software, awareness cTbusiness
the adoption of virtual reality
iienefits at the executive level
(VR) technoing\'. The Initiative
and lack of standards of
will include an international VR
interaction. The lack ofExperts Group, which will
ihrcraction standanis means
address critical technical and
thai every application currenth*
theoreiical issues; a VR partneruses a different riiethod to
funding program through
navigate through the virtual
which Silicon Graphics" virtual
environment. Standardised,
reality hardware, software and
robust interface technologies,
research partners will Itc
along with more off-the-shelf
provided with technical and
applications, arc critical to
marketing support; educational
future growth.
prograjns and resources;
For further details, check;
and Silicon Graphics
<www.sgi.com>.
RcalityCenter solutions.
Contact; Silicon Graphics,
Silicon Graphics claim that
(0118) 9257697.
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In the basement of a Cornell
University engineering building,
a large aluminium cylinder
envelops micro-explosibris that
one day, given sufficient US
government, could contribute
to developing the world's
major hope for efficient
eiectriclly generation.
That hope is. called nuclear

fusion, the energy source of the
sun and other stars in which
hydrogen nuclei combine, or
fuse, to produce huge smounts
of energy. Cornell's contribution
to this is a research method that,
literally, hangs by hair-thin wires.
Researchers at Sandia and
Cornell are developing a fusion
system that uses X-rays instead

of a laser beam and is called
simply Z. It is far less costly than
a comparable laser facility, says
Hammer, perhaps only 20% of
the cost. The Z machine, 90 feet
in diameter, is designed to
generate an extremely high
power X-ray pulse which would
create temperatures in the
millions Of degrees in the

r-

hydrogen fusion fuel.
The direct generation of X-rays
offers the promise of energy
efficiency when compared with the
huge power demands of a laser
device. The laser inertia!
confinement system has very
briefly produced fusion reactions,
but this output was infinitesimal
compared with the amount of
energy required to power the laser.
The Sandia Z machine
accumulates energy over a
period of two minutes, and then,
in a burst of current lasting a
tenth of a microsecond,
bombards its target, made up of
240 or more wisp-thin wires of
tungsten or other metaf strung
together in a circular array.
The wires explode, creating a
hot ionised gas called a plasma.
The intense magnetic field
created by the current
compresses, or 'pinches', the
plasma, generating X-rays. In a
fusion reactor this powerful X-nay
source could be directed at the
hydrogen fuel. The Z machine is
the world's most powerful
producer of X-rays.
For further details, check:
<www.cornel1.edu>.
Contact:'Cornell University, +1
607 255 3651.
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Digital Loudspeaker
Due Within Two Years
advanced sound quality.
j\ Cambridge-based research
1... Umited's Di-S can be
ami dcvdopmem company has
conncctetl direct to digital
announced a drive to attract
audio signals such as CD,
industrial invesiota/partners in
digirai m DAB and D\'D
a bid to take its digital
loutkjieaker (DIS) technqjagv'
without the need fora [rower
out of the labs and into
amplifier or oilier audio
commercin! pitxliierion.
equipment And because the
speakers are digital, they can
The 1... limited DIjS is based
be driven using a wireless or
an a fiindainenialiy new design
infra-red link from the music
approach. Based on a flat pane!
matrix of novel pfezo-electric
source, with no loss of sound
qua I icy. Improvements in
long-throw transducers, the
efficiency will enable them to
speakers are driven via digital,
lie jxrweied by small rerather titan convention?.!
chargeable batteries, making
analogue signals. In this way
them truly portable.
1... limited am control the
Having developed the DIS
direction and audio levels
to an initial prototype-stage,
emitted from the DLS more
accurately than with any other
1... Limited is set to build on
existing academic partnerships
easting audio technology—
delivering significandy
and forge new relsitidnships

ina dt^iior ioucui^mor»
taroo aiTcycrfrtOdDovjwirv
dr^on liny
in a
ttm cotockJ foami, erw«
IIKJ. h>oheii Quqtry jourd 4
free
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dferorton.
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frarjdeceu.
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with companies with proven
expertise in areas such as
piezo-electrics and electromagnetics in a bid to
commercialise its core

technology.
For further details, check;
<wvm.camhnet.co.uk/cn1>.
Contact: 1 Limited, Tel:
(01223) 575398.

InteB Celebrates 30 Years of Innovation
Thirty years ago, Robert" Noyce
and Gordon Moore stance!
soniething innovative and
unique—Intel Corporation.
Today, Intel is the world's
largesr computer diip maker.
At its founding on July 18.
196S, Intel's'primary purpose
was to build a cheaper, better
alternative to magnetic core
memory based oH
semiconductor techaologv:

Success came in the form of
the 1103, die ikst merchant
market dynamic random access
memory (DRAM).
Hie 1103, introduced in 19701
became the world's laigestsclling semiconductor device
b\- the end of the foUowing
year. Meanwhile, behind lite
scenes, a Japanese calculator
Company hat! approached Intel
to design a set of 12 custom

logic chips tor a highpeiformanee calculator line.
Intel engineers offered a
counter-proposal — a single-chip,
general-puqrose logic device and die microprocessor wits
bora, in 1971, Intel introduced
the world's firar microprocessor,
die 4004.
For funher derails, check:
<www, Intel .cora>.
Contan-. Intel, Tel: (01793) 403000,

BT to form Europe's Largest Network
BT and its European partners
liave"announced ah initiative to
form die largest pan-European
commuoications necwork,
meeting the explosive demand
for higlt-speed data services.
The nerv. ork. ixiscd on
leading-edge SDH and dense
wave division multiplexing
(DWDM) tedmologies, will
consist of32,000kms of fibre-

and have Europe's greatest
reach with points-af-presence
(POEs) in more than 200 cities.
In the first phase,;BT,
Albacotn, BT Betgium, Cegctel,
Sunrise, Telfon and \TAG
loterkom will connect their
nenvorks in the UK, Italy
Belgium, France, Switzerland,
the.Netherlands and Germany.
The new pan-European

MfDrid's Highest mel Ooum nm
Toshiba have introduced the
world's hi^iest pixel count CCD
area sensor - 1,660,000 primanly aimed at the digital still
camera market. Tne TC05603D
surpasses other simitar products
with higher levels of resolution
and enhanced image quality.
The new CCD will enter mass
production this August, and
samples are now available at
approximately £140.
Digital still camera sales have
boomed in the last few years and

reached annual sales of
2,700,000 units in 1997 with
Toshiba's forecastinggobal sate
for this year of 5,000',000. The
demand reflects their versatility
of digitally-recorded images as
they can be easily and quickiy
viewed on LCDs integrated into
cameras, or on TVs or computer
screens. Once in a computer,
images can be printed, e-msited,
used in desktop publishing or
posted on the internet, and
manipulated for special effects
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netw ork will enable the partners
and Concert to provide and
manage resilient, highbandwidth ATM and Internet
Protocol (IP) services across
Europe via a single network.
The new links comprise
7,000km of fibre and 14 POPs
conneaing seven national
networks. Through the
deployment of Nortel

(Northern Telecom) SDH and
DWDM tedtnolpgy, die
network will be opiimLsed to
deliver 160Gbir/s of capacity
per fibre pair vvidt die abilirv' to
increase traasmission 10
320Gbit/s in die future.
For further details, check;
<www.bt.conp-.
Contact; BT'.
Tel: (01743) 647445-

with a vest array of software.
While early models offered only
VGA-level resolution, recent
'megp-pixer cameras cornplement
high-quality colour ink-Jet printers
and large, high-resolution
monitors, and offer pictures fast
approaching the quality levels of
conventional film cameras.
TCD5603D is a lAZ-inch
CCD area image sensor. Each
individual pixel has an RGB
primary filter, organised in a
cross-striped array so that pixels
with a green filter are always
diagonally adjacent to one
another. Four-field interlace

scanning combines data from
four pixels in forming indMdual
fields, al a maximum of 8.8
frames a second. Tne image
aspect ratio is 3:2, but the huge
pixel count supports viewing on
16:9 wide-screen TVs, and 3:1
panoramic views.
For further information:
Toshiba Corporation
Corporate. Communications Office
Telephone; +81-3-3457-2105
Fax: +81-3-3456-4776
e-mail: pressPtoshiba.co.jp
home page;
http;//www.toshiba.ca.jp
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EP5.0 Is a slgnlftcant upgrade 01
our.poputdr electronics sofiwate
wth even more analogue, digilt
and micfoprocessor electronics
PLUS over a hundred new
engineering malhs topics: to
further your understanding of
formulae and calculations.
Approved by Microchip, the
P[G16FM microcdntrdller
hardware and Ihslaiclloh set hai
been Introduced and brought t(
tife through colourfullnleraciive
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the'archtfectureof ilhfe device'b
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-IT'S A BBlf EXPERIENCE!
eaoo«©®o©e«o©©o0o©©®eo©«©o0e©©
Alan Simpson has a look round the visitor
centre at Broadcasting House.
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®ne of London's i>esL kept secrets-ai
least until nnw- is the.BBC
Experience Visitor Centre tucked
beneath Rroadcasting House in Portland
Place, fondon. The interaaive exjterience
can be siewed as an extended commercial
for the BBC or a risionar>- look behind tl te
Broadcasting scenes. For the RISC, it's a
celebratioh of the Corporation's 75 >"ear
histoiy—and what a history iris. Anyone
with a modicum of interest in broadcasting,
radio and television or electronic (and 1
guess that covets most if not all readers) will
find mucli to {asdnate. Reminders of the
Broadcasting greats displayed in the foyer
greet visitors, although as could.be
expected, TV personalities, outstrip those of
radio stars. Mingling together are TV hot
shots Terry Vogan; Sue law ley, Jimmy Young
(together of course with Ws Royal Highness
The Prince of Wales) plus radio beacons. The
Goon Show. Hancock's Half Hour, Richard
Murdoch and Kcnneih Home.
As pan of the BBC's Tatti anniversary
celebrations, BBC Experience was formally
opened by Her Majesty the Queen, who also
inaugurated a new lighting scheme, which
sees the building in the spotlight for the.first
time in nearly 60 years. BBC Experience
offers a look at the Corporation past,
present and future and expects to attract
2QO,000 visitors a year. The centre combines
audio visual shows and interactive displays
with,broadcasting classics and important
memorabilia. On view for the first time is
tire Marconi Collection, including some of
the earliest radio equipment and other
anetbcis on loan frorn GF.C-Marconi,
Yisitots can try a range of broadcasting skilb
for themselves including sports oommenctries.
directing T-astEnders', presenting a weather
forecast and sound mixing. There is even an
opportunity to take pan in the production of a
radio play, or be one of Sue iawley's castaways
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND October 1998

on 'Desert Island Discs'. "W'e have opened
the doors to the broadcasting organisatinn
that is the envy of the world" says General
Manager Mike McDonald. Vfe aim to provide
visitors with a unique, value-for-nioney and
liighly entertaining attraction in the best
traditions of the BBC. There really ts
something for everyone.
A vivid reminder of the BBC's centra! role
in die nation's cultural and social history,
BBC Experience also looks to the future and
the advent of the multl-channel, digital and
interactive age with a range of exciting
exhibits. There are opportunities for the
next generation with spedaMy designed
materials for school groups, linked to the
National Curriculum, Exliibition Director
Michael Barton says: "BBC Experience
showcases the history and heritage of the
BBC, the range of programmes past and
presenf, its associated products and
activities and its future role in the digita!
age" BBC Oireaor of Corporate Affairs,
Colin Browne adds; 'it is only right that an
organisation held in high regard and
affection, should open its doors to the
public, who as licence payers', fond it. BBC
Experience will allow visitors from both
home and abroad to get a special insight
into die most famous name in British
broadcasting and enjoy a high quality,
entertaining attraction".
BBC Experience The Background
Broadcasting House was die world's first
buildingwitich was purpose-made for
broadcasting- It Is home to BBC Radio 1,2,3.
4 and 5 Uve and is the heart of the BBC.
Broadcasting House is a landmark building in
the centre of London's West End, close to
Oxford Circus and is Grade 11 listed It
represents the history and heritage of the

British Brcmlcasting Corporation.
Bmadeasting House officially became the
BBCs headquarters on May 1,1932, although
the firar broadcast took place on March 12,
1932 - Henry Hall and die BBC's Dance
Orchestra- Tire new prestigious building
replaced studios at Savoy Hill, off die Strand,
which had been the BBC's home since May 1,
1923. Early broadcasts were made from
November 14,1922 from Marconi House in
tire. Strand. The BBC inaugurated its
experimental television service from
Broadcasting House on August 22,1932,
using a studio in the new premises and using
apparatus developed by John Logic Baird.
'Ihc umisuiil shape of the site and the
need for the mosr up-to-date studios
determined the design of the building,
wlrich embodies the fashionable art dcco
style of the time. Designed by tire architect
G. Val Myec there were many unusual
features inside and outside the building,
notably sculptures of Prospero and Ariel by
the distinguLshed artist Erie Gill, (twos one
of die first buildings in, London to be of
steel frame consinicuon. Broadcasting
House was bomlred during World War 11 antl
die building was badly damaged. Parts of
the building have been re-designed and reeqiupped over die years, but sonie areas,
such as die Foyer, die Council Chamber and
The Radio Theatre (formerly The Conceit
Hall) liave retained many of their original
features. In 1992 Broadcasting Hnase was
opened to the public for BH 92, an audiovisua! show and exhibition marking 70 years
of radio. The public response was so
positive — 52.000 visitors in eight weeks that it inspired a permanent visitor centre.
Building preparation begin in Octotier 1996
and the exhibition was built from July 1997.
BBC Experience spans three floors and
takes up air area of approxisnateiy 20,000sq.{tThe area BBC Experience occupies had
housed a range of production frdlities and
offices over the years and, more recently,
storage, catering and conference facilities. All
of these have tveen found alternative
accommodation. Tiie.project has cost X5.5
miftion to develop. The admission charge for
die exliibition is designed to recover costs
and it Is expected drat BBC Experience will
pay for itself hy its sevendi year of trading.
BBC Experience Guide To The Exhibition
visitors assemble in the foyer of die Marconi
Collection before starting the tour. A
highlight of the exhibits in this area Is a
major display on the work of Guglieimo
Marconi, the pioneer of wireless (radio)
development. His company was one of the
principal founders of the British Broadcasting
Company farmed on October 18,1922,
which became die British Broadcasting
Corporation on the granting of a Royal
Charter on January I, L927. This is the first
time the .Marconi collection has been on
public view and lias been lent to the BBC hy
GEC-Marconi. Among the rarc.artefacts are
Marconi's earliest radio equipment, diaries,
telegrams from The Titanic, a selection of
iiisioric photographs and the microphone
used by Dame Nellie Melba for a song, recital
in June 1920 - Britain's first advertised
public broadcast programme. A guide will
welcome groups to BBC Experience as
doors automatically open to die first of the
exhibition areas.
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A Day In The Life Of
Broadcasting House
The first h:ilf of this spectacular audiovisual
show features a Mlv-automaieri sentn-scrceh
presentation. iVnother ttiv dawns as a large
model of Broadcasting House comes alive
with light and sound. The network radio,
presenters greet their early morning
audiences and large screens begin to show
the rich variety of a day in the life of the BBC
and the range of output including music,
news, drama, comedy, sport... The guide
takes over and describes what is happening
in Broadcasting House right now. Visitors •
experience how news is gathered and
prepared and see the process via cameras in
Radio 5 five's newsroom and studios.
Highlights here include -watching a live
reading of road traffic reports phis die
inevitable video of Steve Wright die famed DJ,
The Interactive Radio
Studio
D-l-Y Action - vbiiore have their first
opportunity to try their iiand at broadcasting
activities. Budding across and technicians
can make a three minute radio play in a
specially designed studio and hear the
results of their creativity played back. A
choice of action-packed scripts, together
with music and sound effects, will be available
and fans of The Archers', for example, can
take, pan in a scene using die voices of
diameters Joe Grundyand Lynda Sneli.
This is where the 'furi' starts. The Drama.
Studio is fully equipped with banks of desks,
housing pre-recorded sound effects. Groups
■are cast info sound technican and actors.
The spooky scripts provides well signposted opportunities for the sound
technician learns equipped with two
coconuts for galloping horses, wind

machines, gravels and doorbells; However
synclminisaiion tends to go somewhat
lieserk as the director speeds up die
production. It is debatable whether die
acting at the time of the visit would win any
Oscars but at least peribrming fees would
lie minimal, Highly impressive however, was
the instant playback of the jjerforroance.
Heritage And History World Of Sound
The next section is a dramatic 'surround
sound", multi-media presentation of the
BBC's history, drawing on die rich resources
of its vast sound archives. Pmspero. the
magician.from Shakespear's The Tempest'voiced by the distinguished classical actor
Paul Scoflek! - together with liis spirit Ariel,
summon up the past in a speli-hindingsound, light and image show, beginning
with die voice of Marconi himself aid the
birth of.radio. Outstanding moments from
early programmes from Savoy HUJ and
Broadcasting House, including the arrest of
Dr. Crippen, the first live sports
commentary, 'Children's House', die General
Strike of 1926, royal broadcasts and actuality
recordings from Wbrid "War fl, all bring vivid
reminders of the BBC's roie in the nations
history and culture. Visitors are then invited
by Prospero to move ffom his liiirarv' into
his observatory for a second multi-media
spectacular eyoking major everits and
programming from the Coronation of
Queen Elizabeth 11 to the present day, with
images and recordings recalling, for example,
the launch of the new radio networks after
World War n, The Goon Show', The
Airhers', The Promenade Concens', the
Beatles and warid events such as the
assassinai rrin of President Kenndy, and The
Eagie Has landed' moon Jartding — great
info-enienainmenis.

The Radio Experience
One of the highlights in this section - is a
senii-animatronic figure of Tony Hancock in
the 'Hancock's Radio', based on the famous
'Radio Ham'sketch from 1961. In the 1998
version Hancock roams the dial - this time
picking up a range of classic comedies fioni
The Goons' and "Round the Home' to Tm
Sorry I'll Read That Again' and The News
I luddlines'. The clips have been cleverly
edited. linking tliein with recordings of
1 lancock himself.
Since the first broadcast in 1942. Desert
Island Disks has clicked up over 2,500
castaways. iiiteractive display ailovvs
visitors to select a piece of music, get the
required sound balance and play die tune do
an ancient record player — dioughtfuHy
washed up on the Island. Other intetactive
delights Trom the section indudean unissued rendition of Two Litde Boys' sung by
Rolf Harris in Japanese, the oldest surviving
record In the w orld from 1888 and die only
known recording of AV Milne reading an
exiraa from his till time classic *\Timiie die
Pooh', lb bring the show into todaj's world,
there are PC based quizzes, CD-ROMs, CD,
Die Radio 1 internet web site-plus graphic
displays showing the diversity of the BBC's
national, regional and radio services.
The Television Experience
Vfeitors next enter the world of.television in a
studio environment with many hands-on
features. Children will recognise die new
studio set from Children's BBC Presentation,
where they tan operate the puppets Badger
and Mousey in front of a television camera.
They can also operate CD-ROMs or see
extracts from some of their fiu-ounte
programmes including The Animals of
Fanhingwood", 'Live and KJcking', 'Noddy
and "Blue Peter. An imaginative, invention —
October 1998 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND
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Opening times:
Monday
! .(X) pm - 4.30 pm
Tuesday-Friday 9-30am-430pm
SarurdayvSunday 9.30 am - 530 pm
Admission charges: adult- £6.50
child - £4.50
concession — £5-30
Pre-bookings
teb 0870 60 30 304
Address: Broadcasting House, Portland
Place, .London WTL
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Competition
We have no less than six double tickets to
be won fay Electronics and Beyond readers.
The first all correct entries drawn on the
5th October will receive a double ticket.

World of Sound

ispero's
Library. (Co
wiSbrory.
(Courtesi^^wBBG)^

the w.lltfng suitcase - is on display. Fans of
'EastEnders* can tn' dieirliand at direaJng
recently recoaled scenes. An Outside
Broadcasts display reveals die tedinical
magic of the latest in miniature cameras,
including an impressive demonsuation
where a camera is placed inside a moving
locomotive on a miniature railway, and a
helicopter simulator which allows visitors
to operate a IV camera by remote control.
Would-be weather presenters and sports
commentators can experience the real
thing by recording their own attempts and seeing the results played back.
The last space on this floor is devoted to
broadcasting in the next 10 to 13 yearsThere is an enticing glimpse into the
technological wonders of the forthcoming
multi-channel, interactive, digital age of
television and die BBC's role at die leading
edge of research. The BBC-1 prngramme
Tomorrow's World' demonstrates how the
BBC is harnessing new technology to deliver
its services into the,home in new and
improved ways, in an 18-saeen
presentation together with the latest in new
technology, a slimeline plasma widescreen.
As can perhaps l>e expected the 'Full
Monty' of the BBCs rale as a patron of die
arts over the last 70 years is celebrated in an
imaginative show, set within a theatre, in
which visitors are invited to watch 'The living
Arts'. Here specially conunissianed music and
drama illustrate the BBCs commitment, not
only to new music and writing, bur to all the
other arts, from new groups on Radio i to
operate relays from around the world; from
The Fronts' to Radio Ts sponsorship of
festivals and to the unlikely areas, an radio, of
both dance and film.
Plans are well, advanced to take live feeds
from the TV news services, which have now
been relocated to West londoii. Then it will
be "possible to watch "Breaking News' as it
hapjtens. There is no doubt that the BBC
Experience has pleased visitors. A BBC exit
poll recording S2% of happy visitors, with
St% saying that the length of the tour (about
I Vj hours) was about right. Although The
Experience may be aimed at tire fully paid-up
members of Women Institute Groups.rather
than those Who have just tad brwikfast at
Threshets, and more country casuals than
anorak wearers, for those looking to 'drilioin' the event has much to oner.

A Total Learning
Experience
Teachers looking for a change from a visit to
the Science Museum or Royal Academy
need look no longer as The Experience
offers groups from the education world
fascinating, interactive and memorable.visit.
Hven if developments on the digital
broadcasting field are in low key, National
Cumcuium studies are incorporated and
there are special education rooms available.
No event is staged without a shop and. their
is no exception. The BBC Shop sells the full
range of BBC publications, audio tapes and
audio-visual production plus visitors
souvenirs. For relaxing and refreshments
there is die BBC Cafe. Hie Experience does
not stop here however, as you can watch
flat-screen TV's showing BBC programmes
as you. eat. but sitting at tables r.ulier itan
typicaily sofas at home.
Certainly when it comes to recording
establishment events, such as Royal
Marriages. State Openings, Tennis
Championships, Auntie Beeb has few
equals. If you are seeking Inra Croft or
Meiincla Messenger images, this is not the
place. Here Sue Lawley and Anna Ford
reign supreme bur for this visitor," been
there, done it, loved it".
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Spot the odd one out:
News Night
Coronation Street
EastEnders
Tomorrow's World
2. Where Is Broadcasting House
a. Central London
b. The Bt Tower
c. Cape Carnival
d. Canary Wharf
3. What does BSC stand for
a. Born Before Computers
b. Brixtdn Borough Council
c. Bratn, Beauty and Charm
d. British Broadcasting Corporatfon
4. The BBC is noted for:
a. Topless darts
b. Operating a mobile phone service
c. Manufacturing bath soap
d. Top Of The Pops
Send y'diir entries to;
The Editor, Electronics.&• Beyond,
PO Box777, Rayleigh, Esstst. SS6'8Ui
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General Overview
The circuits described in this .article are
intended to provide a basic open ended
building block which can be used to
transmit analogue or digital information
over a short range infrared link. The system
allows the transmission of audio frequency
signals orlow speed data which can be used
for remote control or monitoring purposes.
A Phase Locked Loop (PLL) system is
used for versatility as this provides a valid
logic output when an input of the
appropriate frequency is detected, and also
provides a simple method of demodulating
an F.M (Frequency Modulated) signal In
addition, because the PIJ, is tuned to detect
a specific frequency, the system provides
.some degree of immunity to unwanted but
of band signals such as those produced by
domestic mains lighting.
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The Transmitter Board.

FEATURES
Uses Phase Locked Loop system
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Provides Infrared link for Audio
or Low Speed Data

Gavin Cheeseman looks at the design and
construction of a low-cost infrared link.

Switched output when valid
transmission received1

using the latter. Infrared sy stems are
relatively cheap and simple to implerrieni
and if set up correctly are capable of
providing a good level of performance over
n shon range. Also, infrared transmissions
are generally line of sight and are heavily
attenuated by walls and other solid objects.
Therefore, it-is generally fairly easy to
maintain system securiiy where this is
required- In addition, the bandwidth
available from infrared systems is wider than
that often provided by simple 8F links.

Introduction
Situations regularly arise where it is
necessary ro transmit information over a
short range but quite often it is impractical
to use a directly wired connection. This
may be due to problems with accessibility
or because one end of die link cannot be in
a fixed position. In this situation a wireless
link is called for. There are several ways to
achieve tlits including radio frequency
transmission, uitrasonics and infrared; in
this article we look at some appliottioas
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Figure 5- Transmitter Circuit Diagram.
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Transmitter Circuit
Description
Both the transmitter and receiver circuits
have been designed to provide versatility
allotting for a range of different
applications. Figure 1 shows die circuit
diagram of the transmitter.
The power supply connections are on PI
(+V) and P2 (OV)- To ensure that the power
supply rails remain free from unwanted
noise and help to maintain stable operation,
several capacitors are used for de-coupling
purposes. Capacitor C2 acts as bulk decoupling, whereas C3, C7. C9. and C1 i are
positioned dose to specific parts of die
circuit to prodding local filtering.
Audio frequency signals may be applied
between id (AF input) and P4 (0V) and
these are buffered and amplified by
operational amplifier IC1. R2and R3
together with C4 provide a reference voltage
for the op-amp. The input signal is coupled
via capacitor C1 which blocks DC. The gain
of this stage is determined by resbton; RI
and R4 together with pre-set resistor VR1.
Capacitor C5 provides a high frequency rolloff, reducingunwanted high frequencies. It
is not necessary to fit this component for all
applications. The inclusion ofVRI in the
drcuit allows the gain of the stage to lie
easily adjusted so that a variety of input
levels can be accommodated. -The output of
IC1 is on pin 6 and diis is fed to 1C2 via
coupling capacitor C6.
!C2 is the j3opuJarlM5S7 phase locked
loop device but in this application it is used
as a simple voltage controlled oscillator
producing a carrier in the kHz range. Preset
resistor VR2 allows die input bias of die
oscillator to be adjusted/Audio frequendes
from the output of IC1 effectively modulate
the carrier frequenq- produced on pin S of
IC2. The nominal carrier frequency is
determined by R7 and CIO- R6 acts as a pull
up resistor for the output at IC2 pin 8. To
prevent large variations in Carrier ffeciuencv'
due to changes in the supply voltage. iC2 is
powered fmm a5Nr reguiator (RGl).
To allow die switchine of higher current

loads titan would be possible directly, the
output of IC2 is used to switch transistor
TR2 and this, in mm, drives infrared diodes
TD1 —TD4- Resistor RS limits die current to
the base of TS2 and RTensures that.the
transistor switdies off fully. Tiie current
through die infrared diodes Is iiniitcd by
RIO and Rli.
TraasistorTRi inliibits the input to the
base of TR2 if P13 is connected to TV This
provides a simple method of gating the.
drcuits infiared output and is useful in
control and data transmission applicaiions.
Receiver Circuit
Description
The circuit diagram of the infrared receiver
is shown in Figure 2. As with the transmitter,
the power supply is connected between PI
(-FV) and P2 (OV). Capacitor Cl provides decoupling close to the supply input. In
addkiqn, there is also loci! de-coupling at
critical points in the circuii. low frequenqsmoothing is provided by CIO and Cl6,
while higher frequency noise is filtered by
C3, C7, Cll and C17- Supply filtering is
particularly uiiportaiu, in a circuit of this
tvpe, liecause of die high gain amplification
stages employed.
RDi is biased by Rl. 'Hie voltage at P3
varies vvitli the level of incident infrared
energy. This variation is typically in the
region of a few mV and retjuires
considerable amplification to produce a
usable signal level, 'ibe required gaiii is
provided by operational amplifiers IC1 and
IC2. Capacitor C2 couples the signal from
RDI to the input of ICL Resistors K2 and R3
bi:is the input of die op-amp at
approximately half the supply. The
maximum gain of IC1 is determined by R4
and R5-.C4 provides a low frequency roll-off
characteristic whereas C5 reduces the gain
of die stage at high fretjueacies. The
amplified signal appearing at IC1 pin 6 is fed
to the input of IC2 which provides further
ampiificacion. The component arrangentent
.at 1C2 is similar to that of IC1 but with die
addicion of signal (liot lev D1 and D2. These

lunit the gain of the amplifier at high signal
levels and help to prevent die input of IC3
from being overioaded. Tlie output of IC2 is
coupled to 1C3 byC9IC3 and associated components form die
basis of a phase locked loop,.As with die
transmitter, this has its own regulated 5V
supply provided by SGI, lohelp to maintain
oscilhtor stabilitv; Tlvis performs different
frmciions depending on die application of
the drcuit. When die frequenq' of die inpur
signal at IC3 pin 3 approximates that of the
PLL's internal oscillarar, the osdlkuor locks
to the frequenq- of the incoming signal. In
the locked condition. IC3 pin 8 switches
from a logic high condition to a logic low
condition and remains in this state as long
as the input frequenq' is within the lock
range of the device. This can lie extremely
useful for control applications (more of this
later). As long as die input, frequenq;
remains widiin the lock range of the PLL,
the frequenq- of the internal oscillator
tracks diat of the incoming signal. A rather
useful consequence of diis is that the
filtered voltage at 1C3 piri 2 is proportional
to the incoming frequenq-. Therefore if die
received signal is frequenq- modulated an
approximation of the modulating waveform
is produced at pinTC3 pin 2.
In our circuit, the output at pin 2 is AC
coupled to operational amplifier IC4 via
C15- Resistors RI1 and RI2 together with
de-coupling capadtorCIR provide.a half
supply reference for IC4- The maximum
gain of the stage Is determined by RIO, R15
and VR2. The signal at IC3 pin 2 nbrmallr
contains unwanted high frequencies. C19
tolls off the High frequenq- response of die
amplifier reducing this effeti. The amplified
audio frequenq- signal is output at IC4 pin
q. RL6 limits the output level. This resistor
has been included to limit the output level
and allow coiTect ojicration if headphones
are directly connected toPlO for monitaring
purposes. An funher attenuated AF output
is available at PS.
Tlte frequenq- of the phase locked loop's
internal osdllator Is deienruned by R9, VR1
and Cl4. VR1 has been included to allow
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IC3 io !>e adjusted such that it will lock to
the incoming signal.
Throughout the receiver circuit, the values
of coupling and DC blocking capacitors have
been chosen to attenuate low frequency
signals. Tliis has a beneScial effect M that it
reduces to response of the receiver to die
effect of ambient artlTidal lighting.
Building the Circuits
The circuits may be built on standard single
sided copper clad board. Fibreglass board is
recommended- PCB layouts and comjionent
overlays are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Insert and solder the components onto the
PCB referring to the relevant component
overlay. Start by fitting the low profile
components such as resistors and diodes. It
is recommended thai Dn. sockets are used
for the ICs to prevent damage during
soldering and to allow for easy replacement
in the event of failure. Tike care to ensure
that polarised components are fitted
observing the correct polarity. This is
important as incorrectly connected
components can become irreparablv
damaged and may even explode. The ICs
should be fitted such that the notch at one
end of die device corresponds with the
notch on the PCB overlay. Don't forget to
sirsighten the IC pins liefore insertion into
the socket. SimilnrK; the diodes arc fitted
such that the position of the band at one
end of the diocie (marking the cathode)
corresponds with that on the PCB overlay
Regulator RGI should be fitted to
correspond with its outline. The polarity of
electrolyiic capacitors is normally indicated
by a minus (-) symbol on one side of the
device. These should be fitted such that the
lead closest to the minus symbol on the
comjwnent is positioned furthest from the
symbol no the PCB.
Capadtor C5 on she transmitter unit and
C5 on the receiver do not need to be fitted..
for most applications. A position for these
componcnrs has been provided on the PCB
to allow suitable value capacitors to be
inserted, where it is necessary to reduce die
gain of the circuir at high ffequendes.
Similarly the value of C19 on die receiver will
depend on the audio frequency range being
transmiued. In this type of circuit, there is
always a cnnipromise between bandwidth
and die level of unwanted noise on the signal.
A apical value for C19 is InF (ceraniic).
The PCB pins are inserted using a
soldering iron. Insert the pin into the
appropriate hole in die PCB from the track
side. Heat the head of the pin with die
soldering iron and gendy press the pin into
position. Do not apply excessive pressure
wuiyhe iron, as this can be hazardous. If
the pin is hot enough, very little pressure
should lie required to complete this
operarion. If necessary die pins can be
straightened after insenion,
Both die inffared emitter diodes and the
photo transistor are mounted on pins as
shown in i-lgure 5- This allow.3 the height to
Ixt easily adjusted and minimises die stress
on the associated I'CB trades. It should also
lie possible to mount the devices on a short
length of screened lead but long lengths may
affect die correct operation of the circuit.
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Figure 3a. Transmitter PCB Layout.
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can be checked using the TED arrangement
shown in Figure S or using a multimeter. To
check the AF output oh PS and P10 you will
need some method of monitoring audio
frequencies. An oscilloscope with a high
impedance input is ideal but If you don't
have one you can get away with a pair of
high impedance headphones or a crystal
earpiece. You will also need an audio signal
to feed into the transmitter. This can be from
a signal generator, a microphone or a similar
source of audio nor exceeding line level.
Initially it will be necessary to align the
opcradng freqtienq- of the receiver phase
locked loop to correspond with that of the

NXTien you have finished constniciLng the
circuits, take some time to check your work
before applying power, to make sure that
there are no errors. In particular double
check the component values and polarities.
Look over your soldering to make sure that
there are no unwanted dry joints or solder
short drcuits.
Testing the Completed
PCB's
It is probably simplest to test die transmitter
and receiver circuits together. The wiring
diagrams are shown in Figures 6 to 8.
Connect the transmitter unit to a suitable
12V power supply. Terminal PI is connected
to -i-V and P2 is connected to OV For both
die receiver and transmitter, it is
rccomfnended that die power supply is
suitably fused as shown in the wiring
diagrams as this provides some protection
in the event of a fault.
When first applying power to the dreuir, it
Is a good idea to measure the current
consumption. If possible connect a
multimeter set to read current in series with
the -f-V supply to the dreuir. Switch on die
power to the circuit and check that the
supply current does not exceed 300mA. If
the current reading is excessive. Switch off
and double check your work, if an
osrilloscope or frequency counter Is
available, check die output on 1C2 pin 8. This
should he a square wave with a frctjuency in
approximately the 20kH7. to -iOkHz range. If
you do not have suitable test equipment it
will be necessary to test the operation of the
transmitter using the rtrcefver.
If all appears to be well, apply power to the
receiver drctiit. This time the current
consumption should be well below IGOniA.
In order to test the various functions you will
need some method of monitoring die
various outputs. The switched output at P5
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Figure 5, Mounting the Infrared emittar diodes and phototranslsor.
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transmitter. Set up the transmitter and
receiver such chat the ttansmttter diodes are
pointing at the receiver phototransistor.
Initially, space the units at a distance of
about 50cm. If the spacing Is too dose there
may be a tendency to overload the receiver
input so avoid very dose coupling, Adjust
VR1 on die receiver until the output at P5
switches to a low condition illuminating the
LED. if connecied. If all is well, momentarily
connect P13 on the transmitter PCS to
terminal PI on die same uciL This should
inhibit the output of the trans miner
resulting in terminalP5 on the receiver
returning to a high condition (LED
extinguished). Remove the connection to

OV
+V
9Vto 12VDC
Pcr.verajpp^

can produce considerable attenuation of
infrared energy.
The drcuit is designed so as to reduce the
effect of ambient infrared emissions from
mains operated lighting etc. However, bright
lights may affect the operation of the
receiver. If this becomes a problem, try to resight the receiver if possible. Avoid mounting
the unit where the photo transistor will be
exposed to direct sunlight as this tends to
result in sacuration and poor psrformanccJt is also possible that the receiver will
respond 10 other infrared devices that are in
Use around the home. An example of this is
the remote control units used operate
televisions, video recorders and similar
appliances. These usually ojieraie at a
specific carrier frequenq', often around
38kHz. The operating frequency of the
infrared link has be chosen to avoid this
frequency. If you find that the receiver is
affected by a remote control device it is
possible to change operating frequenq'' of
the link to overcome tiiis. The frequenq' of
the PL1. oscilhtor on the receiver can be
ruried over a sufficiendy wide range using
VRI. Usually, it is only necessary to make a
small change to the value of R7 and-'or CIO
on the transmitter board in order to shift
the frequenq' enough to cure die problem.
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Figure 7. Transmitter wiring diagram (AF transmission).
Pi3 and P5 should switch to a low srate.
Apply an audio frefiuency signal to the Al;
input of the receiver dram (P3). Ifyou are
using a signal generator set it to a frequency
of approximately IkHz . Alternatively you
cati use a music or other source but in
either case the maximum output level
should not .exceed 775inV rihs. Before
connection set the output level of the signal
source to minimum.
At the receiver end connect ah
osdlloscdpe or crystal, earplate between P10
(signal) and Pll (OV). Slowly increase the
level of the signal source until an output; is
detected at the receiver. Inirially this may be
consideably distorted. Adjust preset resistor
VS2 on die transiruuer to achieve minimum
distortion at die receiver output. If you find
icis a problem obtaining an unclistorted '
output, check that you are not overloading
the input it will be necessary to adjust VRi
on the tntrismicxer to die most appropriate
setting for the input level you are using in
order to ptevent clipping at the input stage.
On die receiver, VR2 is normally set for the
highest output level achievable without
distotiian. It may lie necessary to reduce this
setting if you are driving further amplifiers
From the receiver. It should lie noted that
the audio produced is not hi-fi quality and is
of limited bandwidth. However, it is
acceptable for many applications.
Increase the distance between the
transmitter and receiver units until the PLL
looses lock resulting.in the output at
receiver P5 switching high (LED
extinguished). Try to retime the receiver by
adjusting VRI repeating the process until
maximum operating range is obtained. If
you are using the link to transmit audio
frequencies adjust VRI on the receiver to
provide minimum distonion at the output.
The actual range obtainable is dependant
on several factors but is typically a fewmetres. This can be considerably iaGreased
with the use of lenses.
Take care not to touch resistors RIO and
Rll on the transmitter-as these reach a
relatively high temperature.

Using the Infrared Link
The link has been designed in the form of
general purpose modules and can be used
in a wide range of applications requiring
short range communications over a distance
of a few metres. The system can be used in
connection with point to point data
transmission, security, remote control and
wireless headphone links.
When positioning the units, it should be
remembered that there must he a dear line
of sight path between the transmitter and
receiver. As infrared energy is basically a
longer wavelength form of light, it can lie
reflected from walls and mirracs. This can
be useful ifyou need to transmit the signal
round a comer in a room or corridor, it
should also be remembered that some
materials that are transparent to visible light

Saving on Components
For some purposes, not all of the
components may be required. For example,
ifyou are using the system for remote
control using the output at receiver terminal
P5, then R1 -R4, VRI, VR2, CI, C4 - C6 and
1C1 can be omitted from the transmitter
(drcuit. Similarly IC4, RIO - R16, VR2, CI5
and CIS - C20 can lie left out of die
receiver circuit. Also, the component values
used are not optimised for any specific
application and some readers may wish to
experiment with the circuit arrangement
and values. The PCB's should provide a
good basis for this type of experimentation.
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Rgure 8. Receiver wiring diagram.

Housing the Units
How you house (he system wilf be very
much dependant on the application. Bodi
the transmirrer aral receiver units can be
mounted in a ixix using stamianl M3 nuts,
bolts and Rashers. Tire tmasmiuer diodes
and receiver photodiode can be mounted
behind a small hole in the case or aliematively
behind a suitable plastic infrdKid filter.
\K1ten choosing a case for che trans mi tier,
bear in mind tliat parts of the circuit
operate at an elevated temperature if the
circuit Is operating for more than a few
seconds. Allow for ventilation if ]>ossible
and avoid mounting the PCB where the
heat generated may affect plastics etc.
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Next month...
Next month, we will look at some
applicadons for the system and how these
may be implemented In practice.

The Receiver Board.

Producing The PCBs
The PCB can be produced using the
standard ifV exposure method. If you
do not have the necessary equipment
to produce a board In this way another
method is to use.the 'Press-n-Peel'
system.(Maplin stock code AB15H).
This is a type of iron-on film that is
relatively simple to use and is capableof producing good results.
First it is hebessary to copy the PCB
layout onto the film using a standard
photocopier. -The track iayoutshould
appear as if you are looking through
the PCB from the component side.
After.tHe copying process the film is
trimmed to an appropriate size and
placed face down on an appropriate
sized piece of copper, clad board. As
with most PCB manufacturing,

processes, it is recommended that the
copper face of the board is carefully
cleaned before applying the film, so as
to remove unwanted oxide and
■grease. A domestic iron may then be
applied to the surface of the film'to
transfer the artwork onto the copper.
It is importantto apply the heat evenly
and to ensure that the .artwork has
been fully transferred to the copper
before removing the film. The board
retains the heat for some time after
the iron is applied; so ensure that you
allow enough time for cooling before
the film is removed. Although the
transfer is usually relatively good,there are sometimes areas where the
etch resist is missing, in practice, this
is not.normally a problem the missing
areas can be carefully filled in using
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an etch resist pen. At this stage the
PCB can be etched. Details of suitable
etchants are given in the literature
supplied with the product. Once etching
is complete, the remaining solder rebist
is removed using the appropriate
solvent and the PCB may then be
drilled in the usiial way.
if you do not have the equipment to
photo-etch PCB's and you want a low
cost aitemative, the 'Press-n-Peel'
system Is well worth considering.
Link LKi can be
fashioned from a short
length of wire of a
component lead off-cut.
Berid the wire to the
correct size so that it
fits neatly into
position on the PCB.
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John Mosely continues his look at these
environmentally friendly vehicles.
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Photo 9. Cut away of Renault 'Hymne'.
Renault Hymne
Tlie Jajsmtisc are not the only car
mrmuraaurens. producing electric driven"
velu'des. tenault has heen working for
some yeas on elecuicunc! hybrid cars. Tlie
Hymne (HVhride a Moteur Normal
i-lectrique - hybrid widi dearie motor) Ls
teed on the light commercial Renault
Express. The difference wiiii this model is
tiiat the. driver can seka eiilierpure
elearic or hybrid mode, and Is designed to
cover 100 to 120kni per day; a third of it in
utban traffic, with at least a dozen stops and
restarts. It is equipped with a I5kW electric
motor and a 1200a:, 43kW petrol engine.
In hybrid motie, a 'supervisor' computer
continually adiusts the mode of propulsion
- electric, internal combustion or mixed according to speed, acceleration, and the.
level oflMttery charge. The object is to
baltince the t>ower output hetwetn the
(ietrol engine and the electric motor so as
to minimise fuel consumption anti
emissions. The result is a car that
coasumes only 3.71 of pet rol and less than
IkWh per 100km. Lip to 60kphf die car is a
pun? electric vehicle, but aixive this speed
the petrol engine progressively takes over
and ensures a range of up to 600km. The
electric motor provides additional power
for maximum acceleration, or to achieve
the highest speeds. Although it weighs

l.SOOkg, it can achieve !60kph.
In pure dearie mode the range is 35kiTi
and a top speed of 125kpli. with all the
typical comfort and diaracteristics of
electric veil ides - smooth Hde, esiremdy
quiet and no pollution. Tlie 235kg XiCd
battery [tack is recharged by :m external
16A power supply or by die petrol engine
driving rs generator.

The Renault VERT
In this next generation hybrid vchlde,
Renault have combined batteries with a
■turbogenerator" to power die twin backto-back mounted ac synchronous electric
motors in 3 from-whed drive Espace, The
result is a vehicle that has been classified as
an I (LEV (ultra low emission vehicle).
The 'rurbp-generator' is a conijtact
designing fearurihga turbine that drives a
conventional generator to charge die
batteries and drive the electric motors. The
generator is direedy couplet! to the turbine
and has an extremely high output, since
the turbine rotates at nearly 90,000rpm!.A
tiitbine offers the following 'advantagest^ high power with simple, compact design.
^ continuous combusdon which greatly
reduces polluting emissions widiqut the
need for a catalytic convener
^ high output.
^ can use various Itiels. both liquid and
gas without the need for modificruion
^ fewer moving pai'is.
Tlie turlrinc develops .ISkW and has a
state-of-Lhe an heat exciiauger and
combustion chamber with lean premtx, prevaporisatiori. Tire nrrbine, shaft drives n
compressor which supplies air compressed
Ijv a fhaor of four to the inlet manifold.
After the fuel, normally diesel, lias been
burnt in a self-sustaining (after initial
combusdon by a pilot fiame) semiopen
clmmljerat consunt pressure, die bumt gas
escapes at a very high velocity and'at a
temperature of ]025*C, so tlrtvc tlieturiiine.
A 'rotating' heat evehanger consisting of a
ceramic matrix rotadng at between: 10 to
20rpni, which alternatively passes rhrougli
the exhaust gas and the intake flow of
compressed ;ur. Thc aim is to increase, as
much as possible, the air temperature
before it enters the combustion chamber
In tuwTi, die batteries provide till the
jxiwer to the electric motors up to 63kTy
more than adequate f<.ir driving in traffic. On
motorways, the. turbo-generatora 38kW of
poiver allows a cruising speed of J30kpi).
For extra power, the driver simply
accelerates harder, and power from die
batteries are added brining die total power
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to 90kWTop speed now rises to 165kph, and
acceleration from 80 to 120kjih takes less
than 20 seconds - without any gear change.
Renault hope to start volume production
of a hybrid vehicle at a realistic price
between the years 2005 and 200?.

by the Dynalto system and is available at any
time when sudden acceleration is retfuired.
Tliis booster power is rated at 5kW (8bhp),
and, additionally, can be of use at low
speeds to avoid stalling when performing
difficult manoeuvres.
By nature, the rotational speed of an
internal combustion engine is never
completely uniibmi. The toique of the
Dynalto system helps stabilise die angular
velocity of the engine, and generally
CQuiueracc the torsional vilirotioas of the
powctrain, thus making the engines power
curve more linear. The result is a car that
runs a lot smoother in all situations including
sudden acceleration or braking, whidi
incidentally indudes regenerative braking.
The engine used in the Xsara Dynalto is a
65kW (90bhp) I560cc petrol engine, with a
fiiel consumption that is claimed to be up to
20% less than tliai of an equivalent model
widiout die Dynalto system.
Onc nice toudi is that the car lias two
220V power outlets for running small mains
electrical appliances!

Citroen Xsara Dynalto
Although perliaps not a true hybrid system,
the OjTialfa' from Citroen is an interesting
concept as it combines the function of the
llvwheel, alternator ami starter into one ujiic
The unit is only 6,8cm wide and is positioned
between the engine and geatitox: replacing
the flywheel. An electronic management
system mmnils its action and provides a
system thai offers several advantages.
When the car is stopped for more than
two seconds the engine is shut down, and
restarted by simply selecting a lower gear
and pressing die accelerator. Normally the
engine will restart in 1/1 Oth of a. second
which is a lot less than conventional starters.
Tbey can take up to dtree seconds. When
running, clcaric energy generated is stored

(

)

Transaxte

Front

T
Hydrogen
storage unit

Control unit
DC/DC converter

As methanol is a liquid foe], it presents a
practical solution to (lie hydrogen supplyproblem. It is presently made from natural
gas but in Large volumes it could Ire
produced from biomass. so helping to
reduce dependence on fossil foci.
Basically; the fuel ionises hydrogen,
extracts the free electrons as electricity, and
then applies that curretu to produce water—
a by-product of the,process, which in the
case of die Toyota FCEV is passed lack for
use in die meihano! reformer.

mem

[ Signals from
t vehicle sensors
Inverter-

/Motor i

Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle
The world's first priicdcal fuel cell was
mounted on the American Gemini V
spacecraft in !965- It produced eiectridty
for the craft using the reaction between
oxygen and hydrogen, and as a by-product
created drinking water for the crew.
The fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) uses
an unlimited supply of a combustible fuel oxygen - and an oxidising agent.—air. Figure
S shows a typical layout- The Renault "Fever
(Fuel cell Electric Vehicle Extended Range)
carries die hydrogen in liquid form in a.
cryogenic tank at -255°C! The Fever Is based
oh a laguna estate (see Figure 9) and at
present is a demonstrator designed and
produced to evaluate this type of propulsion
system. The electro-chemlcai reaction
generates 30kW of electric power at a
nominal 90V dc, wliicli is then converted to
250V to power the synchronous electric
motor. The by-product of this reaction is
water. Again baneries are used to store
diarge-froni the. generator and from
regenerative braking. Range is 500km, with
a top sjieed of 120kphIbyoia use mcthanol to produce
hydrogen in their FCEV which is based on a
RAV4 off-road vehicle, A mcthanol refonner
(sec Figure 10) is useil to producc.the
hydrogen. Medianol and waiter are n uxet!
and heated to vaporisation then catalysed in
the reformer to produce Hrand CO;.
Although CO; is a by-product, the level
produced is less than hall'of conventional
petrol engines.
Heat -f Catalysr
CHO:OH 4- HiO - 3H.- -1- CO.
(M e thanril) (VCh ter) -»(H ydrogen) (Ctuhon
Dioxide)

(

Fuel .ceil unit

Battaries
)

Power control
unit
c

1

Figure 8. Fuel cat! electric vehicle layout.
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Figure 9. Renault 'Fever' schematic.
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{3H2 + C02)

M

Exhaust Gas

Figure 10. Honda hydrogen reformer.
Each cell consists of an electrotytc
membrane,sandwiclied Iretween ncgadvC
tuicl jrositive dcanxles of woven carbon fibre
ttidt panicles of platinum cataljst adhering to
them. Hydrogen is fed to the negative
elearodes. and oxygen to the positive
dtttnxfe- The platinum catalyst ionises the
hydrogen and the ions migrate through the
membrane towards the positive electrodes.
The negative eiearons released by ionisation
arc also aitmcted to the posime electrodes,
but cannot pass through tire membrane.
Instead they travel througli an external circuit
#Tll ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND OctoiKr 1998

as electrical cucrent (see Rgures 11 and 12).
One fttel cell can produce only about 0.7V of
clcciricicy, so many Rid cells ore stacked
together, seirarated by sheets of carbon to
create a fuel cell unit. Toyota use 400 celts to
pnxiuce a 300V power source.
Since the amount of electrical current is
deiermincd by the amount of hydrogen per
minute that can i>e pushed through tire
electrolyte antl combined v.lrh oxygen, it is
important to optimise both the position and
shape of the two supply channels. The
internal resistance is less than chemical

batteries, so jrower output cart readily be
increase by supplying more oxygen and
hydrogen. Furthermore, wet electrolyte
membranes speed.reactions, so the air is
humidified before it is fed to the Rid cells,
and efliciehcy is improved by operating the
cells at die higher end of the 40:C to HQ'C
operating temperature range. Tiiyota Itare
incorporated these features in their design
and produced a fuel cell that is capable of
ytowering a 45k\V motor, fitted in the
drivetrain which is simibr to all the Toyota
range of electric powered veliides.

e

e

i 7
-^Alternating
—^current
3
<
0)
a

Air

H

Electrolyte,
membrane

Hydrogen

(HJr

Water

HiQ
Negative
electrode

Fuel cell body'

Positive
electrode

Hs -> 2H" + 2e"
(e: electron)Flgure 11. Fuel cell chemical action.

1/202 + 28" + 2e" -> HiO

The Future
Toyota lias not just limited their hyim'd
elearic development to airs, they have also
used their 1500a: hybrid system in :i small 20seater urban bus with a range of oier 400km.
The eventiKtl aim of all this devdopmem along with other major companies and die
Japanese government - is to achieve a
smoother, more comformWe transport system.
Research and ttevelopment in the nexigeneration intelligent transpon system (TTS)
is progressing at a tapid rate; ITS represents
the integration of die ualiic Infrastrucmre
with today's advanced electronics,
information and communications
technologies. The idea Ls to bring togedier
these technologies to create a smooth
interlace Iretween roads, vehicles and
people, and go along way towards reducing
traiiic congestion, improving safety and
producing a cleaner environment. mam, -t

» Fuel cell structure
Negative
elecirode

Positive
elecirode

Air

Hydrogen
\

N
\
Electric current

Separator
(carbon material)

Hydrc gen

■

\ Electrode
(with platinum catalyst)
Electrolyte membrane

Figure 12. Honda fuel cell construction.
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A review of two GPS products by Keith Brindley
The Gioba! Positioning by Satellite (GPS)
sv-stem is technically quite smart. It is a
woridwide s«iem. in which 24 loworbit satellites cowitiually track over die
earth's surface, transmitting signals in a
comshuous stream of data. At any [Xiint on
the earth's surCice therefore, there are
always a number of these sarellites in lineofsiglu. Thus, a satellite transmission receiver
at any point can pickup signals from several
satellites simultaneously. Depending on
satellite position, and nor taking into
account high buildings, trees, or other
obstructions around die reception point,
there can lie upto seven or eight satellites
"visible-, and never fewer than three.
Dam transmitted from each satellite
contains information relating to its position
and orbit, as well as all other satellites,
whether it's functioning correctly, and die
predse time. For this reason, a suitable
roreiveron the ground can use the data
from alt satellites it receives from to calculate
its own exact position. It's a bit like the old
school physics experiment where someone
fires a gun at one side of the school plating
field and anodier measures the time
difference between seeing the smoke the
gun emits and hearing the gun retort to
calculate the speed, of sound, in the GPS
system, it's radio waves (die speed of which
we know) not sound that's used, and the,'
differential informadon is used to locate the
receiver not calculate speed, bur the
principlels more-or-less the same.
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Tile US government developed the GPS
si-stem as a means of tracking arid locadng
missiles and objects, and for this purpose it's
accurate to within Im anywhere ori the
eardi. However, aware that this could lie
used niiticarily by others, the satellite signals
are scrambled to reduce accuracy somewhat
for commercial systems. Nevertheless, the
system Is always within 100 metres so you
could fintl your way to the top of a mountain
you're walking up, but you couldn't, drop a
missile directly on the Houses of Pariiarnent.
Rece ntly commercial GPS receivers have
been introduced which allow anyone to take
advantage of the G PS system. They're not
jianicularly expensive, scanihgat under £100
for basic models, although some fuU-fcatured
models are well over £1000, Many of diem
are battery-powered and pocket-sized. so are ■
ideal companions for walkers, cyclists, arid
motorists. The system drough is still in its
infancy- so current GPS receivers tend to lie
quite technical, and users need to be able to
map read pretty accurately. Things will
change over die coming years thoughWeVe picked a couple of GP5 receivers to
road test: die Ganiiin GPS 111 arid the Magellan
GPS CdorTKAK. Thefe are both portable
devices, intended for quite serious use. The
Garmin GPS m Is available from Maplin (order
code LS2 DC. £399.99). either by mail-orriec, or
through our nationwide chain of scores.
Hie Magellan ColorTRAK Is the first
portable GPS receiver to feature a colour
screen. White this isn't a massive
improvement over others with more basic
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LCD screens, ir does help to differentiate
features as you view them. It's a rather
chunky receiver, but comes widi a uscfoi
poudt that can be strapped to a Ivdt and
boasts the longest ixittery fife of any portable
GPS receiver—up to 30 hours.
The Garmin GPS Dl.is quite unusual in a
(XirtahleGPS receiver in dm it is supplied
with dn-board woridwide maps. Hits means
that, from first power on, you can locate
yourself anywhere in the world. As you
move, the map adjusts to keep your position
central. This would be a wonderful feature
except that the map detail is quite limited.
Major roads and towns are shown, hut
there's no detail below this. As such, it's a
good toot to have on your dashboard while
driving, as its sit-up-arid-beg shape supports
diis usage, though not partiojlady effective
while walking. Also, battery power Is quite
poor, only eight hours.
So what does anyone do with a GPS
receiver, apart from tucuing position? Wfell.
GPS receivers are ideal tools for jieople who
take iriap-rcading and outdoor pursuits
seriously. Ves, at their very least, they can tell
vqu where your [Xtitioii Ls on a map. Also,
they can be used to record Sjiecific points of
interesr, termed way-points. As you move
-along, a GPS receher records your multiple
positions in an autorrianc log, called a uack
that does not require you to mark waypoims
as you progress. These ghe.a teconl of where
you have been, ami you can monitor this realtime as you move, or afrcrwarcls back liome.
- Conversely, you ran with the aid of a map plan

a mute beforehand, adding waypoints even
befone ynu leave home. In effect, GPS
receheis are locailbnal power tools for
traveUers — modem tby equiralents of the
compass and the sextant
As uscfijl as GPS receivers are alone, there
is someiiiing else we tan do with them.
A lost GPSreceivers hare a data port,
shmugh which the received data from die
GPS satellites is pumped out, acconJing to a
sraudard developed by the liSXaiional
Maritime Electronics Assopation (NEMA)
called Iv'A 1EA-01 S3. Electrically this is similar
to RS-232, which means tliat most
computers can l>e connected to most
receivers and, together with the proper
software, can use the received GPS satellite
signals for further purposes. Typically, this is
to interlace with on-screen maps, so drat
positionai inibrmntion is displayed in a rirore
friendly v.ay than a GPS receiver does on its
own. Effectively users can monitor their
position on an accurate detailed map as they
move. Another use, however, is to upload
and download track, route and waypoint
details between GPS receiver arid coni[)iiter.
So, after an outing all details can be
downloaded to die computer, to view the
outing on the on-screcri map. Or, a
complete outing can be planned beforehand
on computer, then uploaded to the GPS
receiver. Needless to say, a GPS receiver's
functionality can lie greatly extended in
combination with a computer.
A software package that allows this sort of
functionality is shown. It Ls a Madmosh
fortnnt product called GPSy. Similar products
arc available for whatever your computing
pfaiform. GPSy Is quite a powerful product
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in that it allows users to import maps
(scanned from OS maps, say, or from
Tntemet-b.-tsed map servers) to whatever
scale or .accuraq- you want. From there, it's a
simple matter of linking directly to a GPS
receiver. Most common receivers, including
the two used in this review; are usable. Tire
screenshat of GPSy in use shows a real-time
map being used farm tire UK Strcctorap map
server (at http^wwwstreetmap.co.uk) to

.
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In this final part Gr&g Grant looks
at the nuclear power factor
A nuclear reactor is a device which
supplies'a cbmimious Dow of heat
energy derived from nuclear fission.
!t operates on die principle that some
radioactive atomic ntidei, when bombarded
by neutrons, generate even more neutrons.
This process becomes .self-sustaining,
provided the speed of the bombarding
panicles is sufficiently cohtroiled.
The reactor's 'ftjeT is uranium 235.
uranium 238 or plutoniunt 239. the speed of
the bombarding panicles (icing comrolted
by what Is termed a Moderator. Finally, a
heat exchanger system utilises die reactor's
output to drive the turbines of an electric
power plant. This basic -assembly is
illustrated in Figure I.
Hie first seif-sasiaining reaction was
triggered at itround 3-'i5pio on Decenilier
2nd, 1942, from an ".. exponential gtaphiteuraniunt pile," ' located in a disusetl squash
court, under the football stadium of the
University of Chicago. The uranium atoms
had been split by 'moderated' neutrons,
which liberated the energy.
The word pile was usetl initially for a very
good reason: it described exactly how the
'fuel' wns assembled, lb Iiegin with, a base
byer of uranium Iiad a layer of cariion
placed on top of it. The cattoon - in turn was capjied by another byer of uraniusn .which wits subsequently topped by a second
byer of cariion, and so on, fanning die
■pile,' or stack, of Figure 2.
The term remained in vogue for some

years until, through increasing experience
and further dcvclopmcnr within die
industry, they were construaed in a more
precise and efficient way. As a residt, titey
came to lie temieri nuclear reactors.
The Cfiicago assembly produced the
pluiohitim used, in the nuclear weapon
dropped on the city of Nagasaki. The
destmcrive (xaver of tliis — and the eariier—
weapon gave die embryo industry, as wo
have seen, the worst possible press that
alniosLany new enteqirise has had to
endure before or since.
Yet by 1990, 'ihere were more than 400
nuclear power reactors in operation in some
26 countries.
Moteowf, a funhcr 100 were under
consuatction. Therefoit: alxiut 400,000
Megawatts (MW) of the world's dectridty Is
nuclear-genenited- By die dawn of the new
millennium matters will be different again.
Jt is estimated that one-diird of all electric
power generated world-wide will, by 2002.
come from nuclear plants. Given the
dangers inherent in radioactivity generally,
how safe are such plants presently? More to
the point, will this safety factor be improved
upon in die future?
The fitst thing to note concerning the
nuclear power industry is that It was
initiated and developed in two of the most
technologically experienced nations in die
world: the United. States of America and
Great Britain. Since die beginning, the
industry has been well :rware of the safety

procedures and statutory enactments that
have been.in pbee in both countries for a
very long time, in some industries for
almost two hundred years.
Yet despite such precautions in the railway
industry, in tedinalogical imnubaure, in
heavy constnjcrion and in commercial airline
operations worldwide, human error can and has in the past - r esulteti in tieatli and
injury on a scute far greaier than tliat of any
nuclear aeddem thus far.
Wliai many people are unaware of or - in
the case of the viciously anti-tcchnological
em-lobby - choose'to ignore, is that in the
nuclear industry safety is paramount. Nor
has the press helped. Any form of disaster
"... sells newspapers and makes news, and
the nearer the disaster is to home die
better. The media must bear some of the
responsibility for the somewhat irratlona]
attitude of die public to nuclear energy." Nev-erthdess die first nudear accideiit was
caused by a cocky compbcency, tvpical of
many industries even today.
The First Nuclear
Accident
On die 2Lst of May .1946 Louis Slotin. the
Canadian who assembled the core of the
first atomic bodib, was preparing to take up
an Assistant Professorship at the University
of Chicago. Before leaving his post at I .as
Alamos nuclear facility, he had one
important duty to perform. This was to
shovvhis successor, Alan Graves, how to
bring two critical hemispheres of pluronium
almost logeihcr. so that a very slow and
controlled chain reaction would result.
The two hemispheres were kept apart by
a pair of metal spacers, located on the lower
hemisphere. Slotin removed Uiese shims
and replaced them with a screwdriver blade,
held in his right iiand. Tise screwdriver
however slipped and the two hemispheres
connected. Immediately, a blue glow filled
die room and the neutron monitor went
berserk. This was followed by a heat flasb.
Slotiri almost immediately knixked the
two hemispheres apart with his bare hands,
terminating the chain reaction, before
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Figure 1. The
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of a nuclear
reactor.
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Figure 2, The world's first nuclear 'pile' at
the University of Chicago, 1942.

caffing' for an ambulance. After five days in
hospital, his hands swelled considerably
and. despite daily transfusions, his white
blood cell count continued to fall cinisticaily
Four days later he was dead. He had
received a radiation dose of some 900rein.
AlWn Graces had taken alxtut ZOOreni.
iniiially resulting in sickness, which subsided
after alMui,eight hnms. Hve days after ixang
adrnittetl to hospital, his temperacure reidied
lOS^F and lie received two blotxl iransfusions.
1 le was allowed home after 10 days and
suljsequcntiy made a complete recovery This
was the first,nndetiraeddeci, brought about
by a mixture of complacency and the ignoring
of safety procedures and devices.
By 195" most people thought of a nuclear'
pile as the 'engine' of an atomic weapon. A
nuclear power station therefore had to be a.
controlled Ixinib of some kind, encased in a
ven- solid container, one much tougher
than tixit encasing a w'eapon. Therefore if
there was any danger from these new
generating stations, it would surely amount
to a giant, explosion of some kind, aidiough
such a .scenario was highly unlikely given
the safety procedures and precautions. No
one thought of the leakage of radioactive
material into die atmosphere. Not that is
until n second accident occurred in 1957.
The Windscale Affair
In 1956 the British production engineer
Christopher Hintori opened Caltier I Sail" ..
the first large-scale nuclear power station in
die world which supplied public electricity.'"i
The main British nuclear power effort
was concentrated at wliat is now termed
TOndscale ami it was liere, on the Sth
October 1957, that the first raafor British
nuclear accident took place; in Windscale
Pile N'o. 1.
During a pmcedufe known as Wiener
Release, there was a failure of one—or
perhaps more —of the fuel cans, which
simply oxidised. The monitoiing
instrumentation did not indicate this failure
until the afternoon of the 10th. A visual
inspection revealed glowing fuel elements
and flames also.
Every possible technique — from blowing it
out with carl*in dioxide to shuuing ofF the
air— had no effecc The decision was taken
finally to use water, which was first applied at
8.55am on die Tlth of October. By3pnt the
following day the water had done the trick:
the pile was cold. Naturally diere was a price
to pay Almost 40,000 curies of radioactive
material such as strontium 90, iodine 132,
tellurium 132 and caesium 137 was being
freighted away on the wind and de|*i.siicd
over die surrounding area.
The Aftermath
The reactor ojieratdrs and other workers
were wearing respirators and protective
clothing and dielr periods of exposure were
controlled. Consequently the tnxximum
ih\Toid dose received was 9.5rem. die
average tlosc ttlxiut 0.4 rem.
Nor were the people living in the
LrradLitetl area severely endangered,
according to measurements of the radiation
dosage. It whs found that die (.xipulation
living in the region of maximum deposidon
had received a dose of around 50mtllircm.

Hits compared favourably with the natural
IlOmillirem dose jier annum from groundleaked radon gas. cosmic rays and radium
from buikling materials.
However in equipniera. terms, Windscale
was a cosdy business. Iwo reactors were
written off, it being considered dut
modifying Pile No. 2 to die required safetystandards would tie financially prohibitive.
Bodi reactor-: were completely sealed.
Moreover, some two million litres of milk
were poured down the local drains as a
precaution in regard to chilcfrens' health,
although it was still acceptable for use in
cheese-making for example.
On balance, this vvas somediing of a
'model' nuclear accident, if there is such a
thing. Tills view appeared to lie a reasonably
accurate one too for 25 years after the
event, funiier'measurements were taken in
the area, in 19S2 the National Radiological
Protection Board (NRPB) — having liaii a
great deal more experience of the effects of
low level radiation ilian ftimieriy- diought
that the nadon's jxipubtion had received an
extra dose of radiation etjutvalent to about
half the dose it would normally receive in a
year fmm nntural sources.

However on the credit side the event
brought nuclear safety to public attention as
few other events had .done. Hiraughout the
world, nuclear reactors and dieir peripheral
instaJSadons.had their procedures and snfety
recortls locked at anew to determine how
die\r would have coped in a similar situation.
For the Amedcin nuclear authorities, one
result was the realisation tliat continuous
tn lining for nudcar operators vvas not - as iiati
formerly been thouglit—an es}x;nsivc option,
but an ojierational imperative. Moreover,
nudcar industry employees had to know their
roles in rui emeigencysituation and cany
tliem out speedily and effectively.
'Hie nucJeacindustry in general - and in
America particularly - returned tn
generating electricity once more, having put
in place active measures to limit die public
relations damage. One illustration of this in
Britain Is the current advertising campaign
the industry b mnning encouraging the
public, and schools particulariy, to visit such
nuclear centres as Scliafield and see how
the industry operates.
Nine years after Three Mile Island the
mdustry was stunned by the sort of event it
had fervently hoped would never iiappen.

The Three (Vlile Island
'Disaster'
Who, wherever they live, work or play, has
not heard of Three .MileIsland? Ijocated in
die middle of the Susquehnnna River,
downstream from the city nf Middleiovvit,
FcnnsyivanLi, die island was die locuion of
an aeddent whose effect on die nuclear
industry's public image, and on American
energy policy in general, was b'tde short
of devastating,
Ar 4am on Mardi 28rh 1979. the Three
Mile Island jxiwer station sustained a fault in
its coaling system, caused by a combination
of temporarily ineffective valves and human
error. This meant thai the fission core of die
reactor - which was normally submerged in
water - became exposed to die atfhosphere.
The highly nidioacdve fuel rods making up
the core began to melt, releasing radioactive
gases as a result. Although die amounts of
radioactive material released were very
small, the incident caused corisiderabie—
ami unnecessary — anxiety.
In reality, the emergency was over by 8pm,
when (he staff stabilised the reactor and die
correct cooling had been restored and was
functidning properly. However confusion,
not to say panic took over".. as officials
contradicted each odier.": By March BOdi,
the State Governor was advising pregnant
mndiers and chtldrea.Iiving close to the
facility to leave, and many took this advice.

The Big One
On .Monday 2Sth April 1986. Swedish
nuclear workers at Forsmark nuclear
generating station noticed'high readings on
tlieir radiation detectors. Assuming that this
indicated a malfunction in their own
equipment, they shut the reactor down and
evacuated die station. By die afternoon
Swedish scientists had detected fallout in
the atmosphere, indicating dint a reactor
had indeed developed a problem, bur irwas
ccnalnly not die Forsmark facility.
This in fact would prove to be die 'Big
One', an event diat would film a modestsize city near the junction of the Fripyac and
Ushk rivers in the Ukraine, into a Household
name worldwide; Chernobyl.
In Western Europe, other countries too
shonly became nware of radioaciive fallout.
On the 29(h April, a sciendfic attache from
die Soviet embassy in Bonn, suddenly
turned up at the offices of Alomfonun. This
non-governmental agency of what was then
West Germany's nudcar power industry,
was asked if it could advise the attache's
government on how to extinguish a
graphite fire In a nuclear rcactcir.
Atomforam replied licit a number of
stantiaiti fire-fighting sul.istanccs could do the
fob efiraively such as foam, water and sand.
However, to choose a really effective material,
diet' would have to know die nature and
drrumsianccs of the problem. The Germans
also advised the Russians to contact die
British, who liad experienced a graphite fire
at windscale. almost thirty years earlier.
The Anierfcans too offered,assistance.
Tills comprised a comprehensive
investigative package, including technical
experts, healdi physidsis and a specially
equipped helicopter, the details of which
vvas cabled to America's embassy in Moscow
for onward transniission to the Soviet
government. The Russians however
declined thcsc.offers, retjuesting only the
aid of Dr. Robert Gale, an eminent American
bone-marrow transplant surgeon.

The Aftermath
The major reason "ITiree Mile Island became
a world event rather than alitde local
difficulty was the uncertainty among the
staff as to what exactly was'happening, and
why. Consequently the politicians were
badly advised and so dispensed faulty, if
well-intentioned, advice such as evacuation.
The industry itself was deeply shocked by
the event and experienced the cancelLation
or postponement of a number of ottlers for
nuclear power installations as a result.
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Tliis set die patteni for the events that
followed The Soviets, even when they
appeared to be a little less imransigejn tlian
formerly, in Eict gai e little away, lliei'
blamed the staff at Chernobyl for both the
accident and the subsequent confosion.
Moscow— according to the leader of the
Soviet acridem investigation team - knew
nothing about what had happened until
the evening of Sunday April 27th.
At this time the readings on Swedish
monitoring equipment, 1,000 km fimm the
disaster, were suggesting that if the "region
was taking iliis sort of irradiation, it was
time to seriously consider lead as an
altemativeclothing maierial! In fact, the
chemical explosion had actually occurred in
the wee small hours of Saturday April 26th
resulting, apparently, in a fire spreading to
one of the four reactors.
The Aftermath
Chernobyl was the world's worst nuclear
accidcnt. of rather the worst necortied,
even if only by default. By June 5th die
death toll had - offidally—risen to 26 and
meltdown had only lieen avoided by
completely enclosing die damaged reacior
in concrete- Its fallout, for example,
equalled the total lallout fcom ail the
nuclear test explosions that had taken place
since the end of Wo rid War Two!
Naturally heads rolled, among which
were those of the Deputy .Minister of Rawer
and EiectrlBcation, a larst Deputy Director
of Medium Machine Building and the
Deputy Direaor of the research insdiute
which had designed Chemobyl's reactors.
Tlie Soviet Politburo announced the
creation of a new government departmenr,
die Ministsy of Atomic Power Engineering,
which was intended to raise standards of
management and take responsibility for
nuclear engineering development.
Naturally there was no mention
whatsoever of matters dial are taken For'

granted in the West, such as an opening up
of infrirmadon on nuclear power stations,
freedom to report on the industry in
general, not to mention accurate casualty
figures. AU of which of course raises
questions such as 'was this the first nuclear
accident the Soviets had experienced?' If
this was so, it would go some way to
explain their drastic handling of it.
In fact, this was not the first nuclear
accident in Russia. There have been a
considerable number of such accidents
across die industrialised woritl in the half
century or so since die industry began
including at least one in the old Soviet
Union. The above inddenis aside, Table 1
lists those diat were reported and the one
that was not. Short of reading the table,
neither the writer nor the publisher are
offering a prize for successfully guessing
where die unrepottcd one occurred!
The way ahead, as seen by a number of
large engineering concerns such as
Mitsubishi in Japan and Wesiinghouse in
America, Is to make future nuclear
generating plants 'inherently safe.' Tills
would he achieved by building smaller.
high-iemi>eraiure reactors, the cores of
which would be manufactured from
ceramics. Such materials would make them
virtually 'meltdown free.'
Tliat said, there are a number of factors
which must be resolved. Firstly, a
considerable improvement in performance
and reliability will fie required from the
new stattoas, coupled with a drop in both
running and maintenance costs. Finally, an
accepmbic solution has to be found for the
difficulties of de-commissioning old nuclear
power plants and die siting - and
monitoring — of nuclear waste dumps.
Tliis latter problem was highlighted in
July last year when an explosion otairred
at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in
Washington State, America's largest and
oldest nuclear waste dump. Here, once
more, human failure brought alx.iut a

catalogue of errors that everyone had
thought had been done away with after the
Three Mile Island confusion. Not so however:
not so.
The riudear industry, as fable 1 shows,
still has'some one third of its failures
caused by human error of one kind or
another. That points to one thing;
inadequate training and awareness in the
safety field. Until this is addressed, the
industry will always have a hard time from
the environmental lobby and the public will
continue to harbour doubts over an
indiistry that, thus far, lias a safety record as
enviable as that of the world's airiines.
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CAUSE
_ ACCIDENT
■ PLACE
DATE
Hbmar) error.
■ Cbatk RSwradlSy, Canada.
Four control rods s-.-sreTifiEc! cut of the resciot.
"Dscemtef. 1952.
Humnnemx.
- Idaho Falls, USA.
VfliHst isting this reactor, the staff tost&fTbbL
Kwember, 1955.'
Aijiiionffes
hare
twer
admitted this took place.
KyEhtym.Ch^yabinik,
USSR.
Bdfeed.io
have
beeria
v.4aporis'p!am
axidenL.
Winter, 1957-195a
.'FaiiBy fuel rod d.rer-heaSng,
'Rafioaetke material tetoesed into sirnosphere.'
*■ CfetK River, Caked'a.
May23(d, 1958.
Colling system btockage.
12_Fi)8l reels ir--!ted.
' .Srina .Susha.Cafifomfe,-.
JuV 24th, 1959.
Faulty ComponertL
Part of trabicr core roaSEd.
' South East Michigm, USA
October 5ih. JSfeS.
A
pfBSStrre tubs burst .
Resctur
are
damaged.
• ■ IncehS, Svittsriara).
Janusiy 21st, 1969.
Faulty meter reading.
Raa«Dr Dirt ot.cwitjol.
• Morris. lEnos.lfSA.
June 5th, 1970.
waste stDr^gs.faciftll■ o'.wfib'r.edRadfcactae waste spflJags, 50.000 getons- Momicello. Minnesota, USA
June 5lh.tl970.
Humanemff.
Reector, core cr-erbeated.
' Decatw. AJafcama, USA
■ Match 22«f,1975.
1
Major
cooling
pipe fracture.
Re&ctor fault.
HtncWsy Rjtnt, SomaRei. UK.
June. 1977.
Human
eiror.
Seawater
fed
into
reactor's
core.
*
Huntatston,
Ayrshire,
UK
September, 1977,
'Hunton.enct,
Control cornputof swamped byfstse sgnfe.
Rancho.Seco. Carirdrnia, USA .
/.torch 28 Ui, 1978.
Cpoism teak.
RSdioaPtke. codtam tsik.
Febrjaiy lUh,198L.
• Sat'joyah. Tennessee, USA
Steam geneator tube ruptursd.
* Ginne (Wnt. Rcchester, NavTbift, USA , RatiioaSK'e vrster .spills® imo.cpntalnmsnt area.
Januaty 25ih, 1982Automatic shurctoMi system foikd - twice!
* Safetn, flevt Jersey. USA.
Reac tor cdre ivater teveU dropped.
Tetaua!y25Ui. 19831
Biif.pmsnt failure.Bectrical
[xweftes,
nsihingjn
s
codant
loss.
Ktf.ember 21riT 1S85.
"San Gnpfie, California, USA
Loss of control room dc pm'.-er.
• Rancho Seep, Califcvns. USA
Rsacux cooled ..raprdiy.
December 26"ji. 1935.
Human error. Managerneat taiiurB;
' Hops Creeh. Neiv Jersey. USA
Pressure ecpiarGef,bad Sean instaOod bactn-.-aids!
August, 1986.'
■ inclicates those incidsr.ts that V«8 reponsd and discussed - often at great length - in the national end cntemaffonal press.
Table 1, A chapter of accidents.
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Removable

Zip system can be used
vertlcaHy or horizontally.-
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In a recent issue, Martin Pipe
examined some of the removable
media options available to personal
computer users. In this article, he
follows up zvith a look at some of the
hardware available.
Removable storage has
become big business
recently, and there is a
iair number of aliemauves to
choose from. It's not hard to
understand why; the standard,
floppy disk Cited to PCs and
Macs has an uriforninrted
capacity of 2ivJb. which is
inadequate by todays
standards, Mtxlern progoims
and flies may span several disks
- Indeed, the full irtstaU oF
Microsoft Ofitce 97 is spread
our over more than thirty.
Hardly surprisinglj; mast
vendors prefer to supply their
wares on CD-ROM. Similar
problems are encountered if
the PC user wants to said a
large collection of files - or a
single large file - to a friend or
colleague. Then there's the
issue of Irackup - copying the
most-used data and'or
programs onto a removable
medium so tliat it can be
restored if) the computer in
the event of a hard disk crash.
Fire or vims infection. The
sheer numlier of floppy disks
involved in backing up a
modem iiard disk makes this
approach somewhat impractical.
New products, such as digital
cameras, lend themselves very
well to temovalrfe media
otherwise your iiard disk will
clog up very quickly!
*
Alternatives
Previously, we discussed mure,
capacious alternatives to die
floppy disk. These included
second hard disk drives in a
removable enclosure (fast - and
practical, now that hard disks
are so cheap), tape-type systems
(stow and largely proprietary
recoiding'compression

formats, but high capacity and
low media costs), CD
Recordable/Kewritable (quite
fast, cheap media and largely
compatible with CD-ROM) and
proprietary disk media
(variable media cost/speed,
only readable by specific
hardware). In this issue, well
be taking a closer look at
several proprietary disk
systems - from Avatar, Iomega
and Mitsubishi/Nexus • and a
tape drive from Iomega. Nest
month, well look at more
hardware from Panasonic,
Syquest, Danniere and
Hewlett-Rackard. Across this
range, :JI three common
personal computer interface
standards - SCSI, paraiiei-porr,
PCMCIA ami IDE - are catered
for. One device, die Iomega
Zip Plus, cucrs for Ixitls
|iarallei-port and SCSI
interfaces within the same unit.
Handy if you have gut Ixnh PC
and Mac, or a notebook and
desktop hardware.

.

Iomega
Zip/Zip Plus
Originally introduced in 1995,
the lOOMb-capacity (formatted)
Zip s\siem.lia.s built up a loyal
aistomerbase with around 10
million drives now in use. Many
personal computer vendors,
including Apple, are now
building Zip hardware into
their machines. The Zip is
essentially a super-floppy
medium, based around a diin
flexible disk coated with a
metal panicle recording
medium on both sides. Thi< is
contained within a rigid plastic
enclosure, which has roughly
the same dimensions as a fat
floppy disk. A spring-loaded
protective shutter allows the
head assembly to enter during
use. Tire high capacity owes a
lot to a quarter of servo Ziracks. which are embedded on
the disk surface during
manufhcrtire. These are used to

Zl

100
>on«9J
Zip disk.

accurately position lite
read/write heads. Similar
embedded servo technology Is
an important factor of other
systems - notably' CD-Reconliblc
and the competing IS-120
SuperDisk. Qtlier features of
the Zip design specification
include soft disk eieccion, an
average seek time of 29ms, LBA
(logical block addressing). RLL
(run length-limited) media
recording arid Recd-Solonton
error-correciion.
The hardware is available in
several forms. Firstly, there are
internal drives designed for
integration into a PC. These
variants are available in SCSI
and iDF. forms. Next, wo have
the external stand-alone Zip
drives, Ixith of which are built
into a somewhat flimsy blue
case. One of these has a
parallel port, die other a
(faster) 8-Bit SCSI-2 interface.
Round the tack of die external
drives are a pair of 25-vvay D
connectors. On the SCSI
variant, these permit daisy
chaining. The parallel port
model, the two sockets allow
the primer to remain
connected to the system. Hie
SCSI models also have switches
for SCSI TO (5 or 6), and
terminaiion (this should lie
activated if the Zip drive is to
tie die last in the chain).
A throughput of 1.4Mb(sec is
quoted for the SCSI model,
mid SOT Kb/sec for the parallclport model. The most recent and mast expensive - model,
the Zip Plus, has a slightlybetter performance - and both
SCSI and parallel imeriaces.
Tliis drive automatically detects
the connected interface, and
configures itself appropriately.
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In SCSI mode, the Zip Plus
terminates the bus automaiically
where appropriate. Zip device
drivers arc available for PC
(DOSAXr n3_v95.'MT 3-51 and
4.0) anci Mttc. Other software
caters for password-protection
of disks, media cataloguing and
itard drive back-up. Each drive
is supplied witli cables, n PSU, a
floppy installer program anda
Zip disk tltat contains the test
of the Iomega sofrivare,
Because'die Zip has been
around for some time, a picture
of long temi reliability has been
built up. A minority of users including one Maplin member
of staiT - have rejjoned wiiat has
been graphically nicknamed the
dick of detnii, Ajip-aently the
heads become misaligned leading to erratic performance.
In theworsi case, the media is
damaged to the sound of a
regular dicking nobe - hence
the nickname. Iomega claim
that the problem only afiected a
certain (early) baich of drives,
and Is prepared to replace the
drive and any damaged media
free of charge If they're
returned. I have found drat the
dick of death is experienced
even on a good drive - bur only
if you try to read Zip diskswritten by misaligned
hardware. Nevertheless, the
popularity of Z.ip is a good
thing, and die media costs are
reasonable - tjpically £-10 to £-12
jjer disk on the street.
Something wonli mentioning
is that multiple packs of Zip
disks are supplied with Iomega
Recordlt - an excellent audio
tworrimg/playback that emplov'S
real-time MPEG-1 layer 2
compression. Tise Zip Pius,
meamvhile, is supplied with
Rccoallt as standard. We
looked at this software in the
CD-Recorctibie audio series
earlier tliis year. By die end of
the year, (omega will liave
tnuoducct! Clik, a removable
media system that stores 40Mb
on each tiny disk. This system,
which wilt be aimed at users of
digital cameras, PDAs and
notebook PCs, appears to be a
smaller version of the Z.ip - and
hence uses the same technology.
Performance - Zip
SCSI. Windows 95:
SCSI.DOS:
Drive cos! (HRR'mc. VAT):

'Media cbsi (RRf; inc. VAT):
f/edia cost pet megabyte:

\/S/SS/s////
jep—¥■*,, ;/>;/;///
1

2^—

mbim paih

sa?5rtT5 tui
terjiii pah :
Si canr^i
Ari»vcdl'
rm-y^l
]
i // /77// / /S///// //-«—^tjnpatft

dfik
£2rtlti^ bC%V5^-

Cross sectional view of Zip actuator and cartridge.

■Ir

t

Rear view of paralTel port Zip, so printer etc. can be used aswell.
Hie software bundle
ittdudes: drivers, Iomega Tools
(I-Siep Backup/Restore, Copy
.\t;icfune-disk copying, Rndlt cataloguing and file browsing
ttnd Guest 95. This allows
another machine to read disk
without permanently installing
Iomega Tools. Mac users are
served by Dantz DiskFit Direa
backup program and Leader
'lechnologies FileMatch desktop/
notelx.Kik file synchroniser).
ZipPlus purchasers::Uso get
foil owing programs in both Mac
and "Window s guises:. Adobe
PhotoDeluse
retouching),
DacaViz Web Buddy (off-line
web browser), Iomega Recordlt
(MP2 audio recorder/plav-Er),
HaureWorks NetCard
(e-mail pcvstcatds) and Digital
Ans and Sciences ImageAXS
(image manager).
ComactJamega, (OSCO) 973194.
Web: http: //wvtw. 1 omega. com

b,52iMt>'S€c (wrilE), d.T9?.ilV%ec (reed)
0.67MtVsec (tttilE): O-SSMC/sec (reafl).
£129 (edemai parattei:port).
£129 (edemalSCSI),
£129 (Intemat SCSI).
£139 (internal, IDE).
£170 (Zip Plus external)
ilS - refer to arBtte (br street prices
lop
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storage, transport and speed
are concerned.
Hie media itself is very
similar to tfiar of a hard disk.
There itre two rigid aluminium
platters, bodi of whidi are
coated on both sides with a
high-energy thin-film sputteredmetal magnetic coating anci
protective overcoat. Disks are
pre-formatted at die factory
with servo positioning
information, sector and track
identifi cations. Another
similarity to hard disks is that
any media errors are flagged
during factory prc-fannatting.
so that they arc skipped in use
by the thin-film heads, like Zip and some other media - prewritten servo tracks are
embedded on each recording
surface. Other Jiaz features
indudeRU. recording, IBA,

Iomega Jaz
Jaz was launched shortly after
rite Zip, and has Irecome quite
popular with the creative
industries (publishing,
animation, graphics and Wdi
design for example) as a
replacement for the Syquest
5L15in- removable hard-disk
cartridge. While theiaigest such
Syquest disk, will store 200Mb
(the.S8.MB cartridge is,
however, the most (topular),
each Jaz disk will ticcommodate
a gigabyte. At. nearly £100 the
disks are quite expensive - they
are even dearer tliaii the smallcapadty Syquest cartridges - bur
the cost per megahne is far
sujjerior. In addition, the Jaz
cartridges employ 5.5in. media
and are hence smaller - an
imjxinanc issue as far as

Cut-away Zip disk inside an ATAP1 internal Zip drive
.Zip Heads
-Retta-relkcfor

\
Mr-

Zip Disk
ABS Shell'
Zip disk internals.

Flexible
Zip "Media
Disk Hub

Drive Maplin Order Code
Zp Plus.
IS54F
Jar Intsnisl
GOOJS
JazExSemsl
CO02C
riilio' Max Internal
LSS5G
CStio Max Dismal
isaer
Ditto Wat.Pra Internal
LSB7U
LSSSTV
Ditto Max Pro Ettemal
Rsase phone for latest pnoes.
influenced heavily by the
processing [X>vver of the host
PC Some more expensive drives
- notably DAT types - do employ
a standardised form of hardware
corripression, which not onlytakes the lewd off the PC hut
eliminates one more cause of
(Xitentinl incompatibility.
lonunately, subsequent
backups - which only involve
changes made since the last full
backup - can be much quicker,
Because tape Is a serial-access
medium, restoring one or more
particular files an take some
time because the drive has to
spool the tape to the
appropriate pos!tion(s)- To ease
backup to tape, mast drives are
supplied with software that
allows you to select files for
backup or restore - you cmnor
simply copy files from one drive
to another, because die tape
drive is not treated as a disk and
hence does not have a logical
drive letter. Tliat said, this
Iomega drive is supplied with
special software that allows die
first 125Mb section of the tape
to be treated like a hard disk albeit a very sluggish one, with
seek times in the order of
seconds arid low data transfer

ti*

..
"Reed-Solomon erroi' correction,
software disk ejection, an
average seek time of 11ms and
a 256Kb cache.
The hardware, which cm be
bought in estemal and internal
forms, is available only with a
synchmnous hast SCSI-2
interface. This will support the
Jaz transfer rates, which are ■
claimed to go ;is high
6.62Mb.'sec (sustained). Tire
external unit, tested here, has a
pair of high-density 50-v.iiy
connectors (for SCSI
daisychaining) on the back of
the drive. The SCSI device ID (0
to 7) cm be, selected by means
of a pair of recessed buttons,
and the SCSI tet niiuaiion
enabled, disabled or
automaticnlly-configured. As
with Zip,: device drivers are
available for DOS, Windows
3-x,S)5/NT3.5i/,i.O and MacOS.
The other software is identical
to that supplied with the Zip operations catered for include
back-up. disk copying arid
cataloguing. The hardware
supplied includes a SCSI-2
cable. SO-way to DB25 adaptor
and a power "supply unit. Mo
reliability prabiems with Jaz
have been reported since its
1995 introduction. Note that, at
the time of writing, a new (and
more expensive) backwardscorapaiible 2Gb version of die
jaz had just become available,
Performance - Jaz
V/iiHtovvs 9x
DOS:
Otije cos! (flRfi Inc. VAT);
Media cost (RPR inc. VAT):
Media ctst per rnegpbvte:

-w

Jaz drive wrth SCSI connections
.Software bundle is similar to
the 7Jp drive (see previous page).
Contact; Iomega, (0800) 973194.
Web: http://wwtf.ioraega.com
Iomega Ditto Max
Until die comparatively recent
■introduction of removable disk
systems, ta|Je drives were the
only practlcai way of clearing up
less-used files of backing up
your hard disk. Today: it
rentaln« the most cost-effective
- a tape.canridge with the
capacity of a modem hard disk
typically sells (or less than .CIO.
The main drawback concerns
Sliced - backing up the entire
contents of a hard disk (a full
backup) or reformatting the

±25Mb%ec (vnite); 4.3Mts'sec {««»>
.1.32f.ib^ec (v.iite): 3.22Mbfsec (rood)
£289 ftritEiiial). £3S9 (eitamal)
£119
11.1p per megabyte
fessuming DOS fo-rnaned cspsciiy of lb70.28Mo)
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Zip Plus Is suppflail vrilh Recorrflt - nn exceHeoi
.audio rocordlhg/playback prpgrammo.
Cvbb
rape may take .several hours
thanks to speeds measured in
megabytes per minute! Ifdata
compression is switched on to
maximise die capacity- of the
rape, backup times can lie even
longer - largely because the.
compression tends to lie
software-based and is hence

—- —

- - j.
£iLi

rates. Nevertheless, FlashFile as the system Ls known - is
handy in situations vvhere a
particular file or small-ish
collection of files needs to be
hacked up frequently. If you are
working constantly on a
particular project, FlashFifc can
lieven- useful.
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Jaz disk showing the record surface.
:

UiifonuiKuelv, FlasiiFile is a
proprietary sysiem - die tapes
can only lie read by Iomega tape
drives and Iomega sofrrvarc.
Hus criticism can lie applied to
tape on a more general bttsis the vray in which the ta(>e is
treated and files are compressed
tends to vary from one piece of
backup software to anoiiser
Having she same hardware and
tape is no guarantee that you'll
be able to read a particular tape
- in nearly every case, ynu will
need die same software that
was used to create the archive,
if that software was written for
aii older operating system, there
is a iair chance it will not run
under what your PC is running
now. 'Itiis can lead to olnious
complicatioas! If you're sending
files on tape to a third party
tou need to ensure dial the
recipient has access to the right
tajre tldye/softwttrcand hence
will he able to read it. If you plan
to send data to other people on
a frequent basis and are unsiire
of their hardware provision, you
are best advised to invest in CDRecordablc. CD-R media can lie
read by any CD-ROM drive.
The Ditto Max is designed to
be interfaced to a personal
computer via its parallel port as a result, it isn't suitable for
use with Apple Macs (which
don't have one!). Backup
software and drivers are
supplied for DOS arid 'Windows
3~-o'95- -^T (3.5V-4.0) drivers are
available, but only as an option.
The drive will offer up to 7Gb of
capacity on special tapes, which
are longer than most cartridges
so that more tape can be
accommodated- That, capacity is
available only if compression is
U5i?d, and then only if the files
aren't that compressed anyway
(text files, bitmap images and so
on). Widtout compression - i.e.
native - each Ditto Max-specific
cartridge will store 3.5Gb- if you
to maximise tape capacity, you
will need a fast machine because
the Ditto Max compression
sv'stem is sofnvarc-based.
Iomega recommends a 150.MHz
(or faster) Hcntium-based PC

under such circumstances.
Fortunately, vou have to rely
on the Ditto Max cartridges which are somewhat expensive.
In addition, to die 30.7Gb
variant, we have cheaper types
with capacities of 3 ant! 5Gb.
The devices Omni tray tape
drawer will also accept
standard-sized tapes, and
indeed Dino 2Gb and QiC-3020
'Kasy (Travan TR-3) taives are on
the itimpaiihility list.
Unfortunately, diese two can
only he read from - and not
written to! Handy. I suppose, if
you want to read from older
backups - or somebody elscs'
tapes, if you have the same
backup software. That,
however, is as fer as it goes;
other popular quaner inch
cartridge (QIC) tape formats,
such asTravan Till, Q1C-40 and
QIC-SO should ntu be used at
all. Iomega claims that such
tajies could damage die head
assembly on the Dicta Max; '(he
same applies to dcanrng
caitridges - yon can only use a
special Ditto Max one sold by

Iomega itself.
The Ditto Max works in a
fashion similar to that of other
QJC system. Inside die drive is a
cipstan and ruhlier wheel directly
driven by a stepper motor.
During operadon, this, rubber
wheel engages with a not her
one built into the tape cartridge,
with the tape sandwiched
between them. Die driven
wheel rotates, ami drives die
tape jwst at one of diree
constant linear speeds - .34. 6S
or 85 indies per second,
depending on the transfer race
;md vvhedter die drive is in
seadi mode. There are sixty
tracks on the tape, which are
written to or read by a thin-film
head assembly. Hie tracks are
selected by moving the heads
up or down the tape vertically,
by means of a worm gear
coupled to a second stepper
motor. Reference hutsis on die
tajie are used to align the heads
accurately to die tracks. The
drive writes data to the tape
using a technique known as
modified freciuencv' modulation
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(MFM) - this is also the
recotding sptem found in many
hard diskdrivx-s. Recording
takes place at 22 or 44 thousand
flux reversals per linear inch,
depending on the linear tape
speed. On the tack of the drive
area pMr of DB25 connectors;
courtesy of a pas.s-tinoughfeature, your printer can remain
connected simultaneously.
You cannot, obviously, tack
up data and print at the same
lime. A PC onnecring cable is
supplied, as is a jxrvvcr supply
unit arid the simple-ttni.se
software.: Ditto Mix did five up
to its claims. Its certainly quite
first try tajie sinndartls, altliqugh
rather slow when compared to
some of the disk-based systems
examined elsewhere. The
FLoshFile feature was
undoubtedly useful interestingly. My CvinpuH'r/
Pmpcrlii's reckons ttat die
125Mb panition is, in fact
136Mb- Note, that die FlashFile
partition needs to be set up on
the lajie and formatted liefore
use. There is an annoving wait
when a tape is first insened the tajie can be hettrd shuttling
back arid forth for well over a
minute as the reference zero
track is hunted down • during
this time the FlashFile-icon in
the tasktar just winks at you.
Notc that Iomega also sells a
.slighdy-uprated version of Uus
protluci, known as the Ditto
Mas Pro. Diis will store 10Gb
per tape if compression Is
employed, or 5Gb withoui.
Contact:
Iomega, (OS00) 973194.
Web: http://hw.iomega.coni

Performance Ditto Max
VVmXwsSS, BssWSs;
0.p9M!i%(wrife). 0.p?Mb's (reacfl
V'.lrdCTftS 95, rsfSMr barfaip:-Bsdaijv\©j^ 42.5M6 fife 16 min 18 sees,
pm^tss'&A-Vbirin- ReaaeAZSA (fe 7trai 8 sees,
trens'ef fats:
6,e.to'rnm:
Dme Mst (ftfi-fi trie VAT):
£ies
Weds ccsk
£3013-5G6 uncomp^saiTS) max compressea)
Meda cost per megib/te; OiQp (Essuming compiESSion no; ujed)
Softnate bundTc:
Ditaj Tocts (dmefs and backup softv.-a.-s fa DOS and
Vftrafo'iS 3j»95). NT TooSa wsflaKs as op'uoa
Avatar Shark
This sysiem, intrrxluccti
camparamtlv recenrh; is
cffealveSy a removable hare!
disk system. As such, it shares
many conceptual simiiarities to
the Iomega Jaz, Tlie disk, which
is built into an enclosure with a
protective shutter, consists of a
single 2.5 inch-diameter
aluminium platter coated on
!xttit sides by the magaetic
media. Rich disk will store up
to 250Mb, aisiinst the 1Gb of
thejaz. The small platter size
does, however, lead to
jjcrformance benefits - average
seek time, for example, is
cjuotctl as less than !2ms. Note
that write protection is
facilitatcci by means of a
movable tab, rather than
loraegas somewhat more
elegant software solution.
Hie Sliark has I Teen designeti
primarily far nnselxxik
computers. To dits end. the
interface takes the form of a
PCMCIA card. Only Windows 95
is catered for - to the best of my
knowledge, there are no
versions for Windows NT; DOS
or earlier versions of Windows.
Nor do PCMCIA-equipped Apple
Macintosh PovrerBooks appear
to lie catered for. A parallel port
interface is available as an
option - data can thus easily be
transfeiTed (jecween tiesktop
and notebook by attaching die
Shark via the relevant cable. The
PCMCIA card, which employs a
16-bit imerfacc, is faster than
die parallel connection manufacturer-quoted typical
figures are 2Mb/sec for the
former, against "1,25Mb/sec for
the latter.
The Shark hardware is, as one
would expect from a product
designed for portable
computers, compact and low in
weight. As with die Zip andjaz,
the media is inserted into a slot
at the from of the driv e. Disk
eject is software coniroHed, but
there is also a rear-mounted
eject button. Data transfer
apart, the PCMCIA connection
also supplies power to die
Shark; the notebook PCs
battery thus also powers the.
drive. Another power cable.

which attaches to the
notebooks external Minl-DIN
<PS/2) keyboard socket (from
which a 5V rail is availhhle) is
provided for occasions where
the PCMCIA hardware is unable
to provide suQidem current presumably, die typical PCMCIA
socket has its own voltage
regulators; Power consumption
Is quoted as 3.3W (at 5V), but
although this isn't much it will
still impact battery life. Avatar
recommend thai die noteiioolc
should fx; powered by its mains
adaptor whenever possible - wc
wniild not disagree with this!
Note that a mains power
supply for the Shark is sold
separately as an accessory - there
is a dedicated socket on die
Irack of the drive. The drive can
be connected or disconnected
without having to reboot the
computer. Its good to see diat
Avatar lias included some
software on its media - vvhiclu
incidentally, is referred to as a
Hard Diskette- Abu get.
amongst other things, a trial
version of Microsofts Monster
Truck Madness game. Of more,
practical, benefit are backup,
off-line Web browsing and virus

scanning utilities. The parallel
ixirt add-on package consists of
a driven a cibte/inierface unit
(with printer pass-through) and
a pair of power cables tliat allow
die Sliark to te powered from a
PS/2 or standard DIN A
keyboard socket (note that a
trailing socket allows the
keylxxird to remain connected).
The interface caters for standard
parallel ports -r ECP or EPP
enmpanbifirr Is nor essential.
We did have some problems
with Sliark when attempting to
connect it to a notebook via
PCMCIA - Avatars claim that the
system Installs in less than 3
minutes was not justified in our
experience. Although die
software installed tine, die Sliark
was nor recognised at boot-up an extra drive fetter should fie
added. Strangely, removing and
dien re-inserting the Shark
PCMCIA cirri while the PC was
running got tilings moving - the
drive icon then appeared in My
Computer and we were able to
access the data on it.
The Shark should be fast,
considering that its based on
hard disk technology. Our
results were riot that impressive

- perhaps this has something to
do with the notelxxjk that was
partnered with the drive. A
4S6DX33 with 8Mb of RAM
doesn't exactly run Windows 95
par.tiailarly.quiddy or smoothly.
That said, die elderly notebook
in question did at least iiave a
PCMCIA slot. L'sethe poralle!
port interface, and the data rate
Is roughly halved; as a result,
files take about twice as long to
copy from fhe Sliark to the hati!
disk and vice versa.
Software bundle; Vrindows 95
drivers; Microsoft Monster
Truck Madness (game); McAfee
ViebScan (virus protection):
McAfee PCCrypto (encryption):
DtxmMaglx HntPagcPius
(offline browsing); NovaDisk life
(backup): Blaze Barking Card?
(animated Internet postcards),
Adolie Acrobat Reader
Concta: Nexus Peripherals.
(01491)413663W'eb; http://www.nexusp.com
or http://www.goavata r.com
Next month, well look at
disk-based systems from
Panasonic. Syquest and the
IS-lZO/SujierDisk. plus
taije-lrackup liardwnre from
Hewlett Packard and D.inmcfc.

Performance - Shark
Wrdo.vs 95, PCMCIA tateffece: 0.7S.,.1tysec (read), 0.86Wb/sec (write).
Koteahsl obK[s:v.iai mota ae.anca! machines;
than me test motfst (436DX2aa'.iD) ha-.e
reportfid faster ihraoghfiuts.
Dff.e cost (PUP, inc. VAT):
£.176.19
Media cost (RRfJ Itic. VATi:
£32^9
f.tauia cos; per. megg'oytE:
i3.2p

shark sysiem plugged into a laptop.
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There has receady been
rapid progress in the
{abricatipn of optical,
Photonic Band Gap (PBG)
structures driven by the very
real and exciting-possibility of
developing the first geneiatian
of all optical computer, and for
switching liglit emission within
active electro-optic devices such
as: f-EDs and lasen;. PBG
stmcrures are devices that have
an extremejy fine ireriodic
stnicture with a pitch of the
order of the vvavelengdi of
radiation used. Such PBG
strucnites can route, refiea and
filter specific namnvisantl
wavelengths of light. For many
years, researchers in optict!
communications have Ireen
striving to make compact
optical circuits based on titese
stmcrures for applications sticli
as demultiplexing adjacent
wavelength channels in
communications. Although
these PBG devices have been
demonstrated in the infra red,
researchers at the University of
Southampton, UK have just
designed and demonstrated the
existence of an optical band gap
device in the visible region of
the spectrum. By incorporating
a PBG within an optical
waveguide, die eflidency and
usefulness of a device may.be
improved sigriifiointlv" Martin
Chariton of the Department of
Electrical and Computer
Science-at Southampton •
University says, "To our
knowledge, this was die first
ever demonstration of a visibie
photonic band gap confined in
a waveguide structure.''
Construction
PBG's are etched into a planar
waveguide, and consist of a
triangular array of air holes or
microscopic "pores' etched
through the cladding and cote
of a silicon nitride waveguide.
The cross section through an

New Photonic Bandgap
Structures For Optical Fibre
Communications
Dr Chris Lavers looks at the possibility
of optical computers.
Isolated 'bridge' waveguide
sinicture Is shown supporting a
guided mode with close packed
pores (Figure 1). Hie
waveguide core is completely
undercut forming an air cavity
below the 'lattice' region. This
device lias a major design
advantage that there are now
identical mediunjs on each
sides of the PBG lattice. Mot
surprisingly, bridge waveguide
structures are extremely fragile
and may collapse if too large.
Chariton and fellow- w orkers
have successfully created bridge
devices having over 20 iattice
periods and an air filling
fraction of 60%. The porous
honeycornfa of silicon dioxide
winch provides die support for
die waveguide core in figure 1
is shown and in close up in
figure 2. some of die silicon
dioxide cladding layer has been
removed to reveal.a section of

the silicon nitride waveguide
core. The pore dianieiets are
135nm in the silicon nitride
waveguide core and 250nm in
the iow-cr silicon dioxide buffer
Layer. The quality of the pores is
extremely well defined, with
extremely straight pore walls.
The waveguide consists of
thermally grown l.Spm thick
silicon dioxide substrates
(refractive index, n= 1.46), and
a 230nm thick silicon nitride
wavegulding layer (n=2.02)
deposited by Low Pressure
Chemical Vapour Deposition
(IPCVD) and a thin (TonmISOiuu) silicon dioxide cladding
Layer, also l.PCVD deposited.
Wafers were then patterned by
directly writien electron beam
lithography and plasma etched
to create wells extending down
to the core/buffer inrednce. The
wttfers were finally cleaved into
intimdiial devices. Pores could

lie fabricated iietween 50120nni using standard
processes, hut coasiderable
expertise was required in the
lithography and plasma etching
processes to expand die pores
outside of livis range. Mark
Chariton and his team at
Southampton are now able to
fabricate good quality pores
with diameicrs in the range 50200nm at a pitch of 2(!0nm
thcougii waveguide structures
over 500nm thick.
in a convenrionni waveguide,
light is confined within a high
refractive index region
surrounded by a lower
refractive index dielectric
cladding (both usually glass
materials) by the process of
total internal reflection. To
penmir transmission across a
PBG device at wttvelengths
outside the bandgap, it is
necessary to ensure that the
effective refractive index of the
core is greater than that of the
dadding and any buffer Ltyers
which separates the.silicon
suhstraie from the nitricie.core.
The silicon nitride waveguide
completely blocks TE polarised
red and yellow liglit whilst
trammiuing-oiher colours, such
as green. In Figure 3 we can see
some surprising diffraction
effects, (i) with incident red
light (632.8nm) being
spectacularly split by a 60 lattice
jieriods structure Into six eqtiaJ
intensiri' output beams, acting
as a redundancy switch. Three
beams are transmitted across
the device, tw o beams are
reflected backwards, and a third
is reflected back along the input
beam path. The effect is due to
zero order 2-dinicnsionaI
diffraction from lattice symmetry
planes, (ii) In the second case
with yellow wavelength radiation
(594nm) the transmined fxsim is
alirupiiy blocked, and (iii) in the
green wavelengtii state (545nm)
transmission through the
photonic I>andg3|i Is deariy visibie.

Figure 1.
The porous
honeyeomB of
silicon ilioxhJo
providcs^tfic
support fofthe
waveguldecore.
#
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figure 2. The honeycomh
sopport-lffcfpielip yvfth" some
the ^fcon'tiiowdo CladtDhg
layer femoved.tb roVeat,tho
silicon nitride waveguide

Application
Charlton constructeti a device
consisting of 2730 rows of air
pores (radius 200nm) with a
•S05S air filling fraction, arranged
on a triangular lattice (pitch
300nm). in a strip across a
single mode silicon nitride
waveguide (core thickness
250nm}. He demonscraced a
useful PBG polarisation
dependence
in the visible. In
l;igure 4 we view- the device
directly from above. Red light
from a Helium-Neon laser
operating at <532.8nm is end-fire
coupled into the device
perpendicular to the PBG strip
(Icfi to right in the picture).
The red path is revealed due to
micro-scattering effects in the
wavegiiide from defects at the
core/cladding interface ttnd
impurities. It is dear that TM
polarised light (with the
magnetic field In the plane of
the surface) on die left of the
diagram is strongly transmirted
as a single beam, but TK
polarised light (with the
magnetic field perpendicular to
the surface) on the right Ls
completely blocked by the
device. TE polarised light is
either scattered vertically out of
the waveguide, or reflected
hack along the incident beam
path. Some debate about the
likely loss mechanism exists,
but die latter Is most plausible
as there is litde visible increase
in scattering. Replacing die
fixed wavelength Tilth a
tuneable dye laser, single strong
beam transmission extends
down to 575r»m, strengthening
the cfindusion that scacterihg is
not responsible.
The Southampton group have
demonstrated the successful
fabrication of extremely unusual
PBG waveguide designs. Useful
applications for PBG smiaures
are now emerging fast, anil it Ls
clear that mam' will require a
planar waveguide geometry
compatible widi present Very
low Scale Inregrarion (ViSI)
tedinolugy. Eventually; the

waveguide containing a PBG
smicture. Electron microscopy
studies have shown dial for
naniral Ixmdgaps to exist in the
visible requires a hole to hole
periodicity- of about 0.2 to 0-3
microns' vvliich is current stateof-the-art .man-made technology;
usually only generated by
writing with an electron beam!
Picmre.s courtesy oLMarrin
Chadrdn Bepi of Electronics
and Computer Science,
L'alveniity of Southampton.

Figure 3. pih green Cght (545nm} tTrinsinlts through the bsndgap.
monolithic integration of optical
waveguide devices, with
detector and preamplification
circuitry, may lead to hybrid
opto-ciecironic drcnits.
Although diese results are in the
visible.region of the spectrum,
Mania Cliariion's nanofabricauon prcxtcsscs and
material systems are suitable for
operarion in the infra-red,
covering all the major riptica!
communications windows and
proposed optical computing
applications.

Natural occurring
The natural world often has the
last word on what man may
design. It has been found
recently that PBG surfaces exist
in nature, such as in the surface
structure of a butterfly wing,
which generates beautiful
iridescent patterns to the keen
observer. Simitar structures have
also been found in single-celled
algae and in certain mineral
classes, light scattering from
biological surfaces behaves in a
similar way to the fight within a

Figure 4;-RedRght (632^ nm) is coupled mto the device. Hie HW
polarised BgM (the magnetic field bi the surface) oh fhe left Of the
•fiagtam Is transmltf ed, but the TE potarised Eght (the magnetic field
perperitficutar to'the MiHace)•On the right is complef«?ly blockEd.
i. ... ■»

Forthcoming
Electronics and
Electronics Related
Conferences
The 4th Sensor and Transducer
Conference will Ive held at die
-National Exhibition Centre,
Birxnihgbam, UK on February
I7ih-lSthr 1999 alongside the
miec'99 exhibition, the UK's
leading event dedicated wholly
to. sensors, measurement and
instrumentation. Tbpics will
include: Gas Sensors arid
Analysers, Vtbrarional and
Displacement Sehsqis;
Advances in Sensor Signal
Processing, Silicon Sensors, and
MitTo&brication Techniques.
Punher informarion maybe
"found by Faxing: 01822 841300
or Telephone; 01822 Bt'O-lM.
Following the success of:
mecdngs in, .-Amsterdam and
' Hahibuxg, the CIEO' Europe
EQEG'98 conference will be
held in Gbsgi ivv-beivvecn 1'tihIStli September 1998. The
combined conferences-will,
bring tOgethersdehtists and
engineers from both acadentLt
arid industry. The Conference
on lasers and Eiocup-Opiics
(CliiO) and tire EuropeanQuantum Electronics Conference
(EQHQ provides a Joint forum
for discussing recent advances
in a wide spectrum of elearonics
topics for applications in
engineering . ind us try, science
and medicine. Fuaiter details ■'
may-be found at http://
hwwiiop.org /lOP /Confs /CL£0.
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Dr Gavin Ferris (Radioscape Ltd.)
RadioScape is a UK company,
dedicated to the production of
software systems fordigita!
broadcasting. Over the last twelve months,
RadioScajte has developed the tevolutlonaty
Softcdvef™ engine, which allows Distal
Audio Broadcasting (DAB) signals to be
demodulaied and decoded on Wuidowslased PCs. By replacing most of the
dedicated hardware requirements of a DAB
receiver, RadioScape solution makes (xtssible
the volume production of low-cost plug-in
cards for digital radio on the PC platform.
History
RadioScape ltd was founded at the end of
1996 by Peter Florence and Dr. Gavin Rents to
develop wireless data products and services,
both men liave extensive experience of
management and software development and
have known each other for many years whilst
working in the UK and USA. At RadioScape,
Dr. Eferris pioneered the concept of the PCsoftware DAB recdver. He is die architect of
RadioScape Softceiver™ engine.
Business Focus
RadioScape core expertise Is the production
Of software for digital broadcasting, and in

particular thedevelopmem of code for the
Eureka 147 Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB) system: RadioScape Ijelieves chat
DAB ability to deliver data, in addition to
liigh-qualiry auilib, wirelessly.at up to 10
times the rate of ISDN, is very signincant,
and has plans for a staged series of products
that will exploit the opportunity of DAB
audio and data services on the-PC platform.
Products
RadioScape's core product, the DAB
Softceiver"1, is a full, real time PC software
implemeniatiori of all the DAB
demodulation and decoding functions
normally implemented on a dedicated DSP
in a receiver. The system consists of a PCI
card and software for the PC, running under
Windows 95,98 or NT. Die PCI card
includes an on-boatd DAB tuner covering
VHP band Ulandl-band. Die software
includes an.interactive, real-time GUI for
control of the receiver and display of
graphical metrics. With this breakthrough,
RadioScape is able to offer a low cost route
to DAB reception on the PC, requiring only
an analogue tuner and ADC on the plug-in
card, yvidt all the signal processing
'intelligence' for DQPSK, Viterbi etc. being

done in software on the Wituel side,
RadioScape is currently in licensing,
discussionswith manufacturers, A test
receiver being the first product to be
released will offen
^ full DAB compliance (LTS 300 401),
including MOT, TD, and dynamic
multiplex recphfigumtion.
^ VHP band ill and L-hand operation,
modes l-IV
^ interaaive, real-time GUI.
^ software API (C+ + and scripting), with
access to all levels of the signal
demodulation drain - allows engineers
to write custom metrics.
+ extensive library of DAB metrics supplied.
+ foil error logging (CRC, BER, etc.).
^ alarm monitoring with relays on PCI cud,
^ mobile data gathering mode for
automated signal coverage testing.
support for all audio modes with output
through the PCs andio card.
4^ whole-multiplexed demodulation on
suitalde PCs with the ability to store and
retrieve data/metrics to disk.
^ rack mount, desktop and mobile
form factors.
With a conventional, hardware based
receiver, you arc limited to a small numiier
of signal analras metrics, which are usually
computed at the source level (CRC checks
etc!). By contrast, RadioScape's softwarebased test receiver is an open, extensive
platform. A large library of analysis metrics is
supplied, covering low-level DSP as well as
high level monitoring; plus the user can add
their own metrics to the receiver using,
RadioScape's C++ or scripting APIs. This
allows the user's software to receive real
lime data feeds from any point in the DAB
signal processing chain, and provides
maximum flexibility.
Next
^
Generation/^
SOQmips

10M transislors
JiiT.

Pentium

1M
^^""
100K

80486
1 .Qmips

80386

«

^^80286

10K

25mips

•
0.1 mips

^-^8086

1980

.1985

1990'

Hoores' Law - for every 18 months, the procossfng power for a given amount of money doubles.
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RadloScape Software.
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ConvenUonally, PCs have been connected to DAB receivers as 'dtirab' terminals...
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power. For DAB, Ixidi the KFT and XTterbi
decode are serious MIP consumers.
Fortunately, Moore's law is on the side of
the software solution - forever)- IS months
the processing power for a given amount of
money doubles. It was only comparacivdy
rcccndy that PCs became powerful enough
to decode DAB in real time (a 133MHz
MMX Pentium Is needed to run die
Rasdioscape software).
There is a 'car radio' style U1 (see above),
and the ability to feed a Web browser, for
data carousel display:

DSP
Tiadlltonal DAB Receiver
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... RadloScspe's solution uses the power of the PC,
and replaces expensive hardware!
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RadJoSeapes philosophy.
On modem PCs, the Softceiver can
decode a full 192kbps stereo audio
subchannel at protection level 3 (ineluding
the MPEG I layer 11 audio render), keep
track of the FIC tint! maintain
smchranisation, all in around 10-15% core
CPU usage. This allows it to run comicnabiy
h-i-adiinscaizis

as a background rask, so the user can enjoy
high quality nidio and/or data services
delivered to his or her desktop while word
processing, surfing the Web, or jicrforming
other tasks. (Of course, the processintensive pan of our software is all done in
highly optimised MMX assembler).
The use of general purpose hardware to
perform demanding DSP tasks (such as DAB
demodulation) requires lots of processing
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Over the last two months we have taken a detailed
look at the BASIC STAMP microcontroller
architecture. These single chip computer devices
can he programmed using a dialect of BASIC. Here
Stephen Waddington previews a series of
applications based on the BS1 and provides an
insight into microprocessor development.
I fed like a patient in a self-help therapy
group. Since I discovered die STAMP
famiiy of micrncontrolleR my life has
dianged. Stop laughing, it's true. If xtju iiad
spent nipfe that ten years trying to get .to grips
with prognimrmng PIC, Motarola or Hitachi
micrnprocessors, the STAMP is a levelation.
The STAMP tlerices are literally selfcontained computers. The STAMP comes in
two flavours; UlSlC S'iAMP 1 (BST) and its
more sophisticated counterpart the BASIC
STAMP 2 (US2). latch device indudes a 5V
voltage regulator, microprocessor, crystal
clock, brownout control circuitry, serial
EEPRO.M, and a FilASlC imerpreter.
Development
Environment
STAMP devices can be programmed using a
dialect of BASIC, cdlcd Parallax BASIC
(PBAS1Q. And as they are EEPROM based
they can be programmed and re-programmed
as many times are you like. Rven better is
die fact that the development environment
and the devices themselves are relatively
inexpensive. It's passible to get started with
a prototyping board, development software
and STAMP device for tmtier £100—see
Buyers Guide at the end of this article.
STAMP microcomroilers have fully
programmable TO pins tliai can be used to
directly interlace to TTL-lcvel devices, such
as buttons, LEDs, loudspeakers, and
potentiometers. And with [list a few extra
components, these l-O pins can lie
connected to typically non-T It.devices,
such as solenoids, relays, RS 232 networks,
and other high curremA'oliage devices.
tfpfc ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND October 1998

Last Month
Last inonth we looked at how to use die
BASIC STAMP 1 for digital itijitn and output.
We also examined some more unusual
forms of t'O, namely die use of switches'and
die STAMPs de-bounce features, pulse width
nioduiation (PWM), serial communication,
audio output and pseudo-A'D conversion
enabling the use of potentiometers in
control applications.
Throughout this series we have foenssed
on the BS1. Making the transition to the
1552 is a stntightforvvard task. Aside from the
increased performance capability of the
BS2, there are only a few register addresses
and BASIC instructions that are different
between the two devices.

Application
Development
In this feature we are going to take a look at
the hardware and software aspects of a
series of application circuit examples
incorporating the BS1. This should provide
you with a reasonable idea of how STAMP
solutions can be develop and should also
provide an insight into developing software.
All of the applicauon examples derailed
here arc discussed in greater depth in the
BASIC STAMP Manual wiu'ch can be
downloaded from the Parallax Web site —
please refer to die list of resources at the
end of this feature for further infomiation.
The BASIC STAMP Manual provides
comprehensive hardware and software
infomiation for both the BS1 and BS2 as
well as more than twenty application
examples for each device.
Debug
But before we dive into application
examples. I want to cover a command in
detail that 1 omitted Last month. The
DRBL'O command can lie used at any point
within a PBASIC programme, A scries of
sample command uses are shown below.
DE2DG h2 Print *b2 = ' - value of b2
DEEDS Sb2 Priat; value of b2
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Figure 1. Typical response curve for a thermistor.
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Figure 2. Response curve for the PBAS1C POT command.
DSBUG 'resdlcs is '.bS
Print 'resdins is ' and value of b2
DEBUG #%b2 Print value of b2 in binary
DEBUG e§b2 Display the iSCEI eaaracter
corresponding to the- value in b2
ESEiG 'iaisucE
bZ. b3, cr
Print 'inputs', value of b2, value of
b3 and carriage return
Hie DEBUG command allows the
programmer to determine information
about variables within the programme at
any point during a programme cycle. Hie
data relating to a specified variable is
displayed in a window of the connected PCDebug only works after a ,run,<ALT>-<R>
download has finished and the host PC
must be connected to die STAMP device.
Hie ability to watch a programme as it
executes invaluable (br STAMP software
development and is one of the major
Ijenetus thai ST.-VMP devices have over using
stantlard PICs.
STAMP Senses
We examined just about every form of input
and output last month. But there are more.
Using the POT command its possible to
measure the value of a linear resistance. This
means the STAMP can ixr used to determine
light, movement, temperature and sound
levels. The last two raeasuremenrs are more
tjf a diaUenge, This is because audio or
temjierature transducers do no alter their
resistance linearly with sound. Some clever
mathematics Is required.
Mapiin ofters a whole series of inexpensive
and relatively precise thermistors. Hie
device's resistance decreases as the
temperaiure increttses. but tikis response is
not linear. Data sheets provided with die
thermistor package detail the resistance at
various temperatures in degrees Celsius ("Q
and Fahrenheit ('I1). The left hand graph of
Figure 1 shows the genera! shape of a typical
thermistor response curve in terms of the
more familiar Fahrenheit scale CF).
The POT command, while it responds in a
basic linear fashion, has a curve of its own,

as shown in Figure 2. Though not as
pronounced as die thermistor curve, it must
be-figured into our temperature calculations
in order for the results to lie usable.
One possibility ibrcorrecuog the
combined curves of the-thermLstor and the
POT command would lie to create a lookup
table in the STAMP'S EEPROM. The table
would have to be quite large to cover a
reasonable temperature range at a 1"
precision. An alternative would be to create
a smaller table at 10"' precision, and figure
where a particular reading might lie within
its 10° range. This is imerpolation, and it can
work quite well, although it would still use
quite a bit of the STAMP'S limited EEPROM
space, though.
Alternative Approach
Another approach, the one used, here, is to
use a power-series polynomiai equation to
model the relationship iietween the
lioreniiometer reading and temperature.
'this is easier than it sounds, and can be
applied to many non-linear relationships.
The first step is to create a table of a
dozen or so inputs and outputs. Hie inputs
are resistance measurements and outputs
are tempemnires in Fahrenheit. Resistance
values in this case are numbers returned by
the POT function, lb equate POT values
with temperatures, connect a 50k£J:
potentiometer and a O.OIitF capacitor to the
STAMP. Obtain a scale factor by using the
POT configuration routine, described last
month and in the BASIC STAitP Manual.
Next, watch the POT value change as the
potentiometer is adjusted- Til do this
disconnect the potentiometer from the
STAM P and hook it up to an ohmmetcr.
After setting the potentiometer to 33-89kQ
(corresponding to a thermistor at 231? cr 5=C), reconnected it to the STAMP, mid log
die resulting reading. Do this for each of the
oitibraiion values on the back of die
thermistor package, up to 149°F (65'C).
You'll find a hair dryer, a blow torch and a
freezer will be invaluable to help you
complete this exercise.
The equation that can approximate our
non-linear tcmjieraiure curve is;

Where CO, Cl, C2. and C3 are coefficients
supplied by analytical software, and each
Cn x (Pot Valpis called a tenm.
The equation above has three terms, so it
is called a third-order equation. Each
additional term increases die range over
which the equation's results are accurate.
Tbu can increase or decrease the number of
terms as necessary, but each additional
; coefficient requires that Pot Val l>e raised to a
= higher power. Hvis cm make programming
i messy, so it pays to limit the number of
j terms to the fewest that will do the job.
! Hie software that determines the
: coefficients is called GAUSFITEXK and is
; available from the Parallax A~eh site—see
: resource list at the end of this article for
; further infomiation. To use it, create a plain
j text file called CIF.DAT. In this file, which
= should be saved to the sanie subdirectory as
i GAUSF1T, list the inputs and outputs in die
1 form in. our <reium>- If diere are values
: that retiuire partioilar precision. they may
i lie listed more thari once.
To run the program, type GAUSFIT n
1 where n is die number of terms desired.
i The program will compute coefficients and
; present you with a table shovving hnw the
i computed data fits your samples. The fit will
j be good in the middle, and jjoorer at the
j edges. If the edges are unacceptable, you
1 can increase die number of terms. If they
j are okay, try re-running die program with
i Fewer terms. We were able to get away with
! just two terais by allowing accuracy in suffer
i outside a range of 50'F to 90=F
Hie coefficients that GAUSFIT produces
; are not directly useful in a BASIC STAMP
; program. Plug the values into a spreadsheet
; and compute temperatures from pot values
I arid then sianed playing with the coefiicfcnts.
\ Hie problem that remains is how to use
i these values in a STAMP program. Hie
I foil owing coefficienus worked almost as well
5 as the originals: C€ = 162, CI =—1.12, and
i C2 = 0.002-4.
;
'[he STAMP deals in only positive integers
j from 0 to 65,535- The trick is to express the
I numhers to the right of the decimal jioint as
; "fractions. For example, the decimal number
; 0.75 can be expressed as 3/4. So to multiply
•: a number by 0.75 with the BASIC STAMP,
; firat multiply tlie number by 3, th.eo divide
i. the result by 4. For less tamiliar decimal
| values, it may take some trial and error to
; find suitable fractions. But fiar example, the
: 0.12 portion of Cl Is equal to 255/2125, and
i that C2 (0.002-1) = 3/1250.
|
But iusi substituting the fractions for the
j decimal portions of the formula still won't
j work. The problem is tiiat portions of ,
i terms, such as 3 x Pot V.il2 T250, can exceeti
j the 65,535 limit, if Pot Val were 244, then (3
I x 244)2 would equal 178,608; too high. Hie
I solution is to factor the coelRcienis arid
i rearrange them into smaller problems that
I can !)e solved within the limit. For example
I (using PV to stand for Pot Mil):
PV x PV x 3/1250 PV x pv x 5/(5x5x5x5x3 =
F\'/25 X PV x 3/50
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soFigure 3. Circuit
diagram for the
electronic thermistor
using the BS1.
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The program in the listing is an example
of jasi such .factoring and retrrarigement.
Remember to watch cut for the lower limit .
as well. Try to keep intermediate results as
high as possible within the STAMP'S integer
limits. Tlus will reduce the effect of
truncation errors (where any value to die
right of the decimal point is lost).
The finished program, which reports die
temperature to the PC screen via the debug
command, is deceptively simple. An
informal check of its output found that it
tracks within 10F of a mercury/glass bulb
thermometer in the range of 6CfF to SW'E
Additional range could l>e obtained at the
expense of a tltird-order equation; however,
current performance is more than adequate
for use in a household thermostat or other
non-critical application. Cost and complexity
are far less than that of a linear sensor,
precision voltage reference, and anaiogueto-digital convener.
If you adapt this application for your own
use. component tolerances will probably
produce different results. However, you can
calibrate the program very easily. Connect
the thermistor and a stable, dose-tolenmce
lOOnF capacitor to the STAMP as shown in
Figure 3. Run die program and note die
value that appears in the debug window.
Compare it to a known accurate themiometer
located close to die dtermistor. if the
thermometer says 75 and the STAMP 78.
reduce the value of CO by 3, If the
thermomeier says SO and the STAMP 75, ■;
increase the value of CO by 5- This works
liecause the relationship between the
thermistor resistance and the temperature is
the same, only the value of the capadtor is
different- Adjusting CO corrects this offset.
Syirfxii
$1=03331
Syzchol
Sysfcol
Syisbol
Symbol

coO
col top
colfotia
co2bCl
co2EDp
coSbtm

=
=
=
=
=
=

162
255
2125
25
3
56

"Program loop
Cneck_cejrip:
iXSt 0,46,w0 "46 is tee scale factor.
'Hetrissber chat STAM? tnaths is ccsputec
laft to
'right with no parantieses aha no
precedence of
■ operators.

Robotic Applications
One of the most common uses for the
STAMP devices is robotics. Here the devices
are used to measure inputs and generate the
pulse sequences required to control servos.
Figure-4 shows a typical servo. The three
wires are +511 ground, and signal. The
output shaft accepts a variety of
prefabricated disks and levers. It is driven by
a geared-down motor and rotates through
90'C to TSO'C. Most servos can rotate 90'C
in less than a half second. Torque, a
measure of the servo's ability to overcome
mechanical resistance ranges from 20 to
more than 100 indi-ounces.
To make, a servo move, connect it to a 5V
power supply capable of delivering an amp
or more of peak current, and supply a
[xjsicipnlng signal. The signal is generally a
5V positive-going pulse between 1 and 2ms
long, repeated about 50 rimes per secondHie width of the pulse determines the
posltioh of the servo. Since servos' travel can
vary, there isn't a definite correspondence
between a given pulse width and a
particular servo angle, but most servos will
move to die centre of their travel when
receiving 1.5ms pulses.
Servos are closed-loop devices. This
means that they are constantly comparing
their commanded position (proportional to
the pulse width) to their actual position
(proportional to the resistance of a
potentiometer mechanicalh- linked to die
shaft). If there, is more than a small
difference between the two, the servo's
electronics will rum on die motor to
eliminate die error. In.additibn to moving in
response to changing input signals, this
active error correction means diat servos
will resist mechanical forces that fry to move
them away from a commanded position.
When the servo Is not powered or not
receiving positioning pulses, you can easily
cum the output shaft by hand. When die.
servo is powered and receiving signals, it
won't budge from its position.
Driving servos with the BASIC,STAMP is
siraighubrward. Hie instruction pulsout pin,
rime generates a pulse in iOms units, so the
following code fragment would command a
servo to its centred posirion.and hold it there;

let wi = '.•.•0*K0/co2btl,co2ccp/co2bt3r.
let wO = wQ•colcQp/coifctm-tKO
let v/0 = coO^-wl-v.-O
debug k2
pause 1000 "Waic X second for next
coto Check_teinp ' ceaiperatiire reading
dSTHft ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND October 1998

servo:
pulsout 0,150
pause 20
goto servo
Hie 20ms pause ensures that the
program sends the pulse at the standard
50Hz rate, required by Servos.
let's look at a morcsophisdeated servo
control circuit. Figure 5, combined with the

Figure 4, Typical servo showing
rotational horn and three Input leads.
code below; uses two switches connected
on pics 4 and 5 of.3 BS1 to control the
direction a servomotor will turn. If neither
switch is press the servo defaults to its
centred position.
dirs = %0000111i
loop:
puisouC 0,150
pause 20
loopl
If pin 4 =1 tnea left
if pin 5 =1 trsen right
goto loop
left;
pulsout 0,75
pause 20
goto loopl
tight;
pulsout Q,.225;
pause 20
goto loop!
For informatian on controlling other
types of motor, panicuhriy stepper motors,
check the BASIC STAMP I manual. Stepper
motors lend themselves to STAMP control
iiecause of their reliance on digital signals to
generate step patterns.
Serial Communication
When I'spoke to Edwanl Buckley at Milfard
Instruments at the lieginning of July, he told
me that he was puning rite final touches to
a radio communication kit for the STAMP
Tills would provide a direct connection to
the OS I enabling serial data to be
communicated back and forth. If you have a
requirement to transmit data without cables
lietween two points, the hew wireless kit
from Milford Instrumentswould be Ideal.
But there is another option. Why not build
and infra red link?
With a few inexpensive pans from Maplin,
you can communicate at 1,200 baud over
distances greater titan 10 feet indoors using
infra-red. The circuit here can be modified
for greater range by the use of a higher
performance LF.D.
AS the name implies, infra-red remote
controls transmit data over a beam of infrared light, lb avoid interference from other
household sources of infrared, primarily
incandescent lights, the lieam is modulated
with a 40kHz carrier. Legend has it thai
40kHz was selected because the previous
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Figure 5. Diagram of STAMP servo driver.
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Figure 7. Infra-red serial data receiver using the STAMP.
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Figure 6. Infra-red serial data
transmitter using the STAMP.
genmiion of ultrasonic remotes worked at
this frequency- Adapting their circuits was
just a tiiacter of swapping an LED for the
ultrasonic speaker.
The popularity ofinfra-red remotes has
inspired several component manufhcturets
to introduce ready-made infra-red receiver
modules. They contain the necessary infrared detector, amplifier, filter, demodulator,
and output stages required to convert a
40kHz infra-red signal into 5V logic ievels.
An alternative is to build a small discrete
circuit from raw components as shown in
Figure 6 to iiandle ail the necessary filtering
and demodulation. Figure d shows a infrared inmsmitter, while Figure 7 shows its ■
cotmterpart receiver.
For the transmining end, all that is
required is a switchable source of 40kH2
modulation to drive an infra-red LED. That's
the purpose of the rimer circuit in the:
schematic. Putting a 'one' on die 555s reset
pin turns the -fOkHz modulation on: a 'zero'
turns it off. You may have to Sddfe with the
values of R«, R?r and Ct. The formula is
FretpJchcy = 1.44,'((R»+2 R,) Ct).
With Rs at IkQ, the poieniiometer in tile
Rv leg of the circuit should be set to about
mCl for 40kHz operation. However,
capacitor tolerances being what they are,
you may liave to adjust this ixnentiometer
for optimum operation.
To transmit from a STAMP connect one of
the (.-O pins directly to pin 4 of the 555
timer.If you use pin 0, your program should
contain code somediing like this:
lev a 'tmr: art pio fl's output latch.
Output 0 ■cbaagu pin 0 to output.
... 'other iisscrcctioss
seroac Q,ni200, ("x'J 's&od th= letter 'x.'
To receive with a PC, you'll need to verify
that the Ri is capable of receiving 5V RS-232.
If you liave successfully sent RS-232 from
your STAMP to die PC, then it's compatible;

4MH2
Resonator

13
15

PCiSC5S

ODV
Figure 8. Circuit diagram for the BS1.
lb transmit from a PC, you'll need to add a
diode and resistor ahead of the 555 timer as
shown in the schematic. These protect the
rimer from the negative voltage swings of
die PC's real RS-232 output.
If you want more range or easier
alignment between transputer and receiver,
consider using more or better LEDs. Some
mamifacturers* data sheets offer instructions
for using peak current, duty cycle, thermal
characteristics, and other factors to calculate
oprimum li-D power right up to the edge of
burnout. However, in casual tests around
the work-shop, we {bund that a regular LED
driven as shown could reliably communicate
widi a receiver more than 10 feet away. A
simple reflector or lens arrangement might
be as beneficial as an exotic LED for
improving on this performance.
STAMP Tips
Believe it or not, owning a BS1 is not a prerequisite to programming and building
drcuits based around the microconcrolfer.
It's possible to cheat. Figure 8 shows die
distrete circuit diagram of a STAMP
micrQConirolIer. All of the .components that
make up the device are standard pans.
Given a picce.a breadboard and little
patience its possible to build the
microcbntroiler from discrete pans.
And If you like short-cuts and tips here's
another that enables the PIC16C58 to be
programmed using PBASIC. Using a Parallax
programmer its. possible to insert a
PIC16C53 into the programmer, in the place
BSi. Then when instead of hitting <ALT><R> to ran tire code from the SXAMEexe
file, hit <AU>-<!>. The programmer
xrjenu then appears and after hitting
<5pace> the BSI code and interpreter
code is downloaded to the P1C16C5S.

I discovered these two nug^is of
information after joining the Parallax STAMP
mailing list Details of how to sign-up are
provided jn the resource Kst at the end of tire
ankle. Being able to share ideas with people
(inline is a superi) way to learn. It's also an ideal
place to discover the answers 10 questions if
you get stuck with a piece of code.
Resources
The Web is packed with information relating
to the STAMP envfronmertt. Visitors to the
Parallax Web site at www.parallaxinc.com dm
download datasheets, instruction manuals
and project examples.
Milfbrd Instruments in Leeds is the UK
dtstrihutor of STAMP prqducts. Tbu can
reach the company by telephone on
(01977) 683665, or write to Milford
instruments, Milford House, 120 High
Street, South Milford, Leeds 1525 5AQ.
Alternatively check out thcMBford
Instramenrs' Wei) site at
Whvt. raili nst.deoion. co.uk.
Abu can learn from other users that are
developing on the STAMP environment, join
the e-mail mailing list ran by Ruullax. To join
this fist simply send e-mail to
maiordonioigpafaiJaxinc.com. and type
"subscribe S'EAMPs" in tile body of the
message. If you prefer, you can subscribe
using die online subscription form on the
Parallax Web site at www. paral 1 axi nc. com.
Buyers Guide
Description
BASiC SIAM? 1 <BSS):[te.€topr«a Kit
2 {BS2);[>5vei«Sfer,t Kit
BASIC SIA.MPi (BSI) MfeoissrtTiiisf
■ BASIC STAMP i{BS2) LikroswroSsfj

Code. Cost
t,V/23A: £98,70
!x)V25C ,£12220
NV/32K'. £32.90
t,Vi33i £5l70
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This artide is about hi fi and at the
ouiset, lei's make It quite dear that I'm
no i talking about those all-in-one micii,
mini or micro systems which are frequently
referred to as "hi lis'. These are common or
garden audio systems, they're not wltat i
call hi fi equipment. Well, we're only two
sentences into the anideand already,! can
imagine that many readers' htickles are
rising at the suggestion that their audio
systems don't produce true high Bdeltty
music. OK, I do have to admit to taking
.something of a delight in making statements
like this, hut there's also a great deal of
truth in what I've just suggested. Let's think
alxiut what the phrase "hi ft* actually meant
when it was first coined some decades ago."
The meaning of the phrase was "Ijetter titan
average sound quality'. So, if you weren't
loo critical about the music yon stuck with a
gramophone, a music centre or whatever,
but if you aspired to a better quality of
music, you splashed out on hi fi equipment.
Weil, things iiave changed — standard run-ofthe-mill audio equipment is now far better
(tan it was in die 60s and 70s. However,
does thai mean we can refer to iras hi ft?
Not if the original meaning of the phrase is
still valid. After all. the type of equipment
which the majority of people listen Is, by
deSnition. average. So common sense tells
us that it can't also be better than average as
it would need to lie to qualify for die 'hi fi'
tag. So packaged mini systems might be
infinitely I letter titan 70s music centres but
hi fi equipment Ls something quite diflerent,
as is die quality of the sound it produces.

Ail-in-one Mini System
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Power
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Top notefi audio means finding room for
ioads of boxes. In the realms of audio phllo
gear, each one of those separates could
end up as two or three boxes.
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In this aniclc, we're going to lie looking
at true hi fi and by diis I mean systems built
up from separate components rather than
bought as a single unit- And whereas most
separates systems are better than most ,
packaged systems, even this level of
performance isn't the subject of dlis article.
Our subject here is die absolute top-end of
the lii 11 market, a niche which Ls often
referred to as audiophile hi fi.
Separates Systems
But before we get into the realm of
audiophile equipment, let's spend a while
thinking about why hi fi is synonymous with
separates. Surely just putting tile amplifier
in a separate box from the CD player and
putting tire tuner in yet another box can't
improve the e|uality of die sound which
come? out of the speakers. Well actually. 1
suppose it can — screening will be smtdi
improved, for example - but there are much
more.fundamental reasons than this.

A major ftiCTQrwhich causes people to go
for separates rather than an imegrated
system is that of choice. Generally if you
want the absolute best, you need' to go to a
specLilist. Certainly many of the Japanese and
Korean coqiorations make a passable job at
manufacturing anything and everything from
washing machines to audio gear to cars to oil
tankers liar, in the main, they don't produce
absolutely top-notch gear. So if you want the
I test in audio equipment, you'd be better off
going to a company which specialises in hi ft
equipment. However, at the toprend, even hi
fi equipment Is a rather broad classification
and many jieople believe that a company"
can't lie die best at absolutely everything.
Speakers, for example, require quite different
design skills from CD players or amplifiers.
So to get die very-best you need to be able to
mix and match, to go to a different company
for your amplifier, your CD player, your
tumtahle, your tuner and your speakers.
Whether it's a valid argument that no one
company can excel in all parts of a hi fi
system is open to debate. But even if single
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companies cm do everctliing weli, dioice is
still a factor which favours separates. It's
common for hi ft nianufacairets to offer a
range of amplifiers, a range of CD players
and so forth, with a model to suit most
pockets. So, if you're serious about iistening
to CDs but have only a passing interest in
listening to the radio, you could choose a
really good CD player but just an average
timer. With.all-in-aae systems this isn't
possible—all the components tend to be
matched tn terms of quality and it's not
hatjl to see why. let's assume tliat a
company has tliree different amplifiers,
three different CD platen-, three different
tuners, and tliree different sets of Sjjeakers.
If they're selling these is separates, that's 12
different products to stock. If. on the other
hand, they self all-in-one systems and want
to make every combination available, that
comes to a massive 81 different systems to
stock. A far more likely decision would be to
put the Ixmom end components into one
system, the mid-range components into
another and the top-end parts into a third.

Tutnlabie
Toneatra
Cartridge

CD Transport

Tivat's just three products to stock, but
much reduced choice for the consumer.
Another major.reason for picking
separates is upgrade considerations, let's
assume dvat you have an integrated system
and you decide that you'd like-to upgrade
the amplifier. Many of these integrated
systems—even though they're designed to
look like separates - are actually housed in a
single box. So removing the amplifier in
order ro replace ir with a better amplifier
just isn't an option - not without resorting
to a hacksaw, that is, OK, not all integrated
systems are housed in single boxes, some
come in separate boxes just like true hi fi
separates, even though you buy them as a
job lot. There's still a problem in upgrading,
however, albeit one which is now
commercial rather than physical. Just as
you'll have bought everything together, so
anyone you might consider selling
components to would probably only be
interested in buying the whole lot. Without
a doubt, even if you did manage to sell a
single component, the price you'd get.
would he derisory. So one way or another,
upgrading individual parts just isn't viable
with all-in-one svstcms.
Which is the Most
Important Component?
One question which has exercised the
minds of hi fi enthusiases'to a significant
extent is which of the component parts of a
separates-based system is the. most
ImportanL And whereas this applies to
ordinary hi fi systems, not just the ultra topend systems which are the subject of this
article, we'll be building on the principles.
Of course, the question doesn't relate to
components which aren't used
simultaneously — this would be a jtolntless
question. Whether a CD player, turntable or
tuner is the most imponani depends on
whether you prefer listening to CDs, vinyl
records or radio programmes. What the
question docs relate to, of course, is chose
components which are in use at the same
time. So, for example, In listening to a CD,
which is die most impartam. - the CD
player, die amplifier or die speakers?

-
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Power
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. So icrcardlng lo the ■hl-lllikfaictiy o/gumcnl, compniisnla boccmc mcr^ymponcgUa ynu mo'-o It
Which Is the most Important component in a separates based hi fi system.
Hie hierarchy argument suggests that the sources are the most important.
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MAIM 52 pre-amplifler...
In the cariy dus of hi fi separates, most
enthusiasts would have suggested iJat the
speakers were the most impottanc
component, fallowed by the amplifier with the
sources - the turntable and tuner—being the
least important. What the jusxificiuon for tltis
view was Ls rather hard to say 1 guess tiie only
plausible explanation is titat if^ou go for an
expensive tunpfifier or speakers, this will nficct
the sound quality of eveiytliing you listen to
whereas an expensive tuner would only
benefit radio reception and an expensive
turntable would only make a difference if you
were listening to records.
Today, the tables have been turned and
die consensus of opinion is thai die sources
are the mast important, followed by the
arnplifieatiun, followed hy the speakers. And
the. justilicaiiDti for this is summed up to the
phrase "garbage in; garbage our". In other
words, no degree of sophistlcatiDn in the
amplifier or speakers can improve the
quality of the signal generated by the CD
player or tuner. So, hi fi enthusiasts talk
about a hi ft hierarchy. If you draw a diagram
of your hi R system with signals passing
from left to right, the components become
increasingly inijjonanc as you move from
right to left. XIsis isn't just some sort of
academic exerdse - it affects your
purchasing aiid upgrading policy. So,
conventional wisdom says that you spend
die most on your sources, the next most on
amplification and die least on the speakers.
Simitarly, if you're looking to upgrade your
system, you first of all consider upgrading
the sources with die amplifier and speakers
being further down die list.
To a point this makes sense, although I
ain't help Inn fed diat die hierarchy
argument needs moderating somewhat. For
example, a system consisting of a .t-1,000 CD
player, a £200 amplifier and £50 speakers
probably wouldn't perform as you tiught
hope even though it does favour the source,
ibliowed by the amplifier and with the
speakers well down the list. The reason that
this system would be disappointing; of
course, is diac die amplifier and speakers just
wouldn't be able to do justice to the quality
of signal produced by die CD player. So, I'd
be inclined to suggest that a system should
he balanced. If you have a sysiem which
deafly isn't balanced, a sensible upgrade
option would be to replace the weakest link
in the chain irresjieaive of whether it's a
source, an amplifier or the speakers. Only if
you're sure that your system is well balanced
would you use the hi fi hierarchy to identify*
the next area for imprpvement.
In this section, I've referred to just three
types of hi fi component, die source (which
can take various forms), die amplifier and
the speikers. This is a conventional (i.e.
ordinary) separates system. As we scan to

look at super hi fi, we'll see that many of
these components themselves split into
smaller separates. For example, in the realm
of audiophile equipment, instead of a CD
player you might have.a CO transport and a
DAC, and instead of an integrated amplifier
yon might have a pre-amplifier and a power
amplifier. But although thenumberofboxes
might toctease, die hierarchy argument still
applies. So, for example, the signal passes
from the source to the pre-amplifier to the
power amplifier and so we might conclude
thar the pre-amplifier is more important
than the power amplifier.
OK, with that bit of preamble out of the
way, let's now look at each of die major
components of a standard hi fi system and
sec how things differ when we move, into
the realm of audiophile hi fi- But beware the road to the ultimate hi fi experience is a
very slippery slope. Many people have taken
their firat faltering steps on diis road only to
find themselves much further down than
they'd expected and with a very sick looking
bank account in only a few years time. Hiis
doesn't , mean diat it has to cost you an arm
and a leg to progress beyond ordinary hi fi.
By choosing sound quality rather than bells
and whistles and by deciding to major on
just one source -CD, for example - rather
than having mediocre results from CD.
vinyl, tape and tuner, a really good sounding
system may not cost you a lot more than an
ordinary system.-But whether you'll then
have the will power to resist continual
upgrades, well that's another matter entirely.
\bu have been warned .
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The CD Player
I've already made reference to the fact diat,
within the world of,audiophile hi ft
equipment, the CD player is normally
replaced by a couple of separate boxes,
namely the CD transport and the DAC or
digital to analogue converter. So the CD
transport spins the disk and extracts the

dSgiLal data which is passed, as a stream of
binary data, to the DAC. The DAC then
converts tliis to a low-level audio signal
which is passed to the amplifier.
Interestingly, the justification for .splitting a
CD player in this way is much less clear than
is the case, for example, for splitting a midi
system into source, amplifier and speakers.
Most people choosero buy a CD transport
and DAC of a similar quality and normally
from the same manufacturer so the issue of
choice isn't quite as relevant here. This
doesn't mean thar you can't match a
transport from one company with a DAC
from anothec Standardisation is sraning to
take off in this area and some people do,
indeed, choose these "two components from
different manufaciurers.
But If choice isn't a major consideration in
buying a separate CD transport and DAC,
then upgrading often is. For example, let's
assume that you already have a separates
system with an integrated CD player and
thai you're looking for a way to improve the
standard of reproduction. On the,
assumption tbac.your system is reasonably
balanced, then the hi fi hierarchy argument
would suggest that you should look, first of
all, at your source, that is your CD player.
Certainly you could replace lire integrated
CD player with separate transport and DAC
but with many CD players, there is a less
costly first step. Rather than totally replace
die GO player, some mamifacturers allow
you simply to get an external DAC and
continue to use your old unit as the
transport. Then ac a later stage, when your
finances have recovered, you can get a
separate CD transport to replace the
original CD player. There are also technical
reasons for designing a CD player in two
boxes, albeic reasons which are, perltaps,
now being eroded. For some years, linn's
flagship CD player was a two-box solution.,
the Karik / N'umerik combination which
costs £1,850 -r £1,500. So it's interesting
that thar new top of the range CD player,
the £12,000 CD 12, is housed in a single box.
1 asked Linn's Bill Miller for his views on the
pros and cons of the two approaches. If you
iook inside the Mumerik DAC 1 was told, it's
fairly weil stuffed with electronics. Of course
a low-end DAC needn't be this bulky, the
DAC on a PC's CD-Rom drive, for example,
is litiie more than a single chip. Bui in die
case of die N'umerik circuitry you'd never
be able to cram that amount of circuitry into
die same bos as the Karik. And die second
reason is iliac DACs are very sensitive to the
son of electrical noise kicked out by the
servo systems and the digital circuitry in the
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...and amplifier- audloptilie enthusiasts don't go In
for bells and wtiistles, top-end gear Is purely functional
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transport. Tlie best solution, therefore, is to
keep them well apart. On the reverse side of
the coin, however, to transmTi the digital
data to the DAC it has to be convened into
a serial format with an embedded clock.
Failure to accuratelv extract the clock will
result in.timing inaccuracies and ultimateiy,
garbled music. In tire case of a single box
CD player, the data can be routed in
parallel and with the dock as a separate
signal. So what, you may wonder, has
changed to allow the CD12 to be designed
as a single box and hence alleviate the
problems associated with the serial link?
Well first of all. greater integration has
allowed die DAC to be made smaller and
secondly a better understanding of CD
transport drcuiny has allowed noise levels
to he kept to acceptable levels.
Interestingly, not all audiophile
mamifecturers — even those with a two-box
solution - offer a separate CD transport and
DAC. Nairn Audio, for example, put the
transport and DAC in the same box, even on
their top of the range model and, in
common with many Nairn products, put the
mams jxiwer supply in a separate box. Widi
the CD player there's a single power supply
whidt has to be used and die cortipietc
package costs.£2.200. With other products
sudt as pre-amplifiers, however, Nairn offer a
range of power supplies ranging in price
from £-350 to over £2,000- we'll look at the
affect of mains power supplies on
Iierformance a bit.iater. Of course, if 1 were
to be q-nical, i could suggest another reason
for putting a CD player into two boxes - the
audiophile corhm unity expects it and it
means that, as a manufacturer, you can put a

much bigger price tag on the units. Since I'm
not a cynic, however, i won't suggest that.
Finally on the subject of top-end CD
reproduction, we can't fail to mention the
DVD - die digital versatile disk, formeriy
called the digital video disk.,As you're
probably aware; the DVD is already
established as a computer peripheral in the
guise of DVD-RON), a super-high capacity
version of CD-ROM And it's also starting to
appear as a consumer product -spedficaliy
you can now buy movies on DVD and DVD
video players. And intriguinglv; die sound
track on DVD movies is of a higher quality
than thc.Cp's 16-bic words and 41.1 kHz
sampling rate. So why isn't it also being put
forward as a higher quality audio standard
titan CD? Actually it is, although the
standards wars are still raging and if an
audio-only DVD format ever does appear, it
will be quite some way behind DVD-ROM
and DVD video. "What we can say, however,
is that all the proposed standards include a
variety of sampling opuons which record
companies can choose from. Ordinary CD
quality will be one option for cramming a
very large .amount of music onto the disk at
a mediocre quality. But at the top end, up to
24-fait resolution and a sampling rate of
96kHz is being projxjsed Plus, on the
hardware side—DVD video players will be
able to play DVD audio disks bin for the hi fi
purist, audio-only players will probably be
available as will separate transports and' DACs.

Vinyl Reproduction
If you're a confirmed CD addict, you probably
didn't expect to see meniion of scratchy old
vinyl records in an anide in a high redi
magazine on die ultimate in hi fi
reproduction. But the feet is. a not
iasignifkant number of audiophile fens retain
a vinyl playing capability. Far some, the
turntable simply provides a means of
continuing to enjoy valuable old recordings
which will probably never be released on CD.
But for others there's a much more
fundamental reason for,sticking with vinyl,
large nimibets of hi ft enthusiasts are yet to
be convinced that CDs can'equal vinyl
records for their inherent musicaiity. And this
isn't just a lunatic minority. The hi C
magazines are starting, once again, to take an
interest in turntables, cartridges and the like,
vinyl manufacturing plant in japan Is being,
brought hack on line after having been mothballed for years .and-of particular relevance
to this article- the technology of.vinyl
reproduction is still being impraved.
First a bit of terminology, The phrase
record deck is rarely used today Instead, hi
fi enthusiasts tend to talk about the
turntable but, strictly speaking, the turntableis only one of a number of components yoii
need to extract the musical information from
a vinyl record. The other essential elements
are the tone arm and the cartridge and as
with most tojvend separates, it's often
possible to mix and match these three
components, even from different
manufacturera. And then there are optional
extra componenn such as external power
supplies and off-board phono stages.
Although die design of the turntable and
die tone arm are highly specialised, the skills
involved are primarily mechanical so we'll
skip over these to the firet electronic element
- the cartridge. However, let me just present
a few fens which hint at the enormity of the
task of making a top-end tnmtable or tone
arm. The most a stylus will ever move when
playing a record is 0.2inni - this is in the
really loud passages. The quietest passages
are 90dB down on that, and if you do the
sums, you'll find that to extract all the
infomiation from a record, the cartridge
needs to Ik able to respond to a movement
no more than a few wavelengths of light. If
the turntable or tone arm wobbles or vibrates
by more than this, you'll either loose vital
information or you'll add something that
shouldn't actually lie there. And what this
means, of course. Is that the reproduction
quality is compromised.
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Low-cost and even budget hi fl turntables are equipped with
moving magnet cartridges.
But although ihe design of ihe tumtahle
bearing as such is a purely mecltanica! job, it is,
of course, driven by an dearie motor. Not
pwrcailaijy lilgh-tech, you might think, but
you'd te wrong. fVlthough budget tumtaliies
may l>s dri\en from a fhiriy ordinary electric
motor, audiophile products have s(.*aialised
motots which are drhen by hi^ily advanced
precision power supplies. .And as tou go up
the range, a tiny droiit bcxttd hickicn in the
plinth is replaced by a separate power supply
which sits next to ynur turntable, tertcips tire
best known example is linns £750 lingo
which jwvers dieir £-1,000 IP12 tumudrle. But
why does it have to go in a separate box?
According to linn, there tire rwci good reasons.
First of all, there's just loo much elcaronics to
cram into the plinth and secondly; electronic
power supplies generate magnetic fields. And
since the operation of die cartridge involres
detecting the tiny rettrive movement of a
magnet with icspect to a coil, stray magnetic
fields are best, kepi welt awoyt '
So what about the cartridge, tire first bit
of electronic kit which actually handles the
audio signal? First of all, a-bit of background
alxjuc how it works. The business end of
die carmdge - the bit which comes into
contact with the record — is a liny diamond
stylus which travels along the groove and is
driven laterally in step with the musical
informatibo. The stylus is attached either to
a magnet dose to a fixed coil or a coil dose
to a fixed magnet. Either way. the
movement of the stylus causes a relative
motion beiween the magnet and the coil
and a tiny electrical signal results.Tbu'l!
notice that either the coil or the magnet
can move, depending on the design, and
it's this difference which differentiates an
ordinary cartridge from an audiophile
cartridge. A moving coil design offers tar
superior quality to a moving magnet

Fixeo cant eve;
If you're prepared to spend £1,000 on a cartridge and write It
off when the stylus wears out, you loo could enjoy the superior
sound quality of a moving coll cartridge.

design, let's take a look at why this'is.
IfypuTe building a coif to move inside a
magnet it's got to be tiny and with few turns.
If on the other hand, you're building a coil
inside which a magnet will move, it's got to
be larger and it can have more turns. At .first
sight, you might think that die larger
number of turns is the favoured option as
this will result in a largersignal and,
therefore, a better signal to noise kuio. In
fact, although having a smaller signal does
place more constraints on the amplifier, it
doesn't actually jeopardise quality. The size
of the coil is far more imjjortant—the
smaller coil has a lower impedance and a
lower inductance. The result of die lower
"impedance is that, despite having a lower
output voltage - typically 20QftY as opposed
to 5mV with a moving magnet - the power
delivered to the amplificrls greater. iAnc! the
result of die lower inductance is that the coil
shows virtually no resonance. And whereas
it may seem a trivial problem to comjieasate
for the resonance in the .amplifier to
produce a flat response, in praaice, this is
very difficult. However, there's more to this
than just die electrical characteristics. With a
moving, magnet cartridge, since the stylus
and magnet assembly is comparatively cheap
and because a stylus will,, eventually; wear
out, the stylus/magnet assembly is matte to
be replaceable. And although.a plug-in sryius
won't be quite as firmly attached to the
body of the cartridge as a permanent one—
the cost saving in making it removable is
considered to be worth die degEadation in
sound quality which results from a 'sloppy'
linkage. With a moving coil design, however,
the coil is responsible for a large proportion of the cost of the entire cartridge. So making
diis replaceable is a much less auractive
projmsition. And if you don't have; to make
it removable, it can be permanently bonded
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to the rest of the cartridge with a
corresponding improvement in quality-; Not
only doss.a moving coil cartridge cost,
peihaps, £-1,000 compared to say £150 for a
moving magnet design, but when the feet that
you can't replace the stylus is taken into
account, this isnTesaaly a cheap solution. OK.
some manufacturers will refurbish moving coil
cartridges rather than insisting you buy a new
one; but even dien, if you listen to a lot of
music, the cmridge cost alone could well lie
quite a few hundred pounds a year.
Finally; a word about amplification-.The
amplifier is leatured nexr month but there's
one amplifier consideration which is
peculiar to playing vinyl records. As we've
seen, cartridges produce very small
electrical signals, much smaller than the
signal generated by a CD player or a tuner.
And as such, the amplifier lias to amplify'
die output froni a cartridge more dian the
signals, from other sources. It also has to
provide R1AA equalisation - boosting the
bass and cursing the treble - to cancel out
the messing around which recording
engineers do to cram more music onto the
disk. The parr of the ampSiiiervviuch carries
this out is called the phono stage and Is
absent on some of today's amplifiers,
especialfy those, at the bonom end. So if
you want to use such an amplifier with a
tumtalile. then you'd have to buy an
external phono stage. Of course, we're
talking about qutdity amplifiers so they'll
almost certainly include a phono stage.
However, if you're looking for the very
best, you may stiB choose to buy a top-end
phono stage as an. upgrade to the phono
stage in your amplifier. Linn offer such a
unit, the Unto, for£S50N'ext Month we will look at rhe rest of
the system and how much a top quality
svFtem will set vou back.
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The catalogue CD v.ill nm under Windows
'Product Category Search' to find (he protfuos
'95 or '98, or on later Apple MAC operating you need, or one of the search facilities
system I rased machines. It will also run on
provided under the buttons at the cop of the
older madiin.es still using the Windows 3 J or
■prrxiucts" screen, or ynu may simply type
known stock axles into the 'Add to Older'
3.11 operating systems, prodded you arc using
the latest set of 32-bit tile caensions supplied
facility on the "Enter Older" screen. There is
fay Micnisoft (Win32s version 1.3). Please note
also a specialised search or finder for
that a full copy of these extensions are supplied semicanduciots, which searehes over 18,000
on GDI under the'Win32s 13' directory on die
semkonduapts now available from MapTin.
CD. Use File Manager to open this directory
Please note that this fully wild rattled search
and double click the "setup" program (Windows "tsill find any test string anywhere within the
part number database and return aR results, bur
3.1/3.11 users oniy}Aftcr.you liave tbllotved the instructions on
it will now take a considerable time to do this!
the CD packaging and installed it on your PC
Clicking on the result line will display the
or MAC. you will find that the program auto
catalogue entry for that product if one exists
runs for'the first time immetliately in order to
(note that primary Maplin pare numbers sire at
locate and identify the location of its main
the top of the search result list). All product
database file on the CD. After that has
codes may be entered on the 'Enter Order'
happened, you may run the program by just
screen mentioned above, and will automatically
double clicking the shortcut on your desktop
offer you a price dependent on the quaniitv
(or by using any of the other shortnits liberally required. Note also that some semiconductor
dotted around your Windows 95-98 machine).
and other component pares may have extra
Now, ihe opening screens of the catalogue
price tiiscounts for tar higher quantities than
program featurc.a nmiiber ofbuttons leading tn ■ those shown in their catalogue entries. The
the free software on CD2. Please bear in mind
pricing under the "Arid to Order' button on the
that you don't vet have CD2 (order next montlts 'Enter Oreier' or 'Product Details" screen will
Elearonics and Beyond early to avoid
take tills into account and offer you discounted
disappoiotment!!), so if you do dick on one of
pricing when appropriate.
dtose buttons, you will be prompted to insert
Fairly detailed Ihstnictkins for the use of this
CD2 and Jed into a blind alley! Seriously, should
CD catalogue are to be found on the 'Maplin &
you dn thar by mistake, or by trying to access
Catalogues' screen under the 'Catalogue'
one of the data sheets, project guides, or
button. There are also free tea and ^ord
technical articles on CD2, you will have to use
document versions of these instructions, and a
the old three fingered salute (CtrhAlt-Dcl) and
'readme' file, on the root ilirectoiy of the CD.
"End Task' to get out of the program.
The Adobe Acrobat reader program is also to be
Once into the menu screens proper, you will found there as IAi32e301' and theMiaosoft
find that all of the main browser controis are
Active Movie player (amaylle) required by some
much the same as on the previous release of
early versions of Windows 95. Ddn't fotget that
the CD. The look arid feel has cltanged and, we this catfliqgoe program was written for SVGA
think, improved. We have worked hard to iron
displays and requires a serting of800 x 600 with
out the bugs that inevitably were overitxiked in Hl-colour mode. Happy browsing!
our very first CDROM cataioguel
Remember CD2 is on next months
Vou may use the product drill down under
magazine, on sale 2nd October.
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Diary Dates
Eveiypossibie.effort has been made
to ensure Wat infomtatfon presented
here is mnsct prior to pobscation.
To S'.tja disappointment flue to (ate
changes or amendments, pfeasa contact
event or^nisstions to confirm detailsSeptember 1998
I to 4 Sept CsoldCcrferaYe. VdjeiSv/ci
V.hfe SASfSS. IHE-Tefc ©171! 240 5271i to 4 Sort. UKACC CtWrFSX Omsany
of V-gesSAaregS. KE'fefc ©171) 240ISTJL
2to4SeptBsc&telGene(stofAppfcSws.
\%tsan SS-ixJ. Burtetgi Cnut i.oigtoo^i
Unr.estjt (EE Tet (0171) 240ISTE
5 Sept. SjSams on A Qiip,
CoCoouten, IfeaWy Cofe^ Dufc&i, let.
fst (0171) 2401S7E .
7 to 9 Sept EnierKsd ^sterns
Con&raxre&tope. FtojstAscot, Krbsfee.
rei; (OISIJ 855 7777.
S to 10 Sept
Fcmtoo-cSi IntshBtioral
Tc-avoagi1 Coifarence - TEchrotoar for
Euaisss Ad-jara^rConfera"ce. Sa.o/
Race, tendon, lEETefc (0171) 2401871.
9 to USept 3i>3i UK Mecftsiwtcs forum
trearaticrai CcrTererce f.cchstro-is 98.
BSr^hus Ccrference Csitre, Sto.tte.
Sv.stei, IS: ©171) 240 1871
II to 15 Sept ImemaScoa) Soafc^r^Cfn.erScn, iSC 93, RM. A.pBterdam. IS.
TeS ©171)2401371
13 to 16 Sept RafGiy Cmfcal S,setts,
Vscsisc Sciiccl, the Mote Ca-.re,
Carindge. EE. tS; ©17© 240187114 to 17 Sept Vses'in Sctioot on
CctnnifvcTLon Ksh-AXk tesB.. tScaton
Sdxxi, Ctvtetohu-th CoS^a, Caitfidaay. •
lELTet ©171)240 1871.
15 Sept ttsret Bafed Maifetirg - the
QCer FaSmy, Crfacjiun. irecre. SSags
V.af. lorxto. (EE-fit ©17© 240 ISTl
16 Sept ftxd Motor Compaiy, C^nham,
DKrthm Efec EE TS (017© 2401S7E
20 to 23 Sept Rsadsntal Couras on
LVy.efsai Mase Fadn CcmrrrrjcatixE.
Rssifenia Coarse ftmtrcte Co^s.
ChSfrf. EE Tst ©17© 240187©
21 to 23 Sept FCMSr Bscstchte arxi.
VsrsSfi aseed Ori.os, Coftference, Sa.oy
Rxo. Lorxton. EE Tsfc (017© 240 187©
21 to 23 Sept Seventh IntemsScnat
Corfeaxe on Rtaw Efe-trwifcs 8,-\te6i3fe
Sfeen Oti.es, Ss.n; Race, Lavish, EE.
KS: (017© 2401871.
22 toZSSeptEtSEfpriseinTransion,
Tte ConvronveaSh (nsaut^ KenSngoo,
Lcrdxi. Tel: (OlSCSl 373311.
23 Sept lie Rrtore Use of IntoSgsnt
tetiiijtyigvj B±c&s h delife kxis&ea
Cdcosuini, fforth V.fest ViScf LafcrBturiss,
ttSmngDn, (EE TB; (017© 240187©
30 Sept Shliatcn Cocfererxe. Uri'.ssay
tf \artr. (EETd; (017© 240187©
30 Sept to 2 OcL imaratiOnalCcrtetHxe
co SmteScn, bro.eton ( rrccgh Sroiision,
©v,3Sty cf toda, EE Tat (017©240187©
October 1998
lOct Presder.Blr.3 iArktashyCfJ
!.i TBfix, Sa.ov Pace.
""
3; (017© 24
240187©
5 Oct tsvatfe Safer Efectrea) baataSrs,
CoSapuMTti Ss.w Race. Londco, 1EE
Tat ©171) 240 187©
5 to 6 Oct Prsfeal FeUEcs ard De.vo
• fefcrir PrtSocSs for Ersr&ns, Lct&tl
Ec ©18© 335 4014.
7 Oet Art&aa lnBS)5rce-Bassd /wfOAu b
Br fits ftw.er ircisay, CSfcpifem, Sax*/
pax, lo-dcn. (EE ^ ©17© 240 38.7©
8 Oct Rate- Svean Mode&ra CsSekjfsti,
Se-cy Rax, lexfcn. ^ "fet (017© 240187©
8 Oct rfesr 2000-Coritrcfing the
IraJusaiat F5St ColTyjam. Sa.oy Race.
1EE T& (017©240 387©
8 Oct Ccftter Margrtetoa & Ns/i Proijct
rimxj-cicn. Technical Vst i.i&Sem
lnsaiim=nts..lEE"M (017© 240187©
8to 9 OcL Prortcal ReHBus arxi De.vce
ftetwrtc Prntoccte for En^esss,
Soutoerr^Jtcn. Tsf: (01S1J 3354014.
12 to 13 OcL PractitiFeMBrssxi Cte,ice
Ne&'.crR Rtaaxfe fcr E-^neas, Bato.
St ©IB© 335 4014.'
12 to 13 Oct (votehep ai PtscftaJ Invj
A'ca Nefrate (lANK) fcf Engrfias. ixrcfca
73; (01811335 4014.
12 to 14 Oct Serard tmmixa Cofesrcs
m trveOHECtnan of ftendsed Lara! Mnes,
(EE "fet (017©' 240187©
13 to IS Oct Ir^xmate Man^ernait 58,
NEC, Bmargsr., fefc (018© 742 2828.
14 to 16 Oct Scccol temcnnal
Caifetence on Partial Kschas^, Ednbuigi.
Tet (017© 240187©
Please send details of events for
inclusion in 'Mary Dates* to; News Editor,
Electronics ana Beyond, P.O. Box 777,
Rayteigh. Essex SS6 8UJ or s-mall to
swartdTngton@cix.compulmK.CD.uk.
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Apple and Microsoft
Celebrate First Anniversary
of Macintosh Alliance
At the opening keynote address at Macworld Expo
New York on July S, Apple and Microsoft
celebrateti the progress made since the two
companies since their milestone alliance a year
ago at Macworld Expo Boston.
The new spirit of co-operation brought on by
the agreement, resuiied in the ritnely release of
Microsoft Office 98 Macintosh Edition, integration
of the Microsoft Internet Explorer browser in
Apple's new iMac and Mac OS 8.1, and the
convergence of Java technologies on the
Macintosh platform.
"Although our relationship was first merwith
boos at Macworld a year ago. it has blossomed
and is delivering some really great products to our
joint customers. Our colleagues at Microsoft
continue to demonstrate that they're genuinely
interested iri creating great Macintosh, products
such as Microsoft Office. 98 and Internet Explorer
4.0," said Steve Jobs, Apple's interim CEO.
Ben Vvaldtnan, general manager of the
Macintosh business unit at Microsoft, added,
"Microsoft believes that Macintosh is a great
platform for applications and leading-edge
Internet technologies, and we're especially excited
about Apple's newLMac, which complements our
efforts to make Microsoft products easier for
consumers lb use."
"The agreement made between Apple and
Microsoft nearly one year ago has truly ithpaaed
the Macintosh industry in a positive way. The new
spirit of co-operation between the two companies
has been a key factor in Apple's comeback and
successful product introductions over the past,
year. As a long-rime Ajipie follower anil supporter
of the Macintosh platform, T look forward to
additional progress in the coining year," said Tim
Bajarin, president of Creative Strategies.
Over 175 application software titles for Apple's
consumer ©Mac were unveiled at Macworld by third
party software developers. Companies releasing
new title included; Adobe Systems, Blizzard
Entertainment, Disney Online, Eidos, Feral
Entertainment, Golive Systems, Intuit,
The Learning Company, Lucas learning,
MacSbfi, Mattel, ScgaSoft and Simon &
Schuster Interactive.
The IMac Is re-igniting software
developers' excitement to be on
Macintosh. As Apple reemets the
consumcr'niarket with iMac, thefewill
be tremendous business opportunities
for Macintosh software developers,"
said Jobs.
Included in the many utles recently
iiuxoduced.are popular games such as
Tomb Raider II and Unreal, as well sis
innovative products such as Baihie
Fashion Designer CD-ROM,
Cosmopolitan Vinual Makeover,
CyberStudio Personal Fditinn, Disney's
Blast Online website. Elmo's Reading:
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Preschool & Kindergarten, Reader Rabbit's Toddler,
Stareraft,.Siaiship Titanic and Star Wars DroidWbrks.
Tomb Raider 11 starring lam Croft is an
unprecedented success which will be a must-have
title this holiday season for iMac customeni. We
are proud of out involvement with Apple during
the launch of a product as exciting as iMac and the
opportunity to place Lara Croft alongside one of
the world's strongest brands. Apple's moveiiack
into lite consumer market is great news for Eidos
and for the millions of Mac customere around the
world who want to play our games," said Charles
Cornwall, CEO of Eidos.
Hardware companies Further fueled Apple's
consumer momencum at Macworld by
announcing new Universal Serial Bus (USB) addons for iMac including floppy disk drives, joysticks,
game pads, printers and cameras. Together, both
hardware and software companies have unveiled
more than 200 new products for Macintosh since
iMac was introduced.
For further details, check: www. appl e. com.
Contact: Apple, Tel: (0181) 5691199.
..jm
English and Welsh
'Mice' Win World Titles
Students from Aberaeron Comprehensive School
in Wales and Sawston Village College. Cambridge
beat off challengers from around the UK to win
their respective classes in die Schools World
Micromouse Championship which was held at the
University of Manchester in June.
The team from Aberaeron, Daniel Boshier, Huw
VChtkins and Adam Allen, all aged 13, and their
mouse "V Saethwr won the School Standard Award
with a rime of 7.2 seconds. They received a prize of
£75 and a much coveted brass cheese trophy.
Peter Hall and Peter Sbelton, both Year 10
students from Sawston, and their mouse Tes
Scargo', also received acash prize and trophy for
winning the Schools Super Standard category.
Micromice are small electronic robodc vehicles
which must be able to navigate a two-dimensional
maze in the fastest possible time.
Organised by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers (IEE) theSchooLs Micromouse

:x'

m

Mm

IS
Corhpeiitjon is designed for children aged 11-16
iq encourage learning in meclianics, electronics,
computer programming and team working.
Competition in the 1998 Championship was
fierce, with 'mice' from thrpughouLtlie UK
travelling to Manchester for the contest lime trials
and qualifying heats were held during the day and
the fastest mice went forward to the finals.
Second Prize in die School Standard section went
co a team from Wbodbridge School, Suffolk and
their mouse 'Sniffer', Xionel' mouse from Bancroft
School, Essex, came in third and fourth prize was
taken by a team from Dane Court Grammar School,
Broadstalrs in Kent, with their mouse 'JiniV
Second prize in the.Super Standard section
went to a team from Ibnbridge School in Kent ■
and their mouse 'B.ELN.S,' Third prize was
awarded to 'Benjamin* mouse from Boiton School,
For further details, check: www.iee.org,uk.
Contact: IRK, Tel: (0171) 2.10 1871.
Consumer Electronics
Industry on Course to go
LIVE for '98
Consumer electronics companies are putting the
finishing touches to their stands for Live '98, the
bi-annual industry showcase.-The exhibition is set
to take place over the period 24 to 27 September
at Earls Court.
live '98 has already signed up some of the big
industry players such as Sanyo, Pioneer, Philips,
Ibshiba, Sony, Grundig, Manmtz, Sharp and Hitachi.
Hie show this year sees:«£500,000 investment
by Miller Freeman into special features, which will
lie used to target visitors. A Vision of the Future
will lead people in to the show, giving diem a
glimpse of all the innovations on offer.
There will also be a virtual reality area, a small
office/home office (SOHO) section and a digital
broadcasters cafe, as well as a brand new hi-fi and
home entertainment section with sound proofed
rooms in association with What Hi-Fi? Magazine.
For further details, check; <www. 1 i ve98. co. uk>.
Contact: LIVE 98, Tel: (017!) 541 9341.
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Wfite to:
E/ecfronfcs and Bcyotid,
P.O. Box 777,
Raylelgh,
, Essex SS6 8L0

E-mail your
views and comments to:
AYV@mapHn.demon.co.uk

Tidal Problems
Sir
The explanation For two tides a day by
Science ljne (August 1998) Is so
oversimplified as to be actually fncocrect.
Although there are centrifugal effects in
the picture, they are so subtly neutralised
by other effects tliat it Is the residual
gradient of the gravitational field (the
classic origin of the description 'tidal
effect') which remains as the cause.
M. White
WalvEro, V/ores
Nicole Aebf of Seiance line replies
Having looked into your suggestion that
differential gravitational forces are to blame,
we can quite easily say, "Yes you're right.
How can we have got it so wrong?" Sonyl
this is one of those questions that we
though we'd got it right, as it has been in
our 'repertoire' for so long now. I can offer
nothing for an excuse except to say that we
deal with 50,000 calls a year and we're
bound to make mistakes.
In addition, the fact that the Earth and the
Moon have a common centre of gravity, the
baycentre, is Important. You can't just take
Into account the Moon's gravity so we were
not completely wrong!
This is the corrected version:
Why are there two tides a day?

Lack of Simple
Projects
Sir
May I echo the sentiments ex-pressed by
yourcorrcspondem-Dave Matsden from
Hull in his lecier in Heciitinics and Beyond
August 1998.
I vvas weaned on early elecuanics
magazines such as Practical Wireless when it cost about 45) in old money -Radio
Coascructor and Practical JElecironlcs, plus
the odd edition of Wireiess World although I did find that a bit 'high tech' for
me in its day i appreciate that the rial's of
valve ampiiBers and radios-are long gone

It is easy to understand why there's one
tide each day - the Moon simply puiis the
water on the side nearest to it, to create a
bulge. But what about the bulge of water on
the other side, of the'earth, how does that
get there? Well there's two things going on
here to create this effect The first is also
the Moon's fault. Tho moon exerts a
gravitational pull on all things on the earth,
including you and me. The Importanfthing is
that, it doesn't pull on a'tl the bits evenly. The
closest bits get pulled the most, the
furthest bits get pulled the (east. In effect,
stretching out the Earth.
But, the moon doesn't simply go round the
Earth - the two are going round a common
centre of gravity. This Isn't at the centre of
the. Earth but slightly off-set. Imagine
sitting on a roundabout not quite in the
middle. You get thrown outwards, and that's
exactly what happens with the Earth -.the
centre of the earth isn't in (he middle of
the 'roundabout'.
These two effects combine to create the
forces shown In the diagram below:-

To the Moon

Earth

Tne arrows show the force on the oceans and
Ibe eann itself when the effects are combined

unless one wants to spend a fortune on
coniponenp;. isut even in your imgariae
not so long ago there were simple little
projects to build that didn't cost a tot and
were quite useful, but nowdays you seem
to specialise in very high tech artides
which are of very little inierest to die
average amateur construaor.
H. J.Abraham
Winchester, Hants
We are always open to suggestions from
readers for projects that they would like to
see fn the magarino, so please let us have
your Ideas and we will endeavour to oblige.
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itself making and selling coloured
plastic bricks'and "toys. With associated
LEGO names like Dupto, Piimo.
System. Dacta and Technic and now a
growing number of theme parks to feed the
ever demanding leisure industry, the
iniernatiorialK' known name is about to
launch another brandname -Mhulsiorms.
The LEGO Company is -about to make a leap
into the computer robotic control arena.
For many years the company has
taken an active interest in the
education sector with LEGO
Dacta. This is essentially a
combination of wheels, cogs,
levers motors and bricks to
demonstrate motor
^ mechanical actions to
school children. Also young
r i ones that wish to impress
m
their friencis with their
,c>
constnioional prowess have
A
also had access to the
v>
LEGO Technic range
%
for many years now.
Tisis is again, a
bewildering array of
:/■ canstrucfafale pumped
pneumatic and mot onset!
r _ dumpers, lorries, cars and
submersibles with CD ROM
y
software and more recently a tipper
•vtruck that Operates by a barcode reader.
?It picks up wheels and dumps them into dieback of the lorry. It also comes complete
with coordinated diesel engine sound effecE.

Time was, when us forty somethings in
our youth would be content with our
lot—of building bricks. They were
simply shaped and in bright primary colours.
in those days fewer LEGO sets were around
and you would mostly build your own
designs 'freestyle', now a term coined by die
LEGO Company using olf-i he-shelf packs of
bricks. Today it is a completely different
store Company philosophy still remains the
same along with the infiimous studded bride,
hut the growth and the variety of
construction kits is bigger than ever.' Ar a
time when most other building brick
sets disappeared the IJ-IGO
•s
Company has gone on
to build a huge
international
name for
9>
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a
A Smart
Move
So in a radical move,
LEGO lias
introduced the
Mindstomis
rcr:
Robotics
Invention
System initially
in the-XJK and
US. Hie kit
was originally
aimed at 12 to 14
vcarolds. However.
in a recent sureey
carried out by the company in the US, the
survey suggested more adults were
interested! 1 also know-that there will be
some even younger exceptional children
that would love to get their hands on it. So
hs a compromise. LEGO has designated it
for 12 years and upwards.
The philosophy behind these toys is thai it
would give our children the groundwork to
develop problem soiling skills and to gain a
knowledge in ptDgrararriable robotic control.
Children have been able to try their hand at
the Mindstorms robots at the Legoland
leisure park at Windsor for a short while.
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MIT and
the RCX brick
IJEGO has Ijeen working
wiih a tlepartmeni known
as the Media Iaboraior\'
at the Massachusetts
Institute nf Technology
for over 10 years now.
lite result of that
research is a
i
product which
LEGO has called an
V/M
RCX module. It's a
programmable 8-bit
microprocessor with
memory that will Bt into a
targe LEGO brick. With a combination of
light, touch and rotation sensors, the RCX
will react to Its surroundings by sending
conifol messages to the electric motors
connected to it, and hence the RCX brick
will control your robotic type construction
through a series of programmed
commands downloaded from the child s
or adults PC. These commands enter the
brick via an infra-red wireless link from
your PC. The infra red link works up to:a
range of eight metres and one RCX robot
can even talk to another roijot via this link.
An LCD display on the RCX informs the
operator of various commands.

A brief
history
of LEGO
time
Way back In the
#
misty depths of,
time, 1932
°lLQi(
to be precise,
Ole Kirk
Christiansen, a
carpenter and
joiner from Billund in Denmark, set
up a business making stepladders,
ironing boards and wooden toys.
Two years later he named the
company 'LEGO'.'LEGO is a
combination of two Danish words
which means 'play well". In 1947 the
company was the.firat in Denmark to
buy an injection moulding system to
make plastic toys and in 1949 the first
plastic building bricks appeared. The
patent for today's plastic building brick
was filed in 1958 and the rest of LEGO
time has been one of continual
success and expansion, releasing kits
year on year in ever more countries.
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Each sets includes a Robotics Network
membership. This is an
exclusive number to log
on to the IJ-GO
Mindvromis web
site for the first
time—good
dunking
LEGO. Thai's
just one of
the ways to
nip
keep track of
customers.
How does
it all work?
Firstly before you get started
you'll need a Pentium 90MHz PC or
greater with 16MB of RAM, a CD
m
ROM drive and a sound cuiL
There are three main procedures to
carry out. The first is to design and
construct your robot around the RCX brick
using motors, sensors and othsS" LEGO birs.
Tltis can be done with helpful)lints from the
manual on how to put certain operating
functions togethet: The other interesting idea
is to take up die challenge from the PC. to
build a particular type of robot-

It's in
the box!
The first kit, to I>e
launched this
Septemben'OcolTer is a 7(k)
piece set. Now tliat's a
itiggy" for IJiOO antl it includes
STORMS

Nest you need to load up the software
from the CD ROM and begin to create-a
programme for the invention using RCX
programming code. Just to make sure you
undetstand what's going on, you have to go
through the training course when you first
log on to die CD-ROM. The RCX program
code is a user-friendly programming
language- rather like locking selected bits of
jigsaw together as shown in the screcnshots
shown below. There are standard
commands within the software, like on/off
for set periods of time, setting up power
and direction, standing time, beeping and
tone. You Can even program rour own tune
by specifying the pitch through this
commahd. Von can look at antl characterise
sensor information for touch, light, rotation

mmm

<rt

mrryt

two motors, ligJ« and touch sensors and
lots of building pans inducling mechanisms,
gears and wheels. The package includes a
CD-ROM to download appropriate software
in order to program the RCX module in a
user friendly manner. There's an infra-red
tower that sends your programmed
messages from jour PC to the robot without
the use of wires. Of course you get the RCX
Microconiroller. This is the oversized lego
brick with Inputs, outputs, LCD monitoring
and a bit of programmable control inside,
ibti also get what LliGO ail I a
'CanstRiciO|iedia'. Joining two parts of
words together, is die now more
tashlonable way to generate a new word in
our vocabulary - anyway iris building
guide to aid construction with plenty of
hints and suggestioas. The tc-.tse is that it
does not explain exactly how to build
models from start to finish. No, a child
requires a littlcbit of intuition in order to
complete die challenge - now that's what I
call excellent educational philosophy!
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LEGO Mfndstorms robotic
basketball player.

'■IR-

cm have '"ibtir shout on the-Nec', via the
website www.Legom1ndstonns.com. This is a
new site for IltCO. Those, young and old,
keen to vent their ideas and display their
own robot creations to the world can do so
bv'creating their own home page as a forum
fbr discussion on this web site. They also
will be able to download new programs that
LEGO place on the net, swap ideas and
consult experts, or should 1 say 'exboLs-?
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The Set-You-Back factor
The 700+ piece Robotics Invention Xystera
will set you back many pound coins, or as
they say in I larrods; this carries n price tag
of around A160 sir with expansion sets from
around £40, How's >T>ur bank balance dad?
The LEGO Miiuistorm sets are initially
available at spedtdiy selected stores across
the UK,in late September/early Oaober
including Mapiin Electronics.
"ion need to call this LEGO telephone
number; 0845 606 2043 to find out about
your nearest store.
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Coming soon
The
first two expansion sets called Robos
C Sports and Extreme Creatures will also be
i%
available later this year, 'the first, Roboa o Spons provides a creative individual with a
kit to design robots that shoot hoops,
«
flick pucks and dan through an obstade
.course. Exrxenie Creatures will let you to
« 0
build animal-like creatures front your
imagination. The sets include fibre-optic
strands to send tight to parts yon never
thought you could ready a snapping claw; a
(8»
The centre of operations
pincer grab and a wagging tail mechanism.
e
- the RCX brick.
c *
Again each set has a 'Coastroctopedia' and
CD-ROM software id keep you occupied for
© ©
and tempenimrc sensors.
many hours.
Inter LEGO Speak
'Uxjp' iiifomiaiion cin be
Have you ever wondered why LEGO
©
.supplied with conditions
is sb successful? Part of thc.reason is
And There's More - A
through a coinmanci called
probably because The LEGO Group
Stack controllers. This might
Mars Rover please!
is in tune with customer needs. It has
he for example how many
An exciting area of remote viewing using a
times you want the pragnim to run
buggy and your PC will soon be possible
witii may lie a "Whit Until' command for a
using "The Exploration Mars Expansion Set".
light or touch sensor to be acthated.
This is due out in 1999, and will include a
tracfeTator
The nest operation is to download the
1 rO-S'
video camera and possibly a transmitter that
program to the RCX using lite infrared
will enable children to build their own Mars
transniitter. The model is then ready to mn
rover models. Children will be able to
and will interact with its surroundings on its
control their own rover buggy using an onown. The HCX can Ire powered using an
screen control panel on the PC. Children
external power source forstaiic inventions
could then discover brave new worlds
such as roboLs, or by batteries for moving
looking upwards from the floor and get into
robots (rovers).
places where other buggies can't see or
As time and space does not permit me to
reach. Is there no end to this?
go further, a more derailed discussion of its
user attributes should come later once the
kit has been fullv evaluateti.
an Advisory Board of global thinkers. They
mull over aspects of learning philosophy
and product evaluadon and applications,
.and then feed it all back to LEGO, this
includes Miudstoniis and suggested new
products. Full marks for taking note of
>s
grass-root opinion!
o w
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Mindstorms Global
^
Internet Community
Ok so now you have the kit and you have
produced a good idea or robot-type
machine diatcan make the tea, why not tell
everyone out there on the global net. You
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PSVEK:
The apparatus described in
this article (with construction
next month) was designed
and developed as a means of
obtaining some form of
quantitative tiata on PsychoKinedcally (PK) induced object
movement, and also as a means
of "training' the o|>eraior to
bring any dispL'tyed PK abilities
under at least a modicum of
controL To do the latter, some
• form of conversion ami feedback
of die detected movement to
one or more of the five
bioiojtical senses is necessary.
This is called Bio-Feedlwck
Bio-Feedback techniques are
not. new. They iiavc been used in
the psychology field as a means of
assisting a subject to bring underconscious control, anything from
heart rate to anxiety states. In
principle. aB diat is required is for
there to be some means of
detecting changs in bodily or
psychological condidons, which
arc usually under the control of
the autohotnic nervous system
and which normally fimction at
an 'unconscious' level, also s
means for convening the ■,
detected changes into a form
recognisable at the 'conscious*
level. These require suitable
transducers. The iemi
transducer being a compound
word from Greek and latin
languages; Trans = Greek for
'across' and Ducer =• Latin,
meaning "to bring about a
change' (in something),
literally, the won! means to
bring across a change in one
'something' or system and
reflect that change in another
(different) 'something' or
system. In effeci. just as with
electronics, where once you
have a suitable 'transducer' to
convert a real-world
phenomena (e.g. [say]
temperature, pressure etc..)
into an electronic signal
according to some reliable law
(linear, logarithmic, inverse
square etc.,), you can do almost
anything with it. At an
eiectronic level one can then
amplify, attenuate, filter, change
its internal relationships -all of
which are applicadoas of signal
'processing' techniques — then
finally, convert it l>ack again to
its original fonnat — or to a
different format altogether (e.g.
sound to light and light to
sound for example).
PK - What is it?
Psycho-Kinesis is a relatively
new name for what many
readers - particularly those who
enjoy science fiction stories -
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This month David Aldous
discusses this fascinating topic and
next month constructs a trainer and
movement detector.
used to be called Telekinesis, or
TTC The use of the term PK has
largely arisen since the early
1960's, when Professor J B
Rhine studied, the phenomena
at Duke University, North
Carolina, USA. The term JiteraDy
means 'Mind movement', or
more accurately, movement
induced by the mind. It is a
compound word derived from
the Greek words, Psychos =
Mind and Kinos = movement
or motion. The older name.
Telekinesis, Is also a compound
word, also from the Greek, Tele
= at a distance and Kinos (seeabove), which literally means
'Movement at a distance' to
emphasise the non-comact
nature of such movements.
Rhine coined die new name to
reOeci the 'psychological'
aspect of such interactions.
As a subject, PK has a long
history and appears to be at die
back of many unusual
happenings throughout
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recorded history. Those readers
who liave at least a passing
interest in die weird and
wonderful stories that emerge
in the popular press, news
programmes arid even the Xfiles. or Fortean TVj will have
heard of— or seen — objects
moving about without any
evident means of tiding so,
sometimes quite violently. Many
will also have at least heard of
so-called 'Pokergeist' activity
(this is another compound
word. ihLs time from the
Gecman Baiter = noisy, and
Geists= spirit, or ghost, and
literally means 'Noisy Spirit'),
I laving witnessed such events
at firet hand, die author has no
doubts as to their reality! NB: At
this juncture the author must
make it absolutely dear diat
■Religion* has nothing whatever
to do with the matter and that
we are here dealing with a
natural - if somewhat strange —
phenomena, which seems to

have played a part in human life
for a very long time, and may
yet have further part to play in
man's future development.
Religion tends to grab hold of
PK-rype events and then weave
them into its fabric, often in the
form of so-called 'miracles', not
the oilier way round.
Vimiallyall readers will have
heard of or seen, the psychic
Uri Geilef, and at least heard of
his prowess at bending metal
wiihout-any normal forces
being applied. This appeal's to
be an example of PK being
applied in a quite specific
manner. Tests have shown tliat
some of the metal bent and
then broken by Uri, shows signs
of unusual molecular
realignment at the site of the
break ami of a nature not
compatible with normal forces
being applied. The author
knows several individuals who
have this ahility but has not
unfortunately; been able to
produce theseeftects himself;
One well known author,
Michael Criciiton, of/umssic
ftork fame, has tltis ability. His
book, Tiw.eh (Pan Books. 198S.
Reprinted 1991), is an account
of his pecsonal journey not only
to many remote places of the
glolre, but also to his inner self
Along the way, he records a
specific experience of attending
a spoon bending party in
southern Califomia. On page
318 to 321 of his book, in the'
chapter entitled Spoon
Ik'iie/inp. he describes how with
his partner, Anna Marie, both
tried their hand arthis and
succeeded- In his later
observations on this and odier
so-called psychic phenomena
and the attitudes of sdemists to
phenomena such as PK, on
pages 355 to 377 in the chapter
entitled; Poscscript: Skeptics at
Cat Tecb, he gives a very concise
overview of die subject and
scientific attitudes towards it. He
also provides a .useful
bibliography for further study It
is well worth reading. There ace
many other hooks available tin
this and related subjects and a
uscfol overview of PK
phenomena is given in Chapter
6, pages 130-144, of a little book
by Liz Madaren, in die
Brvckbeimpton Hefcrence
Series, eraideii Mind Over
Matter. A short but up to date
bibliography of dtis and related
subjects is given on page 183.
Die Bmckhamplon books are a
series of small format,
encyclopaedic-type informaiinn
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Ixxiks an a wide mien- of
topics, ranging from Vitamins to
Saints (?!) (e.g. Dictionar." of
Vitamins: Guide to letter
AStiiing; Dinionar>; of Saints, to
mention but three).
Other wcli known names
associated with PK phenomena
atso spiing to mind. Names like
Nina Kulagina (also known its
N'elra Kulagina), a Russian
psychic and former Red Army
Sergeant, who had the ability to
move .small objects near her
fingertips, when concentrating
on a quite different form of
psychic activity (so-called 'blind'
colour perception). All sorts of
small objects wuuid move,
ranging front a bos of matches
to metal objects weighing a few
ounces. The distances involved
were up to alxtut 3 inches and
the nature of the movements
often quite unusual. Kulagina
could jibo do something that
Uri Geller has dctnonsuiited
several times on TV — die.
deflection of a compass needle.
Kulagina pre-dated Geller,by
several years, but due to the
frosty atmosphere of die cold
war period, never became very
well known outside Russia tlue
to the lack of communication
which prevailed at Ubu time. A
fuller account of Kulagina ami
her abilities will be found in
Reuben Stone's book: Mysteries
Of the Mine/ (a library search
should turn this up as it is now
out of print). A more recent
researcher in tliis field is Dr
John Hastead, who wrote about
his experiments in PK whilst
Professor of Physics ac Birkbeck
College, London, in the early
I9S0's. One of the things Dr
Hastead discovered and
recorded was the ability of
certain child subjects to cause a
group of (Kijiea'lrps in a sealed
rube to 'scrunch-up' into an
entangled mass without anyone
toudting them. Another
discovery, arid one of great
relevance in respect of metal
bending phenomena as
demonstrated by Geller and
others, was the.fact that certain
materials were 'bent" by
suhjecrs. This was despite die
fact that such bending was nor
normally possible without the
use of extremely high
tempcnmircs, and in one rase,
was impossible to achieve by
normal means at the sjieed
which it was actually observed
to take place. Some of .Hasted's
work in this field was published
in ihcjonmeif of ifje Society^for
Psychical Research (the SPR), of
which the author is a member.

rM
(NB: The Society does hot hold
any corporate views and any
expressed in tliis anide are
therefore entirely those of the
author). It apjieared in the Jiuic
1980 issue (\'olume 50. No.
784). Earlier works on this and
related matters by iiira going
back to 1972 and 1979 are also
to be found in die SPR Journal
and other puhliciuons.
Of more recent dare, is an
account of what is teniied
'Macro PK" (e.g. it happens on a
lirge. Teal worid' scale of
substantial physical objects). This,
took place in Poland and was
originally delivered as a paper
read out at die Qb /nlenialioiial
Conference of Psycbotronics in
vitgreb (in the formcf Yugoslavia,
now Bosnia Heraegovirm). Tlic
author was a retired aradeniic,
Koman Bugaj. It was reprinted in
the SPR Journal injannaiy
1996 (Volt line 67. xVumberSSR).
It Is an intriguing account of a
well-oliserved series of PK
manifestations resembling the
more classic poltergeist-type
activity, which was wimessed inseveral scientifically trained
observers and the majority of
which observations took place in
good light. Some PK testing
apparatus was emploml in die
investigaiions.
A useful explonttion on the
narurc of PK and theories ahoiit
it is contained in a paper by D

lb
Scott.Rogo entided: Theories
About PK- A Critical
Evaluation. This was also
published in the SPR Journal in
the June 19S0 issue (Volume 50,
No. 784, die same issue as
Has leads work). Issues.of the
SPRJoumal ran be obtained by
the public at some libraries, or
by direct purchase front the
Society, subject CO availability of
reprints. (See bibliography). A
frinher book dealing with PK
and other subjects is; PS!
Psychic Discoveries ISebind The
Iron Curtain. Tliis is by Sheila
Ostntnder and Lynne Schroecler.
Published by ABACUS (Sphere
Books) in 1973, it is now our of
prim, but may be available in.
some libraries; It contains
accounts of various Russian and
other (then) Iron Curtain
psj'diics, including tlic.PK
medium, Nelra Aiikhailora, who
was investigated by Dr Zdenek
Rejdak of Prague. Nelva
Mikhailova had the ability to
selectively move small objeets
placet! on a tablecloth in front
of her just by cancentroting on
them. Objects such as what
appear to be si salrshakcr, a bos
of matches and a small wallet
are shown in one photograph in
the hook.
A Ixxik written specifically
about jxiltergdst activity, wliidi
includes a ver\'Interesting
section on computer stnah'sls of

Nina Kulagina, the
Russian PK medium
(courtesy Mary Evans'
picture library).
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rases, including tltase displaying
PK-type acthltyj is entided;
PokergeisLs , by Alan Gauld and
A.O. Cornell, bads of whom are
also members of the SPR and
known to die author. It is now
out of prim, luring been
originally published in 1979 by
Routledge & Keegan Paul.
In the authors personal
experience, object movements
apparently mduced by PK are
often quite small and simply
present some curious
anomalies to everyday
experience. If, like the author
one regards these as being
intriguing enough io follow up
and investigate. One often finds
they revei! more of the
psychological attitudes of
'official' science to die subject
of observed phenomena in
genera], and the possibility of
discovery of anything
fundamentally new in particular,
rather dian a willingness to
really find out what is going on
in the world 'arid try to explain
it. 'fhat said, when one
witnesses a heavy Onyx lamp
rise about two inches into the
air, shake, then slowly settle
down again with die lamp
shade following slightly later,
one is still apt to be
disconcerted by even these
'small' movements! All this can
of course lead to heated
atgunients and many attempts
to try and explain away the
observations — often, with more
pure faith required in these
supjjosed 'cxpbnniions' tlian it
would take to just accept the
reality of the observation!
However, the author is not
trying to prove, anything—just
get down to the nuts and bolts
of investigating a real and
observable phenomena, with
which he lias had personal
contact for over 50 years!
Training and
Bio-feedback:
The idea of being able to train
someone to utiiise PK at a
conscious level is not knew or
tmique to the author, but lias
been cried by several other
researchers in Use field and with
varying degrees of success. One
such attempt in the form of a
training, programme, was made
in the, USSR (Russia), following
on frani research into the PK
abilities of Nelya Mikhailova, as
outlined previously. Alia
Vinogradova, a young Russian
woman, was a subject on such a
programme and did appnrendy
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an electronic format, phase
discrimination techniques for
the detection function and
finally, conversion of the
detected dianges to visual
format (meter readout) plus
auditory format (movement to
continuous frequency change)
for the hi()-feedback function.
Odier conversions into these
formats are also possible,
indudiog 'bargrhph' (visual)
and '.siepped-tonc' discrete
frequency shift (auditory).

i

,

learn to consciously contra! her
PK abilities. A photograph of
her in action appears in the
Abacus txxik mentioned
previously. Dr Zdenek Radjek
has also aitempteti PK training.
Sc.-eral TV programmes have
a!so been made which deal witlt
the subject of PK and possible
mechanisms for its interaction
with scientific experiments. One
recent programme appeared in
the Horizon TV Series and
showed such techniques as
attempting to influence the rate
of radioactive decay (significant
results were observed), and
another was to influence die winin which a set of small spheres,
released at the top of a frame
containing dKideis which
caused 'random' bounces,
would fall into various
compartments at the bottom.
Again, some significant resulls
were obtained. (Mk This is
similar to the Amusement
Arcade game of Shore Pertm'.
where coias are released into
the top of a similar frame and
one then has to try and get
them to fall into a particular pile,
with the intention of dislodging
it and collecting the coins).
In terms of PK, and the
subject mauer of this article,
since PK's exact nature remains
as ^ei. unknown and its .also
funcuoning at a seemingly
■unconscious' level, a direct PKelectranic transducer and, even
more imponamly, an electronicPK transducer, remain yet to be
invented (or discovered?). The
method we tlierefore hare to
adopt in order to observe PK,
record icin action, and feed
data back to the experimenter
or subject, is simply to find a
reliable means of displaying

when sin otherwise stable
system (mechanical, electronic
or atomic) is being afTecieti by
PK. Such a method must detect
and measure the changes in
that system, then find a way of
converting die detected
changes into a formal that am
be recognised by at least one of
the nortna! five seases that
human beings arc provided
with. ,In practice, such a
convecsion (called transducing)
will be to either visual or
auditory format (or both), since
these arc die two most
dominant senses with which we
are familiar. It is theoretically
possible to convert or transduce
PK-induced observations into
any of the other three (touch,
taste and smell), but die
practical problems of doing so
themselves require specialised
transducing techniques. (As a
'tongue-in-cheek* aside, the
mind toggles somewhat when
the idea of transducing to smell
is considered - what might be
used as end-to-end 'scale limits"?
Rdtten eggs for one and Clxmel
No 5 for the other?!). I'll leave
diis to the readers iraagimfion!
The ftindamental requirements
of any deteoion system are diat
whatever detection technique is
used, it should not itself interfere
with whatever changes are being
detected. Tliis is simply a
recognition of die.need to keep
what is known in science as 'the
pbserver effecri, to a minimum.
In practical terms, no scientific
experiment is completely free
from this, and it Is recognised
tliat whenever a system of any
land whatever is being
'observed' or'measured', any
•observations' or 'measurements'
obtained are not.going to be the
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Acoustic
microwaves:
It is riot well publicised diat since
sound waves travel much more
slowly in air than radio waves in
free space—a reduction of
almost a million-fold is involved ~
then when one compares the
wavelength of signals at these
widely diflerent frequencies and
in the two media, one is struck
by the (act that compared to a
radio fretjucncy signal iri the
Gitpiiienz
spectrum (microwave
exact equivalen t, of those taking
region), which may have a
place in the system when
wavelength of anything from few
unobserved, fain are always
centimetres down to millimetres,
going to reflect the fact of
that an acoustic wave in die
observation and any attempt to
ultrasonic range (e.g. @20 kHz
measure them. As a (ainiliar
and above) will have exactly the
example, try measuring the
same-wavelength range! In
current in a low-voltage circuit
practice, (Ms means that for a
with tin ordinary multi-range
much easier to implement
test meter on a suitable Amps
technique, one can make use of
range. The results are markedly
microwavclength signals for
not what theory (Ohms Law)
nieasuringiinciicating niovcmetiL
would predict, but reflect the
Efifenivdy. one can ase 'Acoustic
insertion of the meter's own
microwaves!' Exactly die same
chnracterisiics (internal
formulae can be used to
resistancoVohs drop) into the
calculate
v.-avelengthflrctpjenq*
system under observation. As
rcquiremenLS, provided the
with die rest of science,
relative velocities are known
problems with measurement
accurately.
In the case of radio
led to the consideration of
waves, the velocity in free space
possible solutions and it is now
is 300,000,0(X) metres per second
possible.to observe current
(m/s) and most readers will be
changes in our simple system
familiar with the formuhe:indirectly; In die case of current
changes, this can now be done
tXavelenglh (K) - Velocityftri
by utilising a naturally produced
Frequency (f)
side-efTect of the current - the
and;
magnetic field. Forac. the
I-'retjuena' (F) = Mdncityfi')
'damp-on' ammeter was
AXkvdenglh 0)
developed (by AVO), For dc, we
can now use 'Hall-eiFect'
In terms of sound, she relative
devices. Both rely on the fact
| velocity Is 341 -98 metres per
dial there is a known
; second (m/s), but with the
relationship between strength
i proviso that this varies with
of field and current magnitude ; temperature ami pressure (thus
and so, in effca, dianges in
j also, altitude). The quoted
current levd, have lieen
i figures are therefore strictly only
'transduced' into changes in a
; true at 20'C and at sea level. In
magnetic field format and, from ; practice, unless one lives oil top
dien on, into an electronic
i of a mountain (SwisfoAusLrian
signal for proccssingrindiauion. • readers take note!), the value of
In die authors design
i 342ni s can lie used without
presented in this 2 part article, ; serious error. Til ere is simply no
these 'observer efi'ect' problems I [xiint in being that 'picky!
are overcome by using acoustic ;
A quick calculation for 40kHz,
(sound) waves for the
i the most common ultr.isonic
observation, function, acoustic
j frequence' usttl in remote
transducers (e.g. niicrophone
! control applications, yields that
and resonant crystal receivers)
; die following wavelengths are
to convert observed clianges to ; involved (based on m/s and

-I
Hertz), where X = wavelength;
f = ircquenw; v = vdocity;X = t'Jf
X = M2'40,000 = 0.00835 metres.
Convening to cm (X100) gives
X = 0.855cm
Convening to nun (XI000) gives
X — S.55mm
The same calaiiation applied
to a Signal of 40GHz, which .is in
die microwave region, vields
die following:(ISitseti on simpDfying the
formulae to 300/MHz in order
to keep track of. the zeros!)
X = 300/40,000 = 0.0075 metres.
Convening to cm (X100) gives
X - 0,75cm
Convening to mm (X1000) gives
X = 7.5inm
From which it can be seen
that die rebtive wavelengths lie
In exactly the same region. The
difference being that 'Acoustic
microwaves' are approximately
14% longer for a frequency
reduction of 1.000,000 times, as
a result of the mimcrical
disparity of the relative,
wavelength calculations (342 as
compared to 300 in the
formulae). As with microwaves,
sound waves can lie guided
down rubes (waveguides), and
reflected by objects (targets). It
is the latter technique which is
utilised in the authors design
presented here.
Personal backgrbund
and attitudes
towards PK
Before going much further
down the design route for the
actual equipment, it Is worth
pondering the following points:1. !n anysdentiRc experiment,
one must try to reduce die
observer effect to a minimum.
However, in the case of PK,
what we arc actually dealing
with IS the observer effect in its
most naked form! It is a tlirect
imeraction of die observer with
a system and without tile aid of
any transducing devices
whatever. A moments thought,
will allow one to realise that if
any system can be affected by
PK, then there can lie no such
thing as a truly scientific
experiment in which the
observer effect is minimised —
except in theory It then
becomes possible to consider
that all attempts to minimise
the observer effect are, in
reality, only ways of minimising
known methods of unwanted
or unintended imeraciion. It is
this panicular prohiern which is
at the root of all the objections
of 'offidai' science to
considering PK a subject worthy
of scientific study, or of even of
believing" in its existence.

2. The existence of PK throws
much of what science drums to
hare discovered alxsut the worid
and its known interactions into
question, since it requires a
fundamental rethink in attitudes
to accommodate iL Nonetheless,,
the effberis real and won't just
go away because we don't like it.
Science has never truly
progressed in ils attempts to
explain "and quaniify die world
we live in by burying its collective
head in die sand. AH tliat does is
to expose a sensitive area of the
(collective) anatomy to an
unexpected pedial contact from
an unseen source (work it out
for yourself!) .
3, From the audiors'pereonal
experience over 5d odtl years of
life, unusual effects, explainable
by PK. do exist and have been
observed on many occasions.
What is needed is an inclusive
cxplanaiion - not a rejection —
of reality.
The author has experienced
PK effects ever since ciiiidhood
and the starting point Ibr his
curiosity goes hick to 15X16 and
an incident which occurred
whilst walking back to die
house of an aunt with whom he
had been staying, after visiting a
playmate who lived nearby. This
involved die author Walking
down a shon. but lonely country
lane. Ncaring die end of the
walk, a sudden feeling of what
could only later lie described as
an "clcctiic expectancy'
developed and caused him to
look round. There, floating in
the air behind him as if attached
to die ends of someone's
(invisible) fingertips, were five
small pebbles. As he watched,
these were suddenly flung to
the ground. The author made it
home in record time! Another
incident was in 1948. in those
days, before die invention of
pull switches (yes, if is that long
ago!), if one wanted to switch
off the Ixrdroom light without
getting out of bed, one had to
have an extension cord carrying
a pendant-type light switch
wired into the ceiling rose and
dien a cable carrying the switch
suspended over the lied head.
When one switched off the light,
this switch would swing in
pendulum fashion, sometimes
tapping on die wall. This
happened on one occision and
annoyed die author, Rather than
try to reach up and stop it by
hand, he just wished that ir
would stop - and it did!
However, when the 'wish'
.subsided, back came die
tapping again even several
minutes later, only to stop again
when attention was given to it
This curious effect was filed
away and fqigotten about until
the mid I960's, when J B Rhine's
work with PK at Duke University

began to be published in die
popular press. The author then
dedded to try the idea of
influendug a freely suspended
object to swing and to this end,
attached a small, push-type light
switch to a lamp shade in his "
bedroom by means of a cotton
thread. Repeated attempts to
get this to move (swing) whilst
laying on the bed In a relaxed
state failed miserably; despite
the mental effort equivalent of a
"busted gut" 1 icing employed,
ihe author became so fed up
that he made a spinning gesture,
with his hand towards the
object, accompanied by the well,
known feeling of: Oh Ssd it!! Ai
that, the switch suddefliy swung
around in a kicge dicufctr motion,
as if being spun by an invisible
iiandl.The author was so startled
that he nearly fell out of lied?
Almost the final link in the
chain of events which
eventually led to ibe tlesign
presented here, goes back to
die 19705 and 80's, when on
various occasioas around
Christmas time, the author
found himself seated on a
comfortable sofa, warm and
fully replete from Christmas
dinner, idly cdntemplating the
Christmas decorations swinging
in the hot. air from the gas fire.
Memories of the 'jiendanr light
switch episode' in cliildhnod
came back and having nothing
better to do, he attempted to
influence this otherwise
random swinging. Much to his
surprise, there did seem to be a
correlation Iiciween die
intemiun and the-observed
effect, later, on going Ujistairs
to the bedroom for something,
he decided to try and gee the
lamp shade in the bedroom
rotating, since it seemed that
tills form of motion was easier
to control. Again to his sutprise.
an effect was observed which
correlated with the intention
and could not on tills occasion
be attributed to air movements.
Rotations of about ±15^-20°
were observed ami confirmed
by the fact tliatpatches of light
from the lamp shades structure
moved over die walls of the
room. Much later, a 'mobile'
room decoration in die form of
a wickerwork disc, from the
periphery of which were
suspended several heavy,
elongated and polished
'jieWifes', was purchased during
a trip to die seaside. This was
installed in die main bedroom,
suspended from a hook in one
comer of the raom.,The author
found this a 'mentally atuacilre'
object (an olwerved pre-requisite
for some people with PK ability)
and he began experimenting
with ir. Soon, similar rotations of
15°-20° were observed and also,
quite signiRcandy. an ability to
stop and reverse the direction of

rataiion before this would
naturally occur were also
observed Hie author has used
this object as aM "target" for
several yetrs and at various limes
has recorded the roations on
videotape with die aid of a small
siireeiilahoe-iypeTV camera he
built from a Maplin kit.
The final trigger facsorwhich
led to die production of the
instrunient dtsilt with in this
article, came w hen the author
luppenal to iyive icidan aniclc
on a loosely rob ted piece of
equipment (it also used.sound
waves) reject eel Tie rejection
however carried a tag line
suggesting that tills magazine
might he interested in an article
on a [isychic research subject.
Further discussions with die
editor foHovyed, and the
culmintidon was tlai die
apjfaratus presented here finalhrecedved the impetus required to
make it from the depths of die
authon; mind into actual
hardware, and thence to the
writing of this article. Tlie idea has
been around in the authors head
for several years, but needed
something like tills to convert it
to a reality. My thanks therefore
go to the lilitor, Xir Pott!
Freenxm-Scai; for his interest.
Having.now- set; the tone of
discussion (ancf probably raised
the hackles of many renders to
boot!), the author stands by all
his foregoing staieniem.s, but
would ask that readers recognise
dial die apparatus presented in
rliis 2 pan article is not a meaas
of proving die existence of FK.
hut rather a means of observing
it in action and, if possible,
■taniiiig' it to bring it under
some form of conscious control.
The arguments fir and againsi
the existence of PK are purely
academic. Metaphorically
sjiealang, let's now- tryatid find
out how to drive the rea! car sat
on die driveway; iastead of
working out ways of proving
there is (or is nod) an engine
under the bonnet ofa
hypothetical vehicle in the guage!
More next month plus
construaiored details.
Ttw author is a 58 year bid
reKred fonrR' lecturer a» a
ma)orNorthemTGrtja'y
CQllege
He has experience of teaching
tHebretlcai and practical
electronfra suhjeptsto Gity and
Guilds 224 Electronics
Servtdhg, and BTcch level&'He ■
has also speril some lime 'n ;
Industry as a "(lesigti engirieei .
Before thai,, he spdjit seyerel
years as Cpief iResebfch
Electronic Equlprnent Design
Tectiniruan at a'major Northern
Unlvwsily ar«l duringthat time,
spent 4.0 years teaching hobby
level, , practical electronics In
Local Authority Evetjjng
Schbols, His .iriiiial ^friundirig
w^'lo-Badip:&TV'Servicfrig:
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Words
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In part 2 Greg Grant looks at
Electricity: A Natural Phenomenon
Introduction
liven today, more than a generation into the
space aye. stranye happenings in the
heavens still have the power to awe - indeed
sometimes imimkirue - us. The feeling that
dire portents usually emanate from the sky
remains deeply tooted in the human
subconscious.
The most recent example of Uiis of course
was the comet I hilc-hopp. discovered by
amateur astronomers Alan Hale and Thomas
Bopp. which iiek! a considerable |x>rtltin of
the planet's population enthralled as it made
a rare visit indeed to our Small segment of
the observuhle universe, early last year.
Another, earlier, sjtectacular lieavestly
happening-aflxrit one seen through the
miginy Hubble telescope - was the cornet
Shoemaker-Levy Nine's impact on Jupiter.
This is another event that had a world-wide
W audience mesmerised - yet another w:<irii
detivee! from a ]irojTer nanie, this lime the
Austrian physician Anton Mesmer •
diroughoui an entire week.
In times past, the heavens were, so far as
man was eoncemed, die locauon of'the
gods and die events taking place there were
regarded with great foreboding. None more
so than the fabulous displays of colour (hat,
from time to rime, seemed to uike place at
the extremities of the work!.
The Aurorae
In limes (last - as indeed it still is today - the
Aurora was one of the most Sjiectacular
sights in the heavens. It concentrated in die
|io!ar regions as a j>ale green glow- initially!; a
fcrf hours after sunset. It then brightened
until phantom cutrains of green, magenta
and gold shimmered aaoss the sky.
Tie first direction that primitive man
noticed was titai in which the sun rose, for
tliat was die ilircaion from which came firstly
liglit, secondly warmth. The first word used to
describe the phenomenon of sunrise was the
Sanskrit L'uis, w hich was derived from
another Sanskrit wotd meaning'shining.'
From the Sanskrit expression the Greeks
evolved Eos and the Romans Aurora, these
dpFfr ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND October 1998

words being the Greek arid Roman
expressions for both the Dawn and die
Diivciion of the dawn. Funliermore Orient,
which also means 'East,' comes from die
Latin Oriot; meaning "to rise.'
lb the ancients, the aurora appeared to
lie something ola davvft, aJthougii it could
liardly be said to have any connecdon widi
the sun. In fact, as we now know, it has a
great deal indeed to do with the sun. which
only came to light in die present cerinity.
The nuclear war which rages continuously
on the sun's surface destroys some four
million tons of matter every second. A wind
storms outward from this battleground at a
speed of300,000 km/second, laden with
protons and elecimns,
A mere eight minutes and twenty seconds
later, this hurricane-force wind hits the
earth's upper atmosphere, pumping energy
into the atoms and molecules of the air,
causing them to glow. This is the driving
force liehind die stunning beauty that is the
aurora, whose light derived its name from
die one aspect of it tliat seemed so very
remarkable to the early, naked-eye observers
of the heavens: its direction .
Electrons of course are negatively-charged
particles and so are deflected by the Earth's
magneticiieki. Consequently', tliey lut die
planet's amtoSphere,at its estremides, the
ixilar regions. To an observer In the
northern hemisphere, the aurora is seen in
die North and so it is termed the Aurora
Borealis, derived from Boreas, die worti
used in ixith Greek and Latin for the North
VCHnd. Aurora Borealis therefore means
'Northern Dawn.'
Conveiscly, an observer in die southern
hemisphere sees die aurora in the South. In
Latin, Anster is the word for die South
Wind, and so the .southern version of this
striking display is termed die Atw oirt
Anslralis. or the 'Southern Dawn.'
Ourwotxl East has equally as complicated
a petligree. It descends not only from die
Sanskrit. Greek and latin expressions
already touched upon, but also from the
Old High German Ostar. meaning 'to the
east' and die Old Norse Ai/slr.

The Ionosphere
Tic idea that die atmosphere - from the
Greek wool ntinos, meaning v.tpout' and
another Greek word, spbaira, meaning 'globe'
- nilglit have.an elecuicil naiure was Cist put
forward in 1839, hy die German madiematical
genius Karl Friedrich Gauss. He thought that
the variaiioas in the earth's magnetic, field
could lie caused by electrical currents in the
upper regions of the atmosphere. His
reasoning was simple. He suspected chat the
aurora was caused by similar means, an idea
that would anticijiate the many links liecween
auroral and ionospheric science unveiled iri
the jiresenr century.
The 'reflecting" layer in die upper
atmosphere was discovered by Marconi, in
1901. A year later Kennelly and Heaviside
came up with the idea of a "conducting1
layer by way of explaining Marconi's
adiievemem. However, die first man to
suggest that the rcfiectlDn of radio signals
was the result of ionisation by solar
radiation was Oliver lodge.
The one man who made atmospheric
science his own was Sir Edward Appleton,
but he tild not coin the term. Thar was the
work of another radio physicist, who would
later become a radar pioneer: Robert
Watson-Wau. He first introduced the word in
192<j, although it didn't appear in any
scientific paper or journal until 1929- It is
another Greek expression, the first of many
associated with our planer's atmosphere. So,
let's begin at the bottom of die atmosphere
and work our way up.
Troposphere
Comes from the Greek tropos, meaning 'a
turn' or 'change,' as this Ls where die air
really does change. The region is around 18
kilometres (km) thick at the equator and
some frkiTts thick at the Poles.
It's in. das regioii tliat some 75% of the
planet's air mass and water vapour are
confined- The air temperature decreases
with height fairly unifomily. at around

Stratosphere
Tils zone is immediately above the
Trojiosphere and is twice as deep, ending at
an altitude of over 50km. The word
Stratosphere comes from the Latin siratos,
meaning 'something flat in layers' or 'to
spread,' because within this region the air is
actually visibly layered. In this area, the air
tcm|leraturegenerally increases with height.
Mesosphere
Above the Stratosphere Ls the Mesosphere,
which comes from the Greek word misos.
meaning 'middle.' It's between 80 and
100km above the Earth's surface and is
characterised by a rapid decrease In
temperature with height. At the
Mesosphere's ceiling for example, the
temparacure fills to-145°C, the lowest
natural temparature level recortled
anywhere within Caia's environment.

Thermosphere
niis word comes from the Greek ibemios,
meaning liot,' and with very good reason.
Its 40Dkni-dcpth of aic which mns into the
Exosphcre, is so thin tiiai its densirt' is no
greater than one millionth of an atmosphere.
Temperarures soar to over 1.000'C, even
though parrides are so tew anil far between.
Nevertheless, there are sutlidem of them to
reflect radio signals.

aurora

Ionosphere
This is the region familiar to all
communicaddas engineers. It extends from
approximately 60km toaltuut 1,000km
above die planet's surface.
it encompasses die upjier ponion of the
Stratosphere, all of die Mesosphere and
Tliermosphero and breaks into the. lower
Exosphcre. The region lias a high
concentration of free electrons, formed as a
result of ionising radiation entering die
atmosphere from space.
It's in this area that the three major radio
reflecting regions are located. The D region
extends from 60 to 90km approximatelyj the
E region from 90 to 150km and finally the !•'
region - that with the highest concentration
of free electrons - from 150 to 1.000km
above the lianh.
Exosphere
Comes from the Greek tvord.exo, meaning
'outside,' or beyond,' because this really is
the outer limit. The base of this region is
iietween 500 and 750km above the EardTs
.surface, a truly rarefied atmosphere in
which the gas laws no longer operate.
Here, the ianlsaiinn Ls so total that chc
particles form a plasma • from the Greek
plassein, meaning 'to mould' - which is
constrained iiy the Influence of die Earth's
magnetic Reld.
Tivo areas of high-intensity panicles, one
at 3,000km and the other at 15.000km, form
the Mcigi/eiosj)here, which was discovered
by die Explorer fV satellite as recendy as
1958. Tlie region was originally termed die
Xhn Allen Beits, after the Anierican scientist
in chntge of the experiment, but was iater
renamcs! more in the tradition of the other
atmospheric layers.
Nowadays, the layers between the
IhijKysphere and the lowerHiermosphere
are more usually referred to as ihzMUM/e
Aimospbere. whilst the expression Upper
Atmospbere k used for the regions almve
about lOOkm. Wliat was formerly known as
Atmospheric Science is now termed
Aeroi/oiny, from the Greek words aer,
meaning 'air' and nomia, which relates to
iiomos. meaning 'law' It is, in other words,
the science of die upper atmosphere as a
whole. Yet even today, there is still no
universally accepted terminology for the
atmosphere.
New discoveries of course have always
involved new linguistic developments, and
none more so than efectridty; Next month,
well take a look at the asionlstiing
achievements of the two men who vfriualty
created the language of electricity
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Figure L The Earth's atmospheric layers. The line weaving its way upwards Is a
temperature plot of the layers below the Exosphere.
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PROGRAMMES
• •••••••
• •••69
• •
by Peter Brunning
Martin Edivards revieivs this new book.

BASIC and assembler. The idea
being to provide all tlie
advantages of die speed and
efficiency of assembler yet with
the convenience of BASIC.
Peter Brunning says that in an
ideal world we should fitst
learn to programme at the
grass rnbts level using
assembly language and later go
on to usingCand C++, liven
so, his new luxik starts by
assuming that the reader has
absolutely no prior knowledge
Of programming in any
language, although obviously
you are expected to be familiar
with the operaiiOQ of a PC.
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Photo 1. Octltoscope belj|g.Dsed with tape recorder
ti
Previously when I looked
at programmes written in
C or C++ I had never
imagined thai I could actually
learn to programme using these
collections of curly brackets arid
strange sounding words. 1 have
programmed In BASIC for many
years anc! more recently m
assembly language, but
whenever I looked at a G
programme my mind went
blank. Was it BASIC scrambled
just enough to upset my brain
or was it really a powerful
prograrnming language. 1 was
inclined to think the former.
Almost exactly a year ago 1 was
aslted to review peter Brunriing's
first book F.xperimentmg with
I'C Cai)ij>iiiers' and he certainly
proved life 110101 that assembly
language is not too complicated
when approached in a practical
way. Since then I have isecome a
regular programmer in
assembler although "I still write
many programmes in BASIC
C programming is supposed
to bridge the gap between
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND Ostober:a998

The iii'st tiling that
F-\j)oiimoiiliiig with C & C-f -f
Progrdmrnes does is 10 daiiftsomediing dial is a nwten' to
id! casual onlookers. What is die
difference between C and G++
and which shnuid we learn? fn
essence the botik takes the viev.that C+-f is merely an
extension of C, wliile in reality
knotti ng tliere is a bigger
difference. Tin's works, we are
assured, because we will only
lie learning die pans of C which
are directly usefu! on the
iearning curve of C-b4 - So we
learn to programme in C and
C++. I like that simplicity!
The intnxlucuon promises us
a slow and sready ride on die
learning curve of C. hut explains
dvat before we can start we
need to understand the outline
requirements. Chapter 2 gives
us a quick overview. In the
space of 16 pages and seven
example programmes which we
type in. we are taken from a
standing start to producing a
programme with a pmfessional
feel, covering keyboanl input,
screen printing, loops and
variables. Tiiankfully, Chapters
takes us right back to die
starting line and that is where
the retil fun starts.
IJefure I go on I should
explain that the kit of pans
includes two C compilers which
iietween them can be used to
perform alt die exjrcrtmcnis, but
although nor absolutely
essential, we are recommended
to purdtase Borland "Itiriio C++
when we get to die programmes
using graphics - alxiut half way
through the book.
Photo 2, Top laft,
switching circuit
for one LEO,
Top right, slttiple
dice machine with
six LEDs In a row.
Bottom left, dice
machine with true
pattern; Middle,
IC tester. Right,
Oscilloscope,
circuit ready for
audio Input
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Chapter 3 uses the same
simple circuit as in the first Ixtok
Experimewing with PC
CoMpulois. This consists of an
LfiD connected through a
resistor so one of the output
lines of the printer port and
remtning via one of the ground
lines. We are given precise
instructions on how to fit diese
componenLs into die pltit^xxtrtf
so even someone with nc»
knowledge of electronics will
find it eitss; When the two
components are fitted the plugbcioid is plugged onto die
end of die primer lead. Tlicn we
write prDgntmints in C to.turn
the l-ED on. turn it oft", make it
Hash using a_/or loop, inutiduce
keyhoard control with a irhile
kxip, and then polish the
programme tilth an ^statement.
I found diis extremely easy to
understand particularly as I
have worked through the first
book, and my view of C
programming meilpwed almost,
to the point of over confidence;
Until that is. I saw die exercise?
for Cfiapter 3 - how on earth
can ! be asked to answer diese?
I am expected to write my own
prognufime to put diree. tEDs
through a trallic light sequencel
But determined not to look at
the answers in die hack of die
book, I engaged my brain
almost to hurting point and
scribbled out my ideas. Alright
so'it was easier than it first
looked and after a few near
misses my green, yellow and
red LEDs operated just as they
shdbld. ancl 1 sat tack with a big
smirk on my face. Chapters,
and (have (list written my very
own original programme in C.
During Chaptets 4 and 5 we
build tw o dice machines. The
first simply fights six LEDs in
sequence, die dice number
being indicated by the UiD
which is left on at die finish. In
the second attempt we arrange
seven LEDs in the same dot
paitem as found on dice and

modify the sofroare to lighr up
die correct patterns of LEDs.
Tlfis is rery deaiiy explained with
circuit diagrams, layout diagrams
anci point to point wiring
instructions, and die software,
although gelling quite complex,
t? pleasantly easy to follow
In Gleipter 6 we builti a digital
IC tester and write the software
to automatically display the truth
tables of dual input AND, NAKD.
OR and XOR gates. We modify'
the circuit and saftwure to display
the truth table for a 4-inpuT
NAND gate. Wc interconnect two
N'AKD giites to produce a
bistable circuit and write the
software 10 show how this circuit
pcrfonns as the building block
for a frequency divider.
Now it is time for pure
theory. Chapter 7 and 8
between them explain all the
essential functions fdrC
programmes. This also takes us
back over die ground diat we
have already covered dirough
doing the previous 13
experiments, but these
chapters go into nnich more
detail. The sections about
structures and pointers are
rather daunting and it I? a relief
to know diat we are not
expected to undersuinrl all this
theory before we can continue.
From here on the experiments
take an interesting twist.At Bisrit
seemed that we would lie
nq>euing die experiments of the
first book until i realised diat this
time the circuits and the software
are much more sophisticated. We
convert the D.'A converter to A'D
conversion using an ultra low
power comparator IC,
experiment w idi various graphs,
use CGA and VGA graiiliics, and
find out how to use the real time
dock with C. Then we get to the
real task - optirfusing our newly
built nscilloscope-for use with
audio waves.
In the first iiook the audio
oscilloscope has quite a crude
display with no graticule or any

odier form of calibration. This
time we ore working widi thefine lines and mulri-colouts of
VGA graphics so we gradually
programme the software to
create a very pleasant display
widi die y-axis calibrated in
voltage and the s-.axis calibrated
in fractions of seconds.
Our 'scope is given two
displays. The upper shows
either the actual sampled
waveform or a lOx digitally
compressed display, and die
tower shows a digital expansion
of the sampled waveform of
between 2x nnd I Ox. 5x giving
die most useful appearance.
The triggering can lie free
running, single shot triggered
or condnuousiy triggered, and
die trigger polarity can be set
for positive or negative going.
Lfoiind die oscilloscope
worked a treat with ray jxsnabfe
fajx- recorder. I recorded my
own voice and displayed die
wavefoims of single words sudi
as 'tang" and beep.' Then 1 took
die example of the. author and
used my electric organ playing
middle C to test die calibrations
of the s-axis using the dosesr to
a slnewave that I could find.
In Chapter IS we resort to
adding a section of assembly
language within our C
programme as we squeeze the
last ounce of performance out
of our hardware. We optimise
the assembler; cliange the IC
comparator chip to one with
higher current and higher
speed, adjust the software, and
Our final circuit with its
optimised .software operates
more than twice as fast as when
we sinned. A fascinating
example of software and
hardware development. We end
on an easier note with Chapter
19 showing us how to save and
retrieve: our waveforms ct> and
from the disc drive.
So there it is. And what do 1
now think of C? Yes, it Is easy to
understand, and 1 have

understood more of die
programniing in this book than
1 tiid when working through the
fuse book. Yes, C does take
much of die drudgery out of
programming while maintaining
dial all imponant feature speed of operation.
Experimenting with C &
C++ Programmesg/ns my seal
of approval, fr is :m excellent
Imroduction to C programming.
The book covers everydiing you
are likely to need to know alxiut
C and for die matter C++, for
a long time although it is not
and docs not claim to be a
complete works on die suhjeCt.
The author has successfully
woven a fine line between too
raudi and too litdc information.
The pdiec lilg question is
should you work tiirough die
first Ixiok nxpeiinwnting with
PC Computers before you start C
programming. Ideally the answer
is yes, but die? is a real wxiritl.
Exfmrimenn'ng « itb C &. C++
Pivgraiumes docs not assume
thai you liave any starting
kiiovvletlge of prngnunming, so
you are. free to choose.
Overview
The book is a weighty 240 x 170
mm with 340 pages and
finished with wirobinding so
that It always opens fiat. It costs
£24.99 (MaplTn code NW47B).
The full 'unmade' kit of parts
can be purchased tor £39.99
(Maplin code N\V48C). or if
you already have die kit for the
first (took you can purchase a
top up kit for £22.99 (Maplin
code NW49D) which is exactfy
the same but without the
plugboard and leads.
No soldering L? required to
perform the experiments but the
plugboard and leads need to be
assembled and soldered before
you can start, anci do take note
that the kits do not include the
book so vou need to order a
book and a kit.
I'UMv ■!
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ALARMS

SZOblntruder Alarm
PHOOA £149.99
oeo©««o®eae©©«®®®«©©©0©©©©»®©!
We take a look at a selection of new products from
the new Maplin Catalogue and CD-ROM.
©
can be eiisily expanded by the addition of
Security
o:tra PiRs (order code PH06G, £44.99),
"We arc a!i aware of the chngers of earixin
±-V ■ /55s
remote controls (order "code PH07H,
sevsi^smonoxide poisoning. This CL<teless, odourless
£21.99), door contacts (order code
and colourless gas is produced by the incomplete
PH08J, £23.99), smoke detector
Catbon Motwdde Delelctor
combustion of natural gis, propane, fuel oil, coal
(order
code PH09IC 28.99) and repeater
*
PP31J £29,99
etc, and rauses headaches, dizdness, fatigue
unit (order code PH10L, £31.99).
and nausea, if the level is high enough, then a
lanally, a comprehensive range of
coma, brain damage and even death cm result
padlocks liave been ihmxhiced, whidi
The new Carbon .Nionaxlde Detector from
include rust free brass padlocks in three
Maplin has a louti 85dB hanefy powered
sizes —25mm (order code PP13P, £3-99),
ahrm (ortlercode PP31J. £29.99) will
30mm (order code PP14Q, £4.99) and
souncl a 3-lJeep warning if low levels
40mm (order code PP15R, £5-99): and a
are detected, becoming a cominunusalarm
tough, durable stainless steel padlock with
at hazardous levels. The alarm comes wiili a
5-pin tumbler and 9.5mm stainless steel
frve year warranty and four 'AA' mrteries
shackle (order code PPISJ, £29-99)and is suitable for travel, table top or
wall mounting.
Modules
Maplin has always stocked an
excellent range of security produas,
A range of low-cost quality modules front
and the range is further enhanced by
Cebek have.been intnxluced :ujd include a
RE3000S'WireJes5
the Latest total wireffee inimder alarm
intruder Alarin
range of power amplifier modules which
PH05H£234.99
system from Response - the Sola 5200.
include heatsink where necessary. Power
(order code PHOOA. £149-99)- The
outputs include:
system is simple, easy and tjiiick to
install and can be expanded ant!
Order
Price
Output
code
power RMS
tailored to suit your exact
i -8VV itioko
£6.99
VM7B
requirements, whatever the size or
VX52G
£14.99
-l-SWsteta)
design of your property: A full range Of
VX48C
£12.99
. 5W morri
accessories is available. Since the
VX53H
£24,99
5W slErso
vxaao
I5W
£15.99
system is solar/battery powered, it is
, rilono
£24.99
20 .v mono
VXS0E
fully oireratlonal 24 hours a day. The
£29:99
SO.Vrnono
VXBIF
solar panel can rnaintain the battery's
charge even on die mast overcast of
Matching pre-ampliiter modules are
days. Other features include arm/disarm
available and include a Hi-Z microphone
and personal attack button operated by
module (order code VX39N, £7.99), a Lo-Z
hand-held remote control, state-of-thc(60011) miaaiphone module (order code
an jamming deteciion drcuirfy with
VXiOT, £7.99), constant output level precounter facility and full tamper
amp (order code VX42V £-11-99). a stereo
protection. Accessories include wireffee
magnetic cartridge pre-amp (order code
5W stereoflmp
PIR (order code PH02C, £41.99).
UX53H£24.99
VX44X. £14.99) and a stereo spatial effect
wireffee magnetic contact (order code
generator (order code "VX46A, £19.99).
PH03D, £21.99) and remote control
if you have a spare CD player handy, then
(order code PH04E, £21.99)- A repeater
you can play video CDs with this MPEG 1
Is available to double the range in free air
decoder (order code VX81C, £99-99)space (order code PP23A, £39-99) and a
smoke detector (order code PP248,
Installation is very easy, just three
connections and a couple of simple track
£29-99)- The RE3000S wireless intruder
alarm from Response (order code PH05F,
cuts to provide feeds to the decoder.
h
£234.99) Is a solar-powered system that lias
l>een tlioroughly tested throughout the UK
Sound Production
and is an extremely reliable system, lieing easy
For budding guitarist there are three new
to install and operate. A solar panel trickle
fully
featured guitar amplifiers housed in
cliarges the built-in rechargeable iiauery.
rugged wooden constructed cabinets and a
maintaining batter power even on the most
comprehensive range of controls. The lOW
dull and overcast days. The system has die
version (order code NAIOL, £59.99) is for
r
latest technology to prevent radio
practice and small venues. The powerful 23W
1
interference and false alarms plus a two(order code NA12N. £94.99) features an
zone control unit with tamper protection
3SW Guitar Ajnpnfier
Sin speaker and overdrive, and the 35W
and personal attack, and a loud piercing
NA13P £129 99
version (order code NA13P, £129-99) is
105dE external siren. Again the svstem
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Reflector Telescope
NA49D £129.99

intended for lead guitar and stage use.
Finally, for the disc jockey there are two
disco kits from Souncllab - the ensry level
Kii20 (order code NZ04E, £265-99)
and die professional Kic30 (order code
NZ06G, £399-99). Both feature two quality
turntnbles. mixer, lieatiphones etc.
Telescofies
Tvvo new telescopes have l>een introduced
to the Catalogue, a 150x refractor telescope
(order code NA48C. £49-99) and a 200>:
refleaoriype (order code iNA49B, £129-99)Tlie refractor telescope is an entry level
astronomer with aluminium tripod, iligh
quality optic, Fhyeas tj-jre eyepiece and 2x
iinderscope. 'fhc reflector version is for the
more serious astronomer and has an
aluminium tripod, a mcdiirm duty ttitazimuth mount for fine adjustment during
observations, and a 5 x 24 finderscopeiror more b-.tsic magnification suitable for
hill walking, bird watching etc., then the
compact prism monocular (order code
NA50E, £-16.99) is a real bargain. Tltis
rublterLsed, armoured monocular is
compact and lightweight and features
high quality optics, a Sx magnification
and a 21mm objective leas.
Radio Communications
for some years now. Maplin has (teen
stdling successfully, the Gommtd
affordable range of scanners, whidi lias
been futther enhanced widi the
introduction of several new models. The
100-channel COM2i4 FM/AM (air-band
included) scanner retails at under £100
(order code NX07H, £-99-99) and
covers 66-8SMH7., 10S-174.MHa 406512jMHz and S09-956MH2, plus much
more. The GOM5IO (order code
NX04E, £-199-99) is a 400ch.mnel full-coverage.
(500kHz. to 1300-MHz)
hand-held scanner that is
lightweight, compact and
stylish. For the airbantl
enthusiast the T:\D-I PLL
digital AM/EM receiver
(order code N\V46A,
£49-99) offera a superii
range of features at an
exceptional low price.

Telecommunications
The AN309 answering machine from
Ret a com (order cocie PP83R, £17.99) is a
low-cost, modern styling machine with an
impressive .spedficnion - memo, call
screening, call intercept, remote access etc.,
and uses a standard micro-eassene (supplied).
Ifor those requiring superior quality sound
ttproductiou, then die RfT/OlO digital
answering machine (order code PP93B.
£24.99) from Geemarc is an ideal choice. The
machine records, digitally, up to 14 minutes of
clear messages, with time and date stamp, full
remote access, voice prompt, plus u two digit
message counter. If space is a premium, then
the Betarom TA309 ctimbined telephone
and answering machine is the perfect
solution at a verv aflonjalile price (order
code PP84K £24.99).
The adoption of the digiially enhanced
cfirdlsss tcleiihone (DEC)} siambrd has
brought about an effective solution to
eavesdropping on priv-.ite convetKuions Sty
scanners plus crystal dear teception.
Binatone fiave brought out a range of
exdting fdephones to take adv.mcige of
this new standard. The Eurotel I5(X)
(order code PP89W1 £99-99) tec
station can regisicr opto six handsets, with
etch liandset alile to register with upro
four base stations. Other fcatures include
10 memories, prograinmablc 'hotline'
numbers, a choice of six ringing tones and
four vnlui ties, call rimer, I COdi-pbyof
useful infomration etc The Eunotel 2000
(order code PP90X, £129-99)
combines the fetitures of the .Eurotel 1500
with a 14 muiuie digita) answering
madiine. Finally the Eurotel 3000 (order
code PPOlZ £149-99) provides die
ultimate comliintuion of DEC!'handset,
corded phone and base with a 14 minute
digiia! answering madiine. Additional
handsets are available for all the Eurotel
models (order code PP92A. 69-99).
Tools
TiiLs ingenious universal socket from
Gator Grip (order code NF89W, £24.99)
contains 54 steel pins which retract to grip
securely hex nuts, square nuts, wing nuts,
and even broken and rusted nuts. It will fir
-any nut from '/an to 7>in and 7inm to 19mm,
and is supplied with a reversible ratchet and a
[xjwer adaptor for use with drills and
powered screwdrivers.
-Moving heavy loads and rubbish is made easy
vvitii this 3-in-l handy track (order code
PJ53K. £18.99) from Clarke. The truck can l ie
used sack, truck, rubbbh bag holder, or folded
as a four wheel trolley for heavier loads - and at
this price how can anyone nor afibrd to liave one.
Also from Clarke, is a range of power tools
For die handyman and professioreiL The 16piece cordless drill set features a variable
speed, reversible 12V drill with six position
torque control and tOnun keyless cliuck. Tf ie
kit includes drill bits, screwdriver hits and
extension, tiiree hour Ixitcery charger ami a
tough moulded case, lb complement this kit is
a 140\V othital smder (order code PJ6SX
£19.99), a SoOW" variable speed jigsaw (order
code PJ67X, £44.99) and a hot airgtm
(order code PJ69A. £19-99) with two hear i
settings of375=C and 495'C. For the true
J
handyman and workshop tiiere is a 150\V
5in bench grinder (order code PJ75S,
£29-99). and a high quality five speed

bench drill (order code Pj74R. £69-99)
wiih depth gauge, tilting cable and chuck
guarcL The belt guard features an
automatic cut-out which stops the motor if
it is lifted whilst die machine is in use.

Bench Orin
Pi74R £69.99

W

Dual Purpose Truck
PJSSK-£18199

if
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datnp. Meter
LD15R £64199
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.Profess loital-Multimeler
LD08J £69.93
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Radio Control
The Ratlio Control Modelling section has
"lieeri enlarged with the addition of many
new models. For those into nfT-road fun the
new King BSackfoot (order code MW92A,
£104.99) is the Litest release From Tiuniya
with stronger suspension arms and dampers
for exceptional handling. A very impressive
model with a massive saving on a special deal
price including radio gear etc. (order code
MW97F, £174.99)The Kyosho's new bigger than 1:10 scale
Subaru fmprezza (order code PP72R £169-99)
and Repso! Ford Escort (order code PPTIN.
£169.99) really make die competition look
small. Both models are powered b)" Kyosho's
lively GT12S CR pull stan ic engine which is
mounted in the middle of the car.
Unl>eatable performance and endless fun!
Fantastic sarings ott special deal prices for
the Imprraza (order code PP77J) and
Escon (order code PP75H) at £229.99 eidi
Hie flying enthusiast is catered for by the
inuoductidn of Kyosho's new electric ducted
fan powered airaaft die T-33 Shooting Star
(order code PP68X £-99.99)- The S2V
motor, which is included, develops a
staggering 4908 of thrust for outstanding
performance. Requires 4-chnnnd RC with
mini servos, elearonic speed controller,
NiCd and charger to complete.
Finally; for die sailor there is the
VCmemaster (order code MW98G,
£89-99) from Kyosho which is a sole
model of a typical F1 tunnel hull, which
is canstructed from AfiS plastic and
traps a cushion of air between the boat
and the surface of the water to reduce
friction and move the boat faster. A
package deal is available (order code
PE66Y, £155.99).
Test Equipment
This catalogue sees the inunduction
of more professional multimeters from
the low-cost autoranging model 49T
(order code LD08J, £69-99) with a
4300 counts large display, a durable
and robust housing with protective
holster to the more sophisricued offers
from Tektronix and Fluke. The
'IcktronixTX digital multimeters
combine liigh performance digital signal
processing tecimology with a simplified
front panel and large display with
unsurpassed accuracy and a full range of
features. Both models are ideal for electronics
and power systems measurements in the
laboratory or field. Model TTCI (order code
VQ14Q. £240.88) and Model 1X3 (order
code VG15R. £293-75), witlt temperature
measurement, are available.
The Fluke 70 Scries ID are a new range and
are designed to a very high standard - as you
would expect from Fluke - and built For the
most demanding situations with a tough
ovemioulded "body armour.' Fluke suppiy
; them with a lifetime warranty. Three models
; are available, Fluke 75 (order code PF7JX,
£141.00), FlukeT7 (order code PF72P,
£158.63) and Fluke 79 (order code
PF73Q, £176.25) with mie RMS
measurement. ThclTuke SO Series ill is
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Gator Grip
NF89W £24:99

*
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the laresr evolution of dili trusted and
highly respcacti range of multimeters
with {ifetime warranty and large iracklit
4000 count display and a liigher basic
accuracy than their predecessors. The range
includes the Fluke S3 (order code PF74R,
252.62), and the true RMS Fluke 85' (order
code PF73S, £287.88) and Fluke 87
(order code PF76H, £311-38).
Ciiinip mctcra have not been accessible
to die electronics Hobbyist and electricians
due to their prohibitive cosu Maplin has
now inmxiuced a range of affardablcclamp
meters offering excellent features and build
quality: They will measure ac and dc to
600X ac current to 700A (model 91 to
1000A) resistance, frequency, continuity
and diode test function. Alt feature a 5'/;
digit 1999 countdisplay with high resolutiom
The IwSic model is the 98 (order code.
JLD15R. £64.99), model 98X (order code
LD16S, £74.99) is true RMS, and model
91 (order code ID17T, £99-99) measures
ac current to lOOOAand dc current to 1200A.
Finally, developed in conjunction widi
the Ojien University, die G32020 (order
code VI95D, £703-82) is n PC-b.used
multi-ftmaioned instrumcnr operating
under Windows, and can be used widi any
PC including portables. The GS2020
incoqwratts tliree instruments—a dual
channel 20.MHz 'scope, a 2MHz digital
waveform generator and a four-out pin
power supply. The Windows software
allows the instrument sections to be used
simultaneously or indc|fendendy. Further
technical specificrtions on this unique
predua areavailalile on request, j

We; have six Universal
Sockets from Gator Grip"
worth £24.99 each to give
away to the first six
coupons pulled tmin the
hat on the 9th October
1993.-Srind your entries to;
Hie Editor, Klecirunks S Bevorid.
PO Box 777, Ravicigh, Essex. SS4 8LU.
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Kevin Ganvell looks at a different type of
uninterruptihle potver supply.
Introduction
This article is really an account
of my solution to a particular
problem, and is intended as a
model from which minor
changes to die design might
offer the solution to similar sees
of problems.
One of my interests is
atmospheric electricity. Given
sufficiently sensitive ainmeters
(well picoammciers) it is
possible to measure the
current between the
atmosphere and die groundThere seems to be three
factors which affect this
current; The air conditions,
what we call windy or cilm and
so on. The clouds which can be
strongly charged as in thunder
storms, and the upper
atmosphere which iiecomes
charged due to the effects of
UV light and particles ejected
by the sun - the solar wind.
Very often these upper
atmosphere effects are masked
fay conditions nearer the
ground but given a very stable
situation it is possible to
observe the changes caused,
particularly with the advent of
dusk and dawn. Experiments in

this and the equipment used
were described in the
Electronics and Beyond issues
117 and ! IS under die title of
Thunder & Ligbming.
Originally there was one
serious bug in the system.
With the advent of a thunder
storm (electrical storm due to
highly charged douds) it all
got very csdting - until the
mains went off!
Unfortunately our, or I
should say the tillage, supply
comes over open fields nearby
and is a prime target for some
real electrical activity
Previously my system used a
small.micro with built-in
digitisers to read the
instruments measuring the
cunrent to ground and light
intensity. The data being saved
in memory. As the memory was
not very large data was
dumped daily to an IBM lookalike via a serial link for saving
on disc and subsequent
analysis. I should say jieriiaps
that the micro and instruments
were located away from the
house whilst the. Amstrad (IBM
look-alike) was in the house.
Towards the end of 1994 f
decided that the current

system had really gone as far as
it could. The digitisers were
only 5-biE so the scale only had
<54 divisions. This was plenty
for the light meter, bur very
restricting for the current
measurements became of the
range covered from measuring
upper atmosphere currents to
those produced by a storm.
Plus the ever present spectre of
loosing all die information if
the mains went off at one of
the interesting bits!
1 had acquired a digitiser dial
can be driven via an RS232 link
and whose resokuion was
variable from 8- to KS-bits, and
it soon became obvious that
this should he driven from an
IBM PC or look-alike which was
fitted with floppy disc(s), and a
serial intecface.Jfor die. ADC. It
must be either battery
operated or rapabie of being
battery oijeratcd and, perhaps
more importantly, mustn't cost
a fortune. I am an OAP after all!
The obvious choice, to me at
least, was one of the early
Amstrad portables the PPC512
or PPC640. Yes you guessed it!
One with 512K of riiemorv; or
the other with 640K. Both had
one or two 3-5 inch disc drives.

serial port and parallel port.
Most importantly they would
run from a car battery.
Therefore, all that was
necessary was a small sealed
J2V battery and charger and to
and behold, a mains feiiure
proof PC! (Take it from here on
chat in my case PC stands for
an 1B.M look-alike but in fact
any similarly equipped madiine
would be suitable. It's just that
I was brought up on PCs having
little or not! ling to do with Apple
Mac. Atari, Acorn or others).
Looking round at the price
of secondhand machines i
guessed I should be able to get
an Amstrad for under a.9100
and after a bit of looking,
especially in the columns of the
local paper, Pgot one for
significantly less. FrDblcm
number one solved!
The next problem is of
course the equipment - dte
instruments. It's no good iiaving
a processor busy reading
instruments that have lost their
power! So we come to what this
article Ls really all about. "Nobreak' power supplies - cspedally
no break power supplies for
instruments as opposed to
gener.".! purpose power
supplies providing 2-50V ac.
The System Design
A little more background is
necessary. Over die years I have
made ic a practice that all
instniments run from 12V dc.
This has die advantage mat
they do not have their own
power supplies. As rarely more
titan two are in use at any one
dme, two small 12V 100 mA
supplies mcer most
requirements. With one big
boa ft' 4A variable voltage as a
backup just in case!
Except this time, since die
electronics housed in the
garage required ±12V and the
PC needs 12 - 15V at about
200niA, and more- when a disc
drive is energised.

HOUSE
Wains
input

Chcroer

•

12'/
Batter/

GARAGE
PC
<PPC)

RS252

ADC

Instruments |

-12 V OV
12V

— !2V

VolvGge
Converter

Figure 1. The basic requirements.
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A normal no break mains
supply seemed an unnecessarily
cumbersome'aad expensive
solution since the smallest is
usually arounri lOOWl The
magnetisiog losses in the
t ta as former would use more
power than tire instruments!
The more elegant, cheaper
and neater solution is suggested
in Figure 1. Use a batters'
charger to keep a battery
charged (surprise!) and ase a
voltage convenor to generate
the acrual working supplies from
the tarter;1. There would then
need to be. three lines for die
RS232 link plus two lines !br the
12 V supply. None of these would
lie carrying many milliamps and
therefore no hefty ctbfes would
be needed.
Survey of Voltages
Life Is complicated by die
conflicting voltage requiretiicats
of Figure 1. In this system the
batten' is operating in the float
mode i.e., the mains is normally
supplying the required current
for the elecirania plus
suBicienc to keep the battery
fully charged. Only when rite
mains goes ofTis the battery
used. Which means chat the
battery voltage will be about.
13.6V (see later comments on
batteries arid charging). However, if the mains tails and
the system reverts to battery
power the battery voltage will
fall to 12V
Fortunately the PC was
designed to run over this range
(and in. Cici better than this).
However, the vokagcconvcnor
in the garage must be able to do
this also. As we shall see later,
power convetsion and in pnnicubr
regulation requires what is
known as headroom i.e. ,a 12V
regulator requires to be supplied
with more than 12V The usual
difference is at least 3V
The Battery and
Charger
First a few thoughts about;
the battery.
^ The load current-will be
around 0-5A occasionally
going higher to perhapsl.5A
when the PC disc drive operates.
<?It will be situated in the
house along with computer
equipment and therefore a
fully scaled one is desirable.
^ It must be designed
for float use.
^ I2V is required.
^ It must supply the load for 3
or 4 hours as being more
tlian the usual breaks and in
any case sufnciently long to
capture the important data.
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h) LM317T regulator.

a) Standard fixed
voltage regulator.
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c] LM317T as a current llmlter.

Figure 2.
fixed voltage regulator where
the regulated output appears
between pin 2 which is 0V and
pin 3 which is output. Figure 2b
shows an 1X1317 as a regulator.
Although this is still a 3-terminaI
device its operation is quite
different. The internal workings
aresuch that it attempts to
adjust the voltage on pin 2 to
maintain a voltage difterence of
1,25V between pins 1 and 2,
Consequently in Figure 2b the
voltage across K1 is 1.25V The
current taken by the adjust
terminal pin 1 is about 50uA
and so if the resistor values are
reasonably small it can be
ignored. The current through
81 and R2 are then the same.
We know tliere is 1.251'
across R1 so the voltage at pin 2
must be the voltage across R2
+ 1.25. The current is coinmon
so the voltage across R2 is
1,25 x.82/81

Yiiasa do a range of small sealed
batteries and a suitable one
appeared to be the NP2. 1-12
(order code XG74K), that is
12V2.1A'h.
These batteries can be
Ttlourited in any position.
However, because they are
sealed the charging must be
carefully controlled and a
constant voltage cbarger is used
with current limiting where the
tnaxunum charge current
depends on the ampere-hour
capacity. For a I2V battery the
charger voltage must be
between 13.5V and 13.8V The
maximum charge current for
the NP2.1-12-is 3.aA
As the normal load current is
about 0.5A approximately a LA
charge would be sufBdent to
redmge a fully discharged
battery in a reasonable time.
The LM317 Series
and its Equivalents
We know from the conimenis on
Ijaueries diat iTodt the diarging
current and the charging voltage
must lie carefully conLrolled to
awkward values, but the 1X1317
comes tq the rescue as it can be
used as a voltage regulator or a
current regulator. The 1X1317
series range from a maximum
current of 100mA to L3A.
Figure 2a shows the standard

until limited by the input
voltage less the internal drop
(about 2V): When current flows
if the voltage across Rl starts to
exceed L25V the LM317 will
start to reduce the output. The
current Is thus limited io that
which will gjve 1.25Vacross Rl.
The charger is based upon
the LM317T regulator which Is
the 1.5A version. One to set the
voltage and one. to set die
maximum current.
Figure 3 shows the complete
circuit- Starting with a quite
conventional 151' supplyTransformer Ti has two ipV
secondary windings connected
as shown followed by Dl.and
D2 a pair of 3A diodes and a
470QfiF 25V capacitor C1. A red
IliD power on indicator is
provided, supplied via RL 82 is
a 1Q resistorand the regulator
will attempt to achieve ,1.25V
across this resistor. Setting die
rreiximum current to pin 3 of the
second device at 1.25A 85 is a
Lrinmiing resistor to allow the
value of 84 to be adjusted, ignore
it at the moment i.e. assume for
the following it does nor exist.
Again the second device will
attempt to maintain 1.25V across
R3- The ratios of R3 and R4 are
chosen such tliac with 125V
across 83 the voltage across 84 is
12.35V (13-6 - L25), 83 is
22012,84 = 2k2 If even'thing

and hence the total voltage
(1.25x82411) + 1.25
Figure 2c shows die 1X5317 as
a current limiier. Again, it wiB
adjust die output at pin 2 in an
attempt to achieve 1.25 volts
across Rl. If the voltage is less
than that it w:ill increase the
output voltage. In the limit that
there is no current through 81,
Le, no load, the output will rise
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Figure 3. Power supply and battery charger circuit, Sea parts list for values.
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Photo 2. Shows the battery nail cliflrglng circuits.

Photo 1. Front pan ol.
was perfect this v.-oulcf give 12.5%'
across R4 arid an output of
13.85V Which is where R5 comes
in- It Is an AOT resistor (Adjust
On Test) and in my case lOOk
give an ourpuc of 13-55S' which
is within the required hand.
The picture is finally
complete with a fuse F1 and the
bauery Bl. The Fuse F1 Is A
Must. Hiese small batteries
pack a real punch and a lot of
current can flow (up to 75A!) if
the output load becomes faulty
for any reason. In my case it's a
2A fuse, but the value will be
determined by the anticipated
load current for the application.
The maximum on my system is
just over I.6A The nest liighesc
round number is near enough.
hut, it must be there, as the
weakest link in the chain'
Charger
Construction
There are.no special
requirements other titan safety
(more in a moment) and die
box size Ls set very much by the
battery size and the transformer
size, so once again the choice is
up to she constructor. Photo 1
shows the-front pane! (7.75 x
2.75 inches in my case) and as
we are just peeping over the top
die bauery Ls visible at the rear
and die transformer at the front
just to die left of die mains socket
There .are no switches - they
can be moved accidenfalty and
diis is a no-break deviceSwitching off can be done by
unplugging the mains supply

01
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m„ 3
I
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Figure 4. TBA820
operating as an osclilator.
and removing the battery fuse.
iris usual to connect the OV
line to mains earth, however, at
one stage of die game 1 had
problems with earth currents
on die link between computer
and equipment (before using
the design in Figure 1) and
found that isolaiing the charger
OV front mains earth solved the
problem. The remote
equipment was securely
earthed to mains earth.
As a result, below the poweron iF.D there are two 12V
outlets. The top one, die phono
socket Ls Lsalated from the case
so thai OV may, or may not, be
connected to mains eardt as
required. Below- this is the lead to
the PC. This was originally fitted
with a plug for connecting to a
car dgacecte lighter socket but

T
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*
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Figure 5. Votlago doubling.
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now goes straight into the unlu
,1 am afraid the whole thing is
not vert' elegant. No paint, and
Dymo labels on the front panel.
-As an excuse 1 wil! claim that the
construction was done in a hurry!
The screw-showing above the
fuse holds one of the BBlTTs,
the other screw to the right
and below holds the other.
Mains input is via a standard
IEC connector.
Photo 2 shows the. "behind
the scenes view" and yes, it is
"birds nested". The transformer
is bolted in and the large
capacitor Ls held with a nylon
strap. .As a metal case Ls used
■why not use it as a heat sink?
Correspondingly the 317s are
bolted to it - but don't forget
the Lnsuladon set as the
mounting tag is not isolated.
With those four components
fixed it seemed hardly
worthwhile building a PCB for
die few remaining components.
Five resistors which are easily
supported by the fixed items.
The white piece showing is
the insulating washer for the
phono socket. I don't believe
such a thing as an insulating kit
is available but it is quite easily
made from two pieces of plastic
with a 0.25in hole drilled
through, them. To prevent the
threaded portion of the socket
from touching the case cut a
sliver from a piece of plastic pipe
which is 0.25in bore. (Often to
be found at shops selling
brewers items). The hole
through the case must of course
be large enough for the piece of

pipe to fit, 3.'8in in my case.
Whilst speaking of isolating
lite OV line tram the case, don't
forget, the metal Ixix must be
connected to mains earth. This Ls
vety much a safety requirement.
A simplified version of the
requirements for mains
equipment is that if you can touch
it and its metal then that metal
must besecmvly connected to
earth. The conneaion can just be
seen in Photo 2 in the top comer
of die from panel
Voltage Conversion
There tire a number of
configurations suitable for
voltage changing. One of the
simplest uses an op-amp as an
oscillator to drive an
arrangement of capadtois and
diodes as a diode pump. A vety
useful variation on this theme is
shown in Figure 4 using a TBS20Many will recognise die
TB820 as a miniature audio
amplifier, very similar to a power
op-amp. However, in Figure 4 ir
operates as an oscillator running
ar appnixirnntdy 40kHz with the
components listed in the pans list.
In operation R2 and R3
provide die positive feedback to
cause oscillation whilst Rl.and
C1 set die frequenq; However, a
very imporxant pan of this
configuration Is the DI, C3
combination. Th" means of this
bootstrap the output, pin 5, very
nearly swings between -TV and
OV The DI. C3 combination
does this by raising the supply to
the internal output stage drivers

TO isasHB
PtH S
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Figure 6. Generating a negative supply.
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used it several times, for instance
to generate the negative rail for
RS232 sv-stems. And of course
the output need not stop at ■?-2V
or -V O clter multiples of V ein be
obtained bv suitable
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+v

+v

DV

/////7////

0V

0V

7T777777T7"
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Its principle drawbacks are
that only multiples, of V are
available and there is no way of
achieving regulation without
adding a conventional regulator.
The fact that such regulators
require headroom of 2V to 3V
increases the input voltage and
of course wastes, power.
For the basic scheme under
discussion the input (battery)
voltage is-going to change and
compensation for this would lie
very wasteful-A much tetter
alternative is one of the
switching regukuors. These
provide excellent reguhiinn,
the output voltage is fully
adjustable and can be of either
polarity. Moreover they are
efficient, ustKilly better tluin
70?o. require ven* few external
components and will operate
over a wide range of Input
voltages. I chose the L7SS40 by
National Semiconductor as
being representative of this type
of regulator, it also happens to
te in die Maplin catalogue.

/////■/////
(c)

(b)

Figure 7. Simple analogy to explain back emf In an Inductor.
above ihe voltage of the supplv
raii. The peak-to-peak output
voltage is ihas ven- nearly equal
to the supply voltage.
By adding the capadtora and
diodes of Figure 5 to Figure 4
the output voltage can be
doubled. As we have already
seen the output, pin 5, swings
between +Vand OY Stnnihgat
the point where it is positive as
it falls C4 will charge via D2 and
eventually will have the full rail
voltage across it. Following this
the pin 5 voltage swings
positive to +V and the voltage
on the positive side of C4 will
swing up to plus 2V and via D3
charge C6 up to approximately
twice the rail voltage.
In a similar tashion, adding
dte circuit of Figure 6 to Figure
4 allows a negative supply to be
generated. In this case as pin 5
voltage goes from 0 up to +Y
C3 will charge but this nine the
opposite way round, the
negative side being held at OV
by D5. As pin 5 is driven back
towards Ov the negative side of
C4 will i>e driven below OV to
approsunately -Y Tin's in turn
will charge C7 \ia D4.
lN4i48diodes and IQuF
capadtors are suitable
throughout. If the load is fairiy
h#avy die output voltage will
droop slightly - mostly due to the
forward resistance of the diodes.
If you are desperate for dte last
millivolt try using 1N40QI diodes
instead as these have a. much
lower forward resistance.
The TBS20 scheme Is very
convenient, its simple, and
efficient. Wnete the load and
supply is constant and the
voltage required is not specific its
a verv usefiil scheme. I have
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REGULATION

TR1 [
The Switching
Regulator
Hie fundamental principle on
whlcli it works is quite different
to the previous scheme for it
relies For its ojieration on a
small inductor. If we rememter
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Figure 8. General atrangemenl for a positive supply.
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in huge steps, '["his will also help
to beep the iriciuaor small.
Figure s su^ests the general
arrangetnem for a positive
supply. A contro! module
contains an oscillator which
provides the on/off pulses to
drive the switdsing tnmsisror
TR1 whidi will switch the
current in inductor LI. Diode
DI feeds the inductor enif into
the smoothing capadtor
Cl.modified by current sensing
and voltage regulation.
The complete system works.
as follows. In the control svsteni
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Rgure 10. Deriving the negative supply.
our physics from school or
wherev er, if a current is passed
through an inductor ami then
switched off a bacb-emf is
generated hy the inductor. In
fact die enif is dependant upon
the rate of change of current
and with the advent of the
semiconductor the rate of
change ran be very high and
consequently the emf
generated can be High also.
Ferhaps one of the simplest
analogies is to imagine a past
standing up vertically from the
ground. The ground representing
Q volts and die top of the post
representing the voltage of the
positive supply. To the top of
die post is attached a fcngdi of
clastic say half die lengdi of the
jxisi with a weight at the end
representing the load. Rgure 7a.
If the elastic is now stretched so
that it readies die ground,
Rgure 7b (current through die
inductor), ami then released,
(current switched off), the result
is shown in Rgure 7c. The
energy stored in the elastic will
niake the weight fly up above
die top of the post and the end
of die elastic represents the
available voltage.
A small stretch of die
imagination is required to
visualise die opposite! A hole is
dug next to the post and the
elastic fasiened to die Ixntom of
the jxist. The elastic fe then
stretched to the top of the jxist
(current) and released,
wbereujxm it fiies down into the
hole - representing a voltage
lower than 0V lb avoid confusing
the issue someone had switched
off gravity during die experiment!
Basically, sdl we need to
generate a voltage higher than
the available supply voltage is
an inductor with one end
connected to die supply and
die ndieno the collector of a
transistor die emitter of which
Ls connected to OV (I should
have said grounded!). Switch
the transistor on to cause
current to flow through the

OS
i

The LfV178S40
Rgure 9 shows die LM7SS40
version of this type of voltage
converter. Everything inside the
solid line is on the chip and (hat
really is very nearly evenilting.
The numbers on the iihes
crossing the solid line are the
pin numbers, of the chip - a 14pki DLL The equivalent of 1.1,
D1, Cl and TR1 in Rgure S are
on the right in Rgure 9. Dl and
TR1 being built in while the Cl
of Rgure S becomes C3 In
Rgure 9. On die actual chip,
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Figure 11. Matrix board layout. Tracks cot are line 11, numbers 6 to 12 but not 13.
See text for values of Rl, A, B and C.
inductor and then switch it off
and the collcctorwill be taken
positive above the supply by the
inductor emf
life is not quite that easy as
there arc a number of extras
required. The transistor must
fie able to withstand the higher
voltage and the current through
die transistor mast he limited to
a safe value.
The duration of die current
turned on by the transistor most
be variable so dial the voltage
gencnued can be. varied.. The
oa'oft cycle must he rapid so
that the output does not change

the osdllaior will turn die drive
to TR1 on. The current through
Ll is sampled by die current
limiting. If the current
approaches the limir allowed
for TR i then the drive to TRl
will be turned off. At the same
time die regulation will compare
the voltage at die output with
the required voltage. When diis
is reached the on time for TRl
will be shorceried so that less
energy is stored.
Thus the current limiting and
the voltage regulation, define
the time that TRl is conducting
in each cvde.

TR! is :t Dadington pair capable
of handling I.5A. The current
sensing for Ll Ls provided by Rl
(top left). The chip senses the
difference Ixtrween pin 13, the
positive supply to the chip, and
pin 14 allowing 250 to 350mV
before resecting the Sip-flop to
tum off the Darlington. A
suitable value for Rl, 0.33fl is
easily made up by using diree
Ifl resistors in paraJJel. Cl
connected to pin 12 sets the
frequenq- of osciiladon to
approximately 40kH2 and C2
decouples the reference supply
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at pin 8 linked, to pin 9 the
positive input to the on chip
op-amp.
R2 and R3 set the output
.■okagc bv'dividing it down for
comparison with the internal
reference.. In other words the
output voltage is equal to:

JS.

N
' .i

t_25 X (R5-r82)/R2
The spire op-amp connected to
pins 4 to 7 Is for use in other
configuEitloas but is not
powered up until pin 5 is
connected to die positive supply,
A variety of arrangemenis arc
given in. die data sheer for
voltage shifting one way or
another which is why so many of
the of the internal connections
ate marie available.
The LM78S40
In Action
Just to recap, the object of all
this is to generate positive and
negative J2V supplies from an
input which according to
forecast will vary between just
over 13.5V whilst die mains is
available and will fall to around
12V when the mains goes off
Tne circuit used is exactly
that shown in Figure 9 with R2
equal to 10K and K3 equal to
I00K. Hie positive rail voltage
is just over 13.5V which in my
nppiication Is near enough, its
die regulation tliat matters. If
there's need to have tiie
voltage accurate then the
easiest by far is to use a fixed
resistor in series with a variable
instead of RI (or R2 for that
matter). For instances 5k
variable or preset in series with
Sk2. The manufacturing spread
for the internal reference
voltage is allowed too much
Latitude to enable the resistors
to be calculated accurately The
specificaiion allows it to be
between l.lSOVand 1.310V
Nearly
Something for
Nothing
As wet! as the positive rail for
my application a negative rail is
needed also. The voltage is not
cntical so long as it's around
12V but good regulation is
essential. Cenainiy the data
sheets give the required
configuration and so two
LM78S40 could be used
However, I discovered a much
simpler way, cheaper too!
Thinking back on Figure 9 for a
moment - pin 2 of the chip is
busy leaping up and down to

poor. Experiment showed thar
increasing the capacitor values
helped but that the real culprit
was the forward resistance of
the 1N4148 diodes. Changing
these to the 1N4001 and the
capacity values of Figure 10
gave a nicely regulated supply of
-12.5V

T-v:

Photo 3- Board rnourrted in easeaccord with our 'elastic' moddin point of feet it will lie
leaping up and down between
about 600mV above the output
(thc.series diode must be
allowed for) and just a 100 or
so millivolts above the 0V rail
as the switching transistor is
turned hard on. The excursions
therefore are around 14V
1

So 1 thought, why not try a
circuit deriv ed from Figure 6
and shown in Figure 10.
Connected to pin 2 of the
regutaror C4. C5 and D2 and
D3 are the equivalents of Figure
6. (The other diodes in Figure
10 are discussed in a moment.
First attempts gave a negative
output but the regulation was
1
f

PROJECT PARTS LIST
PSU (Figure 3)
RV4
R2
R3
R5
C1
!Ci;2
LED
T1
Bl,
FiCase

2k2..Min Res
1R2.5W
220R Win Res
A0T
47b0uF 35V Bectrotitic
LM3i7T '
Red LED.
0 - 15V X 2, 30VA
12V 2.1A11 Sealed Lead Acid Battery
2A Fast Acting Fuse
20.Tim Pans! Mount FusehoWer
As Appropriate ■

M2K2
SIR
M220R
AU21X
UF2TE,
WL84F
YK11M
XG74R
CZT91
DA59P

VOLTAGE CONVERSION (Rgore 4. 5, 6)
10k
Rl, 2
10nF
C1
lOOnF
02
22pF35V
03
04-7
lopresy
lA'4i48
.
01- 5
TBAS20M
ici

MIOK
CX18U
CX21X
AT561
AH?!
QL80B
WQ63T

-H2V SUPPLY (Figure 9)
0.33R(3 x iR in parallel)
Ri'
' See Text, typically 10k
R2, R3
and 100k
R4
180R
10nF
C1
lOOnF .
C2
470pF25V
C3
LM78S40
IG1
• 330pH induciflr
LI

■MIR
MIOK
MlOOk
MISOR
CX18U
CX21X
AT51F
UF37S
AH35Q

-12V SUPPLY (Figure 10)
lOOpF 25V
C4
lOOOpF 25V
05
1114001
Dl - 05
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Construction
This time a drcuit lioard is
called for and I used matrix
board. Photo 3 shows the board
installed on an aluminium case,
Unforuinateiy die board was
built before Hud die bright
idea of possibly getting both
positive and negative rails from
the same board. However, die
idea worked well enough but
there had to be some minor
adjustments to achieve die
required voltages. Plus die feet,
as 1 discovered, that regulators
can be a bit pernickety if the
input voltage range covers the
required output voltage, There
are therefore diree diodes
which are only there to correct
the in and out voltages.
In photo 3 die right hand
side is the Input (12V to 13.5V)
and die left hand side shows
the output connectors. The
upper two ace the positive
outputs and the bottom one
the negative. You will see that
there is a diode on the right in
series with the input, and on
the left two more.diodes, in
series w ith the positive output.
These are just above and to die
left of the LM78S40 and are not
actually mounted on the IxianL
They are just to balance the
positive output with the negative.
That was almost an aside,
back to the construction. The
final arrangement is a
combination of Figure 9 the
original switching regulator
circuit,, plus the stems shown in
Figure 10..In Figure 10, Dl is
the diode in series with the
positive input, whilst D4 and
D5 are the two diodes in series
with the positive output .as
described above.
Then, stili in Figure 10, C4
and C5 along widi D2 and D3
are die components added to
produce the negative output.
The input to this diode pump
is from pin 2 of the LM78S4G.
The complete arrangement
is shown on the matrix lioard
component layout. Figure 11.
The three diodes used for
minor voltage adjustmehi and
which, are not mounted on the
board are shown. That. Ls,
diodes Dl, D4 and D5.

IK f you ase your PC
nj exieash-ely you'll already
■ know some of what's
covered in this column.
However, unless you've spent a
lot of time tinkering around
with Winclows Explorer, it's
unlikely chat you'll know it ait.
Plus what you know will
probably be different from
what someone else knows. The
fact is thai - as with so mariy
utiiities and applications —
Windows Explorer offers lots of
different ways of doing things.
Some methods suit some
people whereas others will
liave different preferences. It
may just be, however, iltat the
reason you adopt one method
is drat you tlon't know about
thealietnauves. So let s
investigate.
Viewing Files
Unless you've started playing
around with the riifierent
options, Windows Explorer tin
your PC will look something
like that shown below.
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On the left you'll see the
directory structure and on die
right you'll see the files in the
selected directory. The files will
be listed in alpiiabetica! order
with tiny Icoas showing the file
type, plus die size anil the
creation date. Surprisingly,
those file types which Windows
95 knows about won't have
their extensions showm, and
this cau beconfusing.For
example, Windows knows thai
both .doc files and .rtf files are
produced by Word so it shows
them both with the Word icon.
But what if you have two files,
one called file.doc and die
other cloc.nf? In the default
scheme, you won't be able to
telf them apart. However, if you
selecr Options from die View1
menu, "one of the options is to
show all DOS file extensions.
While on the subject of file
types, if youVe searching for
files, it's often easier if they're,
sorted by the type first chen
alphabetically. This couldn't be
easier—simply click ori die
Type heading at the top of die

ware
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by Mike Bedford
Most people use Windows Explorer
but many don 't make the most of it?
Here we investigate some of its lesser
known features.
list (as shown below) and
you'll find that all the Word
files appear together, all the
Corel files will be
together and so
forth. Similariy.
by clicking on
the appropriate heading, you
can sort the list by size or by
creation date.
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One other diing you may
find useful is to suppress the
display of the file type, size and
creadon date information in
order to see more files wjthour
scralling. To do this, selecr list
ffoih the View Menu.
OK, let's now move on to
take a look at how to make
things look radically different.
We started off with the Details
view and we've just introduced
the lisniew. However, the
Mew menu offers two odier
options, namely die Large Icon
and die Small Icons new Bodi
of these are reminiscent of the
Windows 3~x way of doing
things and may appeal to those
who have recendy used the
earlier version of Window s. If
you select Large icons you'll
end up with a display like that
shown below. An advantage of
dies view is that — unless you've
selected Auto Arrange Icons on
the view menu -you can drag
the files around die screen to
posidon them as you wish. The
Small icon view Is, of course,
just the same but since the
icons are smaller, you. see more
on die-screen at once.

Manipulating Files
OK. that's enough on just
looking at your files. The main
purpose of Windows Explorer is,
of course, to manipulate, your
files. And almost certainly you'll
(mow how 10 move, cojjy. delete
and rename files. However, if
you are new to the Windows
Explorer, here's a quick recap.
To do anything with a file
you first have to select it by
clicking on it - this action will
cause die file to be highlighted.
Don't double dick on it as this
will cause die file to be opened
widi the appropriate
application (unless dvat's what
you want to do, of course). At
this stage you, can delete or
rename the file by seieolng the
appropriate option in the Edit
menu but, if this is the way you
manipulate your files, there's
an easier way.
lb delete the file, just press
the Delete key'. You'll be asked
to confirm the action and if you
click on the Yes button, the file
win be put in the Recycle Bin. And
ifyou want to delete it propcriy,
as opposed to puoing it In die
Recyde Bin, hold down die Shift
key before you press DeleteTo rename the file, dick on
the file again, and the
highlighting will change. You can
now- either type a new file name
or ~ if you first press any arrow
key - you cari edit die filename.
To move and copy files, you
can drag them from one place
to another. If you simply drag
without holding down any keys
this will move die file but if you
hold down the Control key
before you drag, die file will be
copied. In copying, you'll end
*
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up with two copies of the file,
one ui its original location and
one in the new directory it's
easy to see that you're copying
a file rather than niovlng it
since the file will liave a plus
sign attached to it as you drag.
And if you have the toolbar
displayed, thus gives you a third
way of manipulating files or, for
that matter, doing many of the
other tilings we've discussed.
We don't have time to describe
the. toolbar in detail, here but
why don't you experiment (on
duplicate files in a temporary
directory).
Something
a bit 'Cleverer'
We're not going to cover
even thing in one page hut
here are a few tricks you may
not liave discovered.
Did you know that you can
delete, move and copy muldple
files at once? lb select a group
of files which are listed
together, click on the first file in
the list, hold down the Shift key
and click on the last file. And to
select multiple files which
aren't all together, select the
first file and then hold down
the Control key while you dick
on each additional file Mow,
delete, move and copy will
work on all these files at once.
And did you know that you
can see what's in many ofyour
files without starting up the
appropriate application. Just
select the file and then select
the Quick Mew option in the
Pile menu. So long as Quick
View is installed and it supports
die file type selected (some
files can't be viewed in this
way) a window opens showing
the file contents.
Another useful Windows
Explorer fadlity is File lind
which is an option in the Tools
menu. It's (airly obvious how to
use this powerful fadlity which
will allow you, for example, to
find:a file.for which you can
remember the name but not the
directory you scored it in. In (act,
File Find allows you to do all
sorts of clever things as you'll
discover when you start to use. it
And as a final tip, did you
know that you cari drag a file
right off the Windows Explorer
onto the desktop. This is
parricularly useful for files
which you use regularly;
Well, that's all vye liave space
for tills momh but 1 trust youTf
try these things out for yourself
and, in so doing, discover some
other useful facilities in.
Windows Explorer. But don't
forget, deleted files can be lost
for good so do make copies
before experimenting.
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Ray Mars ton describes a variety of LED indicator and LED
flasher circuits in this special feature article.
Introduction
The most widely used of all
optoelectronic devices is die
Simple TFD (light emitting
diode), which emits a fairfy
narrow bandwidth of visible
(usually red, orange, yellower
green) or invisible (infra-red)
light, when its imerna! diode
(unciion is stimulateti by a
forward electric currem. LEDs
have typical power-io-Iight
enctgv* conversion effldencies
some ten to a hundred rimes
greater than a simple tungsten
Qlament lamp and have very fast
response times (less than
0.1ms. compared to tens or
hundreds of milliseconds for a
tungsten lamp), and are thus,
widely used as visual indicators
and as simple 'flashing light'
units; a variety of such circuits
are shown in this article.
LED Basics Introduction
Figure 1 shows the standard
symbol that is used to represent
a l.ivD in this article, together
with its basic anode (a) and
cathode (k) terminal notaiioiis.
XEDs arc pn junction diodes,
usually made from gallium
Colour
Vf (lyptaill

Red
T1

Orange
2V

a (ooode)

k (cathode)
Figure 1, Standard LED
symbol, together rath its
terminal notations.
arsenide (GaAs) or aluminiunirpilliurn arsenide (AlGaAs) types
of semiconductor materials, and
emit light when stimulated by a
forward current. Roughly 2V arc
developed across them when
passing a useful forward
currem; Figure 2 lists the typical
forward volt drops A'f; of
different coloured standard
5mm diameter EEDs at forward
currents of 20mA; if a LED is
reverse biased, it starts to pass
significant current at a (airiy low
voltage value (typiailly 3V to
5V) and eventually avalanches
(zeners) at higher voltages.
LEDs are available in a variety
of styles, die most popular being
die 'round' type that iias the
hosic shape shown in Figure 3
and whidi is readily available in 1
standard diameter sizes of 3mm,
Ye i low
2.1V

Green
zsv

Blue
3.3V

Figure 2, Typical forward voltage values of standard LEDs at
a current-limited value of 20mA.

5niin. 8mm. or lOmm. Round
lEDs use a dear or coloured
plastic case with a lens moulded
into its dome, and arc designed
to be viewed erid-on, looking
towards die dome, as indicated
in the diagram. The IED case
has a polarity-identifying 'fiat'
moulded into the side of its tee
adjacent to die cathode lead,
which is usually .shorter than the
anode lead when umrimmed.
Special finings are readily
available for fixing most sizes of
IED to front panels, ere.
One ini(Xirtant hut
coniiisingly named IED
parameter is its 'viewing angie',
at the extremes ofwliidi the
I En's optical output intensity
tails to balfof its maximum axial
value. Some IEDs give a
diffused output, in which the
light intensity falls off gmdually
Iseyond the viewing angle arid Is
Uius dearly discemalale over a
wide angular range; others
(jXiniculady 'MyijeriirigSit' types)
have a sliarply focused output in
which die light tntensity faUs off

-i,

very shaqily beyond the
specified viewing angle.
lEDs are available in five
different brightness' categories,
which are usually known as
Standard, High Brightness.
Super Bright. LUiiTihright. and
Hyperfcright. Tlie brightness
level is usually specified in millicandelas (mcd). with the IED
passing an opennirig current of
20nu\. The table of Figure 4
presents typical optical out|iutpovver and \iewing-angle figures
for the five types of 5mm round
LED. Note in the 'red' LED
column that the Ulirabrigbt and
Hyperbright devices (which use
water-clear lenses) are 143 and
500 times brighter respectively
than a srandird red LED.
In use, a IED must be wired
in series with a current-linuring
device such as a resistor: Figure
5 shows how to work out the
resisiance (K) value needed to
give a particular current from a
particular dc supply voltage.
Thus, if .a red I.ED is required to
operate at 20mA from a lOV
supply, R ner-ds a value of (10V
- 2V)/O.02A = 400K. In practice,
R cm lie connected to either the
anode or the cathode of the LED.
A IED can be used as an
indicator in an ac drtuit by
wiring it in invcise parallel with a
1N4I4S (or sintilaf) silicon diode,
as shown in Figure 6. to prevent
the LED being reverse biased;
the LED is fed with half-wave
current in diis mode, so — Sir a
given brightness — the 'R' value
must be lialved relative to that
indicated in lite Figure 5 dc tinruit.

LED Type Viewing Angle Red
StanccnJ
600
7mcd
400
30mcd
Higi Brightness,
30Q
125mcd
Super Srigjtt
250
IDOOmcd
Uiijabright
250
SSOOmed

Green
527ITKI}
25m cd
laOmed
—•

Orange
awed
50cred
liQnxa
...

Figure 4. Typical optical output power figures - in
millicandelas - of five basic types of Stum round red, yellow
and green LEDs.
+VB

Figure 3.
Typical physical
details of
'round' LEDs
and methods of
recognising
their polarity.

Dome with
cothode
Lens
(short leod) Rot
/
i
viewing
Angle

(5 R= •
1 If (amps)

L R1
vA
N4t4S

LED

2V ^V

-OV
anode

Diameter
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Figure 5. Method of
finding the H value for a
given Vs and k

Figure 6. Using a IED as an
Indicator in an ac circuit.

Special-Purpose
LEDs
LED.s are reatlily available in a
variew of spedai-puqiose
forms, the best known of which
arc the 'direct conneciion' l>pe,
the 'flasher f>pe, and die mukicoloiir tj'pes.
Direct connection LEDs are
designed to be connected
direct k- across a Bxed-talue dc.
orac voltage source, l-ordc
voltage types take the basic
form is shown in Figure 7(a)
arid incorporate a enrremlimiting resistor diat Is housed
in the LED body in 5V and 12V
types, or In one of die LED
leads, in higher voltage types,
for ac voltage types (usually
designed for use with UOV or
230V supplies) the basic form is
shown in Figure 6 but are
usually housed in an insulated
panel-mounting assembly.
Flashing LEDs take the basic
form shown in Figure 7(b) and
have a built-in integrated
circuit that gives die Slashing
effect- 'fhey arc available in
red, green and yellow, have a
typical flashing frequency of
2 Hz, and can (typically) use 6V
to 12V dc supplies.
Multi-colour LKDs are actually
2-1ED detices: Figure 8 shows a
■fai-colour1 device that comprises
a red and a green LED
connected in inverse paralfd, so
that the colour green is
generated when the device is
connected in one polarity, and
red is generated when it is
connected in the reverse
polarity. This device is useful as
a polarity or null indicator.
Figure 9 shows another type
of multicolour LED. which is
sometimes known as a "tricalouE type. This comprises a
green and red LED mounted in
a 3-pin common-cathode
package. This device can
generate green or red colours
by turning on only one LED at a
time, yellow by nirning both
LEDs on by equal amounts, or
any colour between green and
red by turning both LEDs on in"
the appropriate ratios.
Multi-LED Circuits
If several LEDs need to be
drivqn from a single power
source, tliis can l ie done by
wiring all LEDs in series, sis
shown in Figure 10, provided
diat the supply voltage is
signifiaintly greater than die
sum of the individual LED
forward voltages. This drcuit
thus consumes a minimum total
current, but is limited in die
number of UiDs that it can
drive.. Any numlier of these

basic circuits cm, however, be
wired in parallel, so ihai any
number of LEDs can be driven
from a single source, as shown
in the <>-li£D circuit of Figure 11.
An alternative way of
simultaneously powering
several LEDs is to simply wire a
number of the Figure 5 circuits
in parallel, as shown in Figure
12; note, however, that, this
i-uruit is very wasteful of Supply
current (which equals the sum
of the individual LED cunrents).
Hgure 13 shows 3 'what not
to do' LED-driving circuit, in
which all the LEDs are wired
directly in parallel. Often, this
circuit will not work correctly
beouse inevitable differences
in die forwatd characteristics of
tile LEDs causes one LED to
hog most or all of the available
current, leaving little or none
for die remaining LEDs.

+
Figure 7. Basic
form of a direct
connection dc
LEO (a) and a
flasher LED (b).

Flasher
(C

*1.
£37 LEO
kO(o)

LED

*
(b)

Green
Figure 8. Bt-coiour
LED actually houses
two LEDs connected in
inverse parallel.
E>
Red

LED1
Green
Vv

Output Red
Colour
I.LED1
0
I.LE02 t5mA

Yellow Green
15mA 15mA
15mA
0

LED2
Red
Figure 9. Multicolour LED, giving three colours from two Junctions.

R=
Figure 10. LEDs
wired in series
and driven via a
single currentlimttfng resistor.

vE-vft
if (arnps)

Z.Wledi
^\7LED2

=Vji -!-Vf2+Vf3

j0\ 7LED3

-V-)Figora 11. Any
number of Figure
X0 circuits can be
wired In parallel,
to drive any
number of LEDs.

'LED1 ^\7LED4
^•\7L£D2 £\7LED5
^\7LED3 ^-^^leds
-ov

Figure 12.
This circuit
can drive any
number of
LEDs, but at
the expense
of high current.

Figure 13. This
LED-drivIng
circuit may not
work; one LED
may hog most of
the current.

•V+
R3
-^7 7 LED1 ^77LED2 ^77LED3
• ov
v+
R1
£\|7LEDI £\7LED2

7LEO3

LED Flasher
Circuits - Simple
Designs
One of the simplest types of LED
display circuit Ls the LED flasher,
in which a single I FT) repeatedly
switches on and off, usually ;it a
rate of one. or two flashes per
second. A 2-1.ED flasher is a
simple modificajlon of this
circuit, but is arranged so that
one LED switches on when the
other switches off, or vice versa
Figure 14 shows the practical
circuit of a transistor 2-LED
flasher, which can be convened
to aingle-LED operation by
simply replacing the unwanted
LED with 3 short drcuit. Here,
Q1 and Q2 are wired as a
simple IHz astable
multivibrator, in which Q1 and
T.FDl turn on as Q2 and 1.ED2
turn off, and vice versa, and in
which die astable switching
rates are controlled by the
values of Ci-R3 and C2-R4.
Figure 15 shows an IC version
of the 2-1 JiD flasher, based on a
555 or 7555 timer JC that Is
wired in the astable mode, with
its main time constants
determined by die C1 and R4
values and giving a cycling rate
ofalxmt I Hz (one flash per
second). The circuit action is
such that output pin 3 of the IC
alternately switches between
the ground and the positive
supply voltage levels, alternately
pulling LED 1 on via R1 or
driving 1.KD2 on via R2. The
circuit ctn be converted to
sihgle-I.ED oj>eration by
omicdng 1.HD2 and R2,
Figure 16 shows a useful
modifieadon of the above
drcuit, in which the flashing
rate is made variable via RV1,
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+6V to +9V

+9V to +12V

^AZledi
Figure 14.
Transistor
2-LED flasher
circuit
operates at
about 1Hz.

UEOZy^

R3
[1470R □ 39k

3 9

r ^D

MIf
1 Our
TR1
2N3904

and two pairs of seriesconnected LKDs are connected
in the form of a cross so lhat
the visual display aliemately
sv.iiches between a horizontal
bar (LEDI and LED2 ON) and a
vertical bar (I.ED3 and LED4
ON), thus forming a. visually
interesting display. The evading
rate Is variable from 0.3 to 3
dashes per .second.
Micropower
LED Flashers
Simple I.ED flasher circuits of
die types shown in figures 14
to id consume mean operating
currems of several milliamps.
Micrajxjvver LED flashers,.on
the other hand, consume mean
o|ieraiing curreiits thai are
measured in microamps
(npioilly ranging from 2m.\ to
150mA). and are intended
mainly for use in battery
powered 'emergency indicator,
battery state', and "burglar
deierrent'applications.
In cmctgency indicator
ajiiilications, micropoweriED
flashers can be used to indicate
the positions of emergency eats,
lanterns, torches, alarm buttons,
or safety equipment, etc., under
dark conditions (perhajis caused
by a failure of a main lighting
system). When used as battery
state indiGitots. titev- are often
fitted in smoke alarms and other
low-current iong-iife units that
ate powered by 4.5V to IZV
batteries. Wlien used as burglar
deterrents, they arc prominently
fitted to real or dummy burglar
alarm control or alarnVSiren
boxes or CCIV cameras, etc.
lb understand the frasic
principles lie hind micropower
LSD Bashefs you must first learn
some basic facts concerning
visual jierception, as folfows.
The human ey&brain
combination is sliaqily attracted
by sudden changes in visual
patterns or light levels; it is
particularly sensitive to some
types of (lashing light Figure 17
shows the typical Tight Hash'
response of the human
ey&brriin combination when

S/\7_led\

Figure IS.
IC 2-LED
flasher
circuit
operates at
about 1Hz.

47

BiQ
C1
11 DM
1 OuF

R3
4k7

R1
470R

C1
555
or
7555

R2
470R

R4
68k
Cl
TOuF

LED 2

TR'i
2N3904

02
1 OOuF

rroov

presented widi a bright IEDgenerated pulse of light.
Note from Figure 17 that the
flash must be present for at least
lOms to be seen (perceived) at
full brilliance, and thai - when
the flash terminates — the
'persistence of vision' effect
causes the perceived brilliance
to decay faidy slowly, typically
taking 20ms to fall to 50% of its
maximum (pre switch-off) value.
Consequently the eye can only
sec flashing lights as individual
flashes if they are separated by a
period of at least 20ms; if they
are .separated by iess than 20ms
they are seen (because of die
"persistence of vision' effect) as a
continuous SighL
Also note from Figure J7 that
— if die flashes are separated by

Modern low-cast Super
Bright LEDs, when generating a
iOms or longer light pulse,
produce a brightness level that
is adequately evx-catching for
must practical purposes when
pulsed by a 2mA current.
When the above sets of facts
are put together, tt transpires
that die 'ideal' micropower LED
flasher — when using a Super
Bright LED — should produce a
poise with a duration (d) of
IOms at a currcnr (1) of :2mAT at
;i repetition period (p) of 2
seconds (= 2000ms)- Note that,
under these conditions, the
mean current (Imean) of the
I.ED is given bv'

at least 20ms — the brain 'sees'
the individual flashes at lull
brilliance if they have a duration
of iOms or greater, but sees
them at diminishing brilliance at
durations below lOnts (a 2ms
flash appears at roughly l/5th of
true brilliance: the perceived
brilliance Jails off rapidfy at
durations bdow ints). The
perceived duration of a 20 ms
flash (30ms) is only 50% greuer
than tltat of a IOms flash (TOms).
The human eye/brain
combination Is very sharply
attracted by flashing lights tlvat
have repetition jjeriods in die
approximate range 0.5 to 5
seconds, but is less attracted by
flashing lights that have
repetition, periods above or
below this range.

l™=r> = 1 X tl'p

-i-9V To +12V
Figure 16. The
rate of this 4-LED
double-bar flasher
is variable from 3
to 0.3 flashes per
second,

R3
4k7
^Vleoi ^\7LED3 gf)0R
^WLEQ2^WLED4 [\*zor

Initial
Response
Period
A

'Persistonce
of Vision'
Period
A
11

Visual
Resoonse
■
\
IDmS "t
LED ■
Lioht Pulse
Start of
Light Pulse-

IC1
555
or
7555

•n
cc

,20mS

-

1
!
——r — WMQX
—-\1
'.
>1
Perceived
i\ Light Intensity
1 V
1
j
i.
1J A
l.itJ
j
1

En< of
Light Pulse

R4
tiica
68k
IOOUF
RV1
220k
Rate
C1
T IDu
0V

MC Luul
Light Intensity
t

Figure 17. Typical Tight flash' response of the human eye/brain combination.
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of Figure 18 (drawing 86mA at
6V) and Rgure 19 (drawing
12mA at 6V). and to the oncepopular but now obsolete
LM3909 'LED flasher' IC
(scheduled to be withdrawn
from production by National
Semiconductor in I99S;99),
which draws a minimum
operati ng current of320mA.
Note in Rgure 20 that the
'predicted cell/battery life'
figures relate to cells/batieries
that liave initial (unused) life
expectancies of five years, i.e.,
in which their chatges Irak
away at a steady rate of 1.673>
per month. The iota! in-use
monthly capadty drain equals
die sum of the leakage and the
loading drain figures, and forms
the basis of die life predtcdon
figures shown in the tahle.

V-5W-l-

R3

■3V
4.5V
6V
9V
12V

1k5
1 k5
2k2
3k3
4k7

Current Drain
Loaded No Load
68uA
60uA
SOuA
70uA
75uA
85uA
97uA
85uA
107uA
95uA

f

LED 1
R3
ses
table

Ri
22Qk
IC1
7555

02
10OuF

R2
"ikS
Ci
10uF
rm ov

FTgure 18. Circuit and performance details of a 75S5-liased mlcropower LED flasher unit.

D1

RI
+6V
Figure 19, This
4007UB-based
mlcropower LED
flasher circuit
consumes a
mean current of
12mA at 6V.

150k

1N4-148
■oC1 10M
'150nF

R3j
iomI
2.11
14
102.
iLOOuF

R2

10

12

>4
4.9

Dlto
1C1=4007UB

rm

and is a mere IOmA in this
partictilar esainple (at a 30
second repetition period,
is
a minute 0.67ni\).
In practice, the actual mean
curteni consumed tsy a
micropowcr LED flasher circuit is
eqiu! to the sum of die LED and
die driver currents, and is
inevitably higher than die
rtiinimum figure indicated above.
Figures 18 and 39. for example,
show two alternative mlcropower
LED flasher circuits that -when
powered from 6V supplia, consume icRfl currents of SomA
and 12ni-\ resjiectivdy.
'Ihc Rgure IS circuit is
designed around a CMOS 7555
'timer' !C diat is used in the
asuible mode and typically
consumes an unloaded
operating current of 75mA at 6V
In this mode. Cl alternately
durges up via H1-H2 and
discharges via IE? only, thus
generating a iaglfly asymmetrica!
output waveform on pin-3,
which pulls die LED on via
current-limiting resistor R3
during die brief'discharge' part
of each operating cycle. The
Figure 18 table summarizes the
drcuit's performance details
when optimised for operation
at various spot voltages in the
range 35' to 12V

rm

rmov

AM {1.5V)
M(15V)
C (1.5V)
.D (L5V)
PP3(9V)

W^LEDI
rm

The Figure 19 circuit is
designed around a CMOS
40071113 IC, which contains (wo
complemehrary MOSFET
transistor pairs plus one CMOS
inverter, all housed in a 14-pia
DEL package. In this application
the IC is wired as a micropovver
ring-of-diree asymmetrical
as table muliivifarator which when powered from a 6V
supply—drives the LED on for
10ms at2-second repetition
intervals; the ON time is
Controlled by Cl-EI, die OFF
rime by C1-R2. and die LED
current (2mA nominal) is .
controlled by K4. The circuit
consumes an unloaded operating
current of 2mA, and a loaded
current (when driving the LED
with 2mA pulses) of 12mA.
Alkaline Cell or
Battery Type

Note:
LE01 Is a
Diffused Super
Bright LED.

Note that the basic circuit of
Figure 19 can be used at any
supply volrages in the range
4.5V to 12V but that the actual
ccrnponehi values musr be
selected to suit chespedftc
supply voltage used. Also note,
that, at supply voltages of 6V or
greater, the drcuit can drive
two or more series-connected
LEDs without increasing the
total current consumption,
provided that R4,s value Is
altered'to set the LED ON
currents at 2mA.
The table of Figure ,20 shows
die nominal life expectancies of
various types of alkaline
cell/bauery when continuously
driving various types of
raicropower LED flasher circoiL
The data relates to die circuits

Capacity per
cell or battery
lAh
2Ah
6.5Ah
ISflhO.'SSAii.

12pA Load

Low-Voltage
Mlcropower Led
Flashers
The basic niicropovver LED
Dasher drcuit of Figure 19 can if its component values are
suitably selected - be reliably
used at an absolute minimum
supply voltage of 4.5V If you
have an appllcttjon. where you
need to drive this basic flasher
circuit from a 3 V battery; you
can do so liy using the 3V
battery to direcdy drive a superefficient voltagodpubler circuit
based on the popular 10.7660
IC, and use the <jv output of the
doublcr (connected direcdy
across C2 in Figure 19) to power
the 6V version of the Rgure 19
circuit, which in this case will
consume a mean current of
24mA frotn die 35' batten;
Alternatively; if you need to
drive the basic flasher drcuit
from, a 1.5V cell, you can do so
by using the cell to drive a
cascaded pair of ICL7660 voltagedoubler circuits, and use their 6V
output (connected direaJy aattss
C2 in Figure 19) to power die 6V
version of die Figure 19 circuit,
which in this case will consume a
mean current of 48mA from the
1.5V cell.
Iilm- .•!
86pA Load

320/iA Load

monthly capacity drain & predicted cell/battery life
drain
life'
drain
life' •drain
life
3.3>TS •
"1.0,15
0.8SS
.628%
23:4%
0.3)15
4.0)TS.
0.44%
3:14%,
A, Tyre
Ui7%
6^135%
4.8>TS
.0,97% ■ '3.2)15 ■ :3.e%
1.&,TS
0.07%
2.4)75
4,a>tS
0,48%
3.9)TS
1.8%
1.537.
2.8yrs
11,4%
0,6)15
■42:5%
0.2)75

Figure 20. Table showing the life expectancies of various types of alkaline cell/battery when '
driving mlcropower LED flasher circuits.
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LiPfodum
Get Real
Many readers will already
be using Real's audio and
video Internet software even if they don't realise it.
Several Internet service
providers supply it free-ofcharge with the software
they provide new subscribers
to get their computers upand-running on the Internet.
Basicatiy, the components
RealAudio and RealVideo
are utilities that allow fast
downloading and playing of
audio and video content
while surfing the Internet,
and as such they work more
or less in the background
without much interference
from the user, it's become a
more-or-Iess de facto
standard on the Internet,
with most Websites that
offer live online streaming

of multimedia components
opting to use the system.
Users that surf to those
Websites can hear and see
the multimedia content as
long as they have the user
components installed. The
sorts of multimedia content
that can be used varies
enormously. Several radio
stations for example, have a
five online Web page, so
that surfers can log on and
hear the radio broadcasts
as they are surfing. The
version most internet
service providers bundle is
the limited freeware version,
but the Plus version of the
software offers greater
abittty (for a small price).
Version 5 is current.
Things move on, of course,
and Real is already sampling
a new version of the
software, code-named 62,

ftwfx. t-u** «• «- i-rf CTI tr^i

T-l

Ez—'

which is currently In a late
beta stage. Real Is letting
interested users download it
to try out. The Real Website
at http;//www. real.com
gives details. 62 offers
better audio and video
quality, a hi-fi audio display,
tunable bass and treble
with a 10-channe! graphic
equalizer, adjustable picture

WebTV Networks and BBC Announce UK Trials
a - igi>

which was announced in
March, provides Internet
IS access via standard
televisions to a select
group of test participants
• »"iT 1 ,t» RSI
in the United Kingdom
through the combined
efforts of BT, providing
othe *rlM sile.
network access, and Pace
Micro Tedmology PLC,
WebTV makes! V
providing WebTV
moip 'nir'tainlng,
...
?
i more jllmul Ming
Networks set-top boxes.
with? dick or the remote,
The final phase of die trial,
you'll discover television
slated for later this year,
llkr never before.
will provide enltanced
content for the BBC's
digital television services to
selected participants.
1
When die viewers watch
programmes that feature
embedded TV Crossover links, an icon appears
Microsoft's WebTV Networks <vn<w.webtv.coro>
that offers viewers die option of visiting a
and die BBC <wvfrf.bbc.co.uk> have announced
related Wei) site: The trial participants will enjoy
they will liegin development of an extensive triai
news, information and entertainment across a
diat will plTer interactive television to a group of
range of general subjects such as natural history,
test participants in theTJK
drama, thcans, education, leisure, science and
The trial wilt use the W Grossover links'"
comedy Through the Web sites and e-mail,
Web page loaitor feature, developed by WebTV
viewers can contribute their views and knowledge
^Networks. TV Crossover links complement and
direoly to die BBC and other viewers.
enhance T\f viewing by providing quick and
The digital portion of the trial, slated for Inter
easy access to Web sites that are directly related
this year, will enable WebTV Network's trial
to a wide range of high-qualiryTV programmes.
participants to receive enhancements to BBC
The interactive trials will be conduacd using
television programmes transmitted from the
the BBC's broadcasting fadlities.
BBC's United Kingdom-wide Digital Terrestrial
The collatonuion between WebTV Networks
Television (DTT) service. The trial will be
and the BBC is the second pan of a
among die first transmissions of interactive
cqunuywide trial of enhanced television
digital content from che linited Kingdom's new
services throughout the United Kingdom. The
digital terrestria] network.
first efement of the WebTV Networks triai,
t*
a *r
fru
IK*
' iayrp |-f=y ^-n
kkmtiTJj IT-C htUZeei &
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quality, along with an
automatic updating feature
to keep your software at the
most recent version. The
music codec software (the
bit that compresses and
decompresses the sound at
each end of the link) is said
to increase frequency
response by up to 80% over
a 28.8K modem link.

Dun & Bradstreet
Chooses
CompuServe
For Online Deal
CompuServE has cur a deal with
Dun & Bradstreet to provide
CompuServe members with UK
and European company reports
on it pay per view basis, at
comsietuive prices diat vary
according to the degree of
depth of detail required.
The new service is aimed at
individuals or small to medium
sized businesses diat require
access to high quality company
information but only wish to pay
for the specific reports they
require radier than having to pay
an annual subscription.
For private investors and
accountants the service will lie
invaluable for rapid access to
information on oedit evaluations
and payment analysis on
liotemlal customers/suppliers,
for researching companies,
evaluating finandal performance
for investment purposes, for
competitor information and for
job seeking purposes.
The webbased menu
interlace provides access to UK
and European business reports.
Business ID reports (company
snapshots) arc available free of
charge. Keports vary from i-2.95
for a UK Business Profile, to &15
for a UK Business Prerriium
Report and from £3.25 for a
European Business Profile, to
£27 for a European Business
Premium Report,

CompuServe Offers Flat Rate Pricing Scheme
_j h»4&ax -, KaoMM

Software Companies Fight For Piece
of Web Server Market
Emu

& CotnpuScntt
»«.
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CompuServe
<www.cofflpusei-ve.co.uk> has
announced it (lac rate pricing
pbn as parr of a move'
tov.-irds providing a more
/iexil)le and cost effective
pricing model for its
members. Members will now
have die option of [taring a
monthly fee of £17-95 for
unlimited onllrie usage time.
The. current standard pricing
plan - £<5.50 per month fee
plus £1.95 per hour
thereafter remains in place'.
By offering the.flat Rate

■ ' V,

Pricing Plan, CdrnpuServe
members will now have the
fieobiliiy to dsposc an option
tliat best suits their otiline
usage needs, Titose memfiers
that spend a large amount of
time online, can lookJonvard
to making substantial savings
with the flat Rate Pricing Plan,
the plan will also appeal to
those members uncomfortable
with a connect-time model Or
who wish to know- exactly what
they spend each oipntb. The
existing plan will continue to
appeal to the less frequent user.

UK Small Businesses Missing Out On
Internet Goiranerce
A. staggering 64 3 j of the UK's
small to medium enterprises
(SMEs) still do not have
access to the Internet,
according to inde|>eridehL
research commissioned byUK U-company N'irtual Access
< ww'w,.virtU3laccess,cpm>.
Tire report warns that the
future competitiveness of the
UK's SMEs Is in jeopardy as,
at a time when the world of
Interriet commerce is set to
explode, few companies are
equipped to exploit ..it..
flie research reveals.that

.&«»

3
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currently only36% ofSMife
use external email within their
businesses and, within this
group, only iOhvuse it
extensntly.Even fewer
companies - only 28% - give
duployees access to the
internet arid, out of these,
only 6% use the Imemec
extensively. In addition, only
22% of SNlEs have websites
and only .6% of thesecompanies tisc.their sites
extensively Morcoirer. just orer
iialfofSMEs ^idthej-had ho
phms to develop Websites.
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Software vendors are tfying
to position their products to
take advantage of the
growing Web server software
market, which grew 88% in
1997 with worldwide revenue
sucpassing £150,000,000,
according to Dataquest
<www.dataquest.co.uk>.
Netscape was trie leading
vendor in the Web server
software market in 1997, as
its market share increased to
more than 5P%. Dataquest
analysts said the market will
become much more
competitive as leading
software vendors begin to

focus on this market.
Dataquest analysts said the
extensible mark-up language
(XM1.)-based standards will
allow all vendors an
opportunity to expand into
this marketplace. XML is a
formal language that can be
used to pass information
about die component pans
of a doaimenup another
computer system. XML is
flexible enough to be able to
describe .any logical text
structure, whether it he a
Form, memo, letter, report,
book, encyclopaedia,
dictionary, or database.

IBM Keyboard Designed For Easy
Internet Access
Udtt* -J
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IBM has unveiled an innovative kedxrard tliat provides quick
and easy access to the Internet and otherapplications. The
Rapid Access'Keyboard is customised with one-touch access to
the Internet, favourite applications, audio CD controls, power
management and help screen.
The Rapid Access Keyboard combines the comfbrt and
familiarity of a standard 10f-kcy keyboard layout with 14
convenient Rapid Access Buttons that ctmttnl the following:
four hoi keys pmride access to your favourite applications,
including instant access to an Internet browser; five CD control
buttons, play, stop, cause, and track forward or back; three
volume control buttoas up, down and mute; and an instant onebutton suspend key for power managemem.
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BBC + IVIS WebTV
The BBG has staried a trial qf
Interactive television services with
an as yet unspecified number of
users in the UK. The system is to
use Microsoft's acquired WebTV
system as the basis of what it's
called advanced television
services(ATS).
(n the tria], users will be able to
access links to die BBC's own

Website directly from viewed
programmes, using die television
handseL Watching, say. Tomorrow's
World and following on-screen
details, viewers will be able to
access interactive inforrration
directly;
Tliisis interesting, if only
because it's use of the internet in
a non-dasstc way, that is, a
computer is not iieing usei to do
the surfing. People from all walks

Sony and RealNetworks Launch Video
Music Network
Sony and RealNetworks have
teamed to form the Video
Music Network, which can be
accessed through
RealNetworks' RealPlayer G2
on the Internet at no charge.
The Web service, played
through the.RealPiayer G2
and accessible only through
Sony Music's Web site at
<www. s oaymtis i c. ct>ro>, will
stream multiple channels'of.
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Companies War Malicious Code
A group of yeiidbrs has teamed
up with the Intdmiiona!
Computer Security A^ocLttion.
(1CSA") '<www. IcsV. tietxo
form a Malicious Mobile Code
Consonlum, aimedat
aSmlnting the corrupijava
applets and ActiveX cohirols.
Malicious applets .are
capable of freezing a user's
screen, slowing PC
performance to a crawl, or
■even scramblinga haRl driveFounding members include
Advanced Computer

Research, Computer
Associ a tes, Gyberiiiedia,
Digiuvicv; Dr Solomon's
SoTivvdre Inrcmaribna!, e^afe
Technologies, Finjan, Dtternet
Security Systems, Quariefdefck.
Secuntv-7, Symantec and
Trend Micro.
The consortium will focus,
on educating companies arid
consumers, devdoping
prdduci-cefiification
standards and testing, and
providing a yenue.fbr
irifonnation exchange.
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digital tcrnatrial set-top boxes,
vldeqcassene recorders, cable
television set-top receivers, DVD
players, to name but a few, it's
beginning to look like the old box
in the comer's liad puppies. It
remains to lie seen whether
there's a rant among the litter
though, and whether W'eb-based
interactive television is the rant.
We'll give out more details of the
Beeb's trial system as we get them.

Alt a Vista Gets Face Lift
AllaViiia
5• trjS Wii to ijCvarfOiT*

full-length music videos
featuring Sony Music
recording artists.
Hie service utilises
RealNetworls' RealSyttem G2 to
oeate and deliver synchronised
jnulitoiedia prescntatiohs of
audio, video, imagco, and tea
strcainv, Mlowihg dbrisiimeisto
anip^didc on links fir additional
ardsf infcaixHtion anil audio and
video sunples.
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of life liave been telling us for
years dtat computers and
entcnainment media such as
lelevlsipn are about to merge, but
o far, there's not yet been a
iniciical way for this to itappen.
■erhaivs WebTV is the way. But
font the sounds of the trial, it's
ust another gimmick dial's being
idded to an already chockablock
elevLsion set in the comer. What,
with satellite set-top receivers.
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PrTabC-B Painters arid decorators have
spent die last month
sprucing up die .-VitalIs!a
online search site
<altavista.digital.com>.
Digital reckons that die new
kxik and fee! will make the
search for information ftister
and easier. AltaVista is the
largest information resource
on the Web with more than
140 rniliion indexed pages.
But dianges to AltaVista are.
not limited to this cosmetic
makeover. Since the beginning

= of the year, AltaVTsta has
added zonc-sjiedSc content
eniiancements and advanced
search capabilities, making it a
portal dtsdnauon on the Web.
Zone speofic content areas
|
j make it easy forusers to
I access information about
entcnainment, finance,
1 health,, and travel with the
i dick of a mouse. Users'are
taken directly id their subject
i area and from one location,
j can search the Internet for
! more extensive information.

AOL Takes UK Number One Slot
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AOL' UK <W/M. aol. co. uk>
has docket! up 450,000 UK
members. This means that
AOL UK is now the Number
One internet service provider
in the UK. Earlier this year
AOL completed its deal to
acquire CSi, which is
currently the second largest
provider iritheUK.
AOL UK has dosed a range
of imeoaive marketing,
advertising and e-commeree
deals with Nik, QuLxell
Auctions, Thomtohs and
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others. AOL UK is also the
first AOL country service to
prcmiere AOL Radio, bringing
AOI. screaming technologies
to the computers of its
450,000 memliers.
AOL can be sampled free of
charge for 50 hours during
your first month. Ring OSOO2751-1234 to obtain FREE AOL
Software and. information
about our new flexible pricing
plans. For conditions and
membership details, install
AOL software.
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destinations
■Mac-only program), as
it shows;the son of
..things you shoufd be
looking for in a G PS^elatcd "program for;
whatever computer,you use.
Xhe BBC lias opened up a new Wcb
page that's intended to act as a portal
service for all diat's inside its whole Web
system, as weliasnutside top. Wiiile it's
not got a panlculariy up-todate feature
iist; it does give a goctl introduction to the
Beeb's Web services and tlie seardi engine
. is pretty effective. Check it out at
http: / /kww . webguide. beeb. cofs.
The computer literate among our
readers will know that, the .universal serial

WlWMs:

In another cokiinnm thu? month's issue
references are made to a selection of
..Websites regarding Global Positioning
System (GPS) receivers aiitl software.
Gamiln's Website, at
http://wvM.garajn.conigives details oflts
wide range of GPS receivers;. Similarly.
Magellan's GPS receivers are detailed at its
Website, at, http://wvM.inagellangps.cofn.
'The computer software used in die
review of Garmin and Magellan GPS
receivers is GPSy. The GPSy Website. ©veS
full details and is worth a crip, even if
you haven't got a -Madhtbsh (GPSy is a

GPSy®

Java Generator for Macintosh
Macromedia has announced a new public beta of Flash Generator for
audnjring graphic tempSates on Bower Macintosh platforms. Flash
Generator can now also output JPEG and PNG files, in addition to
binary Flash files, GIF and animated.GIF. The new public beta is
available for download free of charge at <wvm. f 1 ash, coffl/generator>.
Flash Generator is powerful new server-based software that uses
templates created in Flash 3 to create Web graphics on die fly v.idi
dynamic data. Web designers can use Flash 3 to create graphic
templates, which ar e linked to a data file and then served by Flash
Generator- By automating the process of Linking database content to
Web site graphics, Flash Generator enables \\"eb designers to create
real-time headlines, masdieads. advertising, interactive maps,
schedules, charts, graphs and more.
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bus (USB) is the forthcoming newstandard to connect serial devices such as
printers, scanners, keyboards, and even
mice, to our computers. It's Cist (some
2Mbps Can pass along its simple and
■ convenient cabling) and it's very versatile.
To date, though, there's lieen a dearth of
USU devices which can be used. Tliat s not
because'computer hardware doesn't
support the standard. USB ports fiave
been present on many computer
motherbmixls for a while novy but
software supjjort has been lacking.
However, the recent release of Microsoft's
Windows 98 has fulf supjujre for USB, so
expect it to become mainstream verysoon. If you're not convinced, take a peek
at a couple of Websites that go into depth
about USB and why we should all lie using
it. A list offrequendy asked questions
(FAQs) is at
http://wvw.kavi .CMi/usb/faqs.hinil white
the USB Organization's site at
http://ww.iisb,org shows the main
advantages of the bus.

'Ihe public beta of Flash Generator Is also available for Microsoft
Internet Intbrmatibn Server (IIS) on Windows NT, and Aficrosoft
Bersotwl Wfcb Server (PWS) for Windows 95- Tire j mblic beta of Flash
Generator works with temolates crested in Flash 3 for PowerMacintosh
Windows 95 and
Windows NX
Interested parties
should contact
PRODUCTS
Macromedia
Corporate Sales for
Q
information ctn
P ikzxr*
pricing. Flash
Generator will be
a itn**
available in
& f iTrfcr
Summer 199S.
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digital camera-deri\rcii picmres to friends,
Over the last to d or three ware, digital
family and colleagues on die Internef. Even
photography has become a major
5k
a high-res (1152 x 864, on my latestgrowth indusuy. Many of die major
generiitiun camera) JPEG piaufe only
Rim players, such as Kodak and Olympus,
occupies around iSOkb, prodded that the
now market digital cameras. Oh >"es, and
medium quality (higher compression) mode
Mapiin sells them1- Widi Lradiuonal cameras,
with Martin IRipe
is selected There's very Jitde difference
ynu remove the rewound 35mm film
between the higher and lower compression
cartridge and take It to a photo
modes — this is a testimony to the
lair for developing. Your
excellence of modem hardware JPEG
pictures are then returned to
.■vi
encoders. IT you go for lower resolution
you as prints, transparencies or
(typically VGA 610 x 480, which is die
- in some cases - as a PhotoCD
•KUv'K:
highest supported my most digital
dnt can Ix; read by a PC. if
fiSw
cameras), then the images might only be
Si
your images are intended solely
75kl> in size, files of these size can happily
for computer-related work,
m
IS
be sent as an e-mail aisachment.
such as desktop publishing or
i32f!i5f5ja| 'rrl
Most cameras also have a limitedmultimedia, then the digital
ihiS
resolution
l.CD screen, so that you can get a
camera is a much quicker
-•i TX.
CCD-eye view of the scene. The screen can
M
alternative. Even the quickest
also lie used to preview captured images.
high street photo processing
Those with a professional need, love diis
labs Stave a one-hour lead rime
t
fadlity. It provides a safeguard against dud
— and that's nonmlly quite an
m
m
pictures - there's nothing more galling than
expensive option.
m
having to return to a particular venue, such
The picmres that you rake
li:
as a house being offered for sale, to re-take
with a digital camera are stored
m
photographs. Unfortunately; the LCD and its
in memory — either internal, or
associated Iiackiiglit guzzle battery power
a removable card - and can be
like nobodv's business. Even withounhe
uansferrcd to a PC or
Macintosh as soon as the
camera is brought 'back to
base'. Most digital cameras are
supplied with a serial
Toshiba
connecting cable that transfers
TCD5603D
the stored images at speeds of
y.-.
CCD Imager.
up to 115,200bps. There are
alternatives, however. Sony's
fnSt
new Mavica FD5 camera stores
s;-, M
//.-i.Jiimages on a standard highdensity floppy disk that can lie
Expert Group) compressor.
read by a desktop PC. You cm also buy
JPEG compression, which was
memory-card readers that connect to a PC's
originally conceived for digital
-I
' parallel port - in addition to its ergonomic
photography, greatly reduces
benefits, transfer rates are much faster than
the size of an image without
a serial connection.
significantly impairing quality.
Digital photography is becoming a deHence, more images can be
1
(iictc choice in some industries — for
fitted into die same aniount of
'vexample, engineering consultancy, estate
memory. Tb give you a rough
agency and newspaper photography. In the
idea of how effective'the
latter case, reporters are being equipped
typical digital camera's JPEG
with a laptop computer and an expensive
irnplememation Is, a liigh-res
y
professional high-resolution digital camera.
170k picture from the camera
k
After die shoot, the PCMCIA hard disk
would be 3Mb in size if ft was
I'
storage medium is removed from a slot
to lie left uncomprassed. After
within the camera, and is inserted into a
compression, die image is
similar slot on the PC. After processing with
written to Rash RAM. The
Photoshop, the image (ami the associated
average modern digital camera
copy) Is sent to the newspaper via a dial-np
Is supplied with between 2
line, mobile GSM data connection or ISDN
and 4Mi), in a removable card.
depending on what's available.
One camera, die semiInside a digital camera, a liigh-resolution
professiona! Polaroid
CCD chip replaces the photographic
PDC2000, has 40 and 60Mb
emulsion: behind the shutter. The output
options—this model, however,
V
from this is fed Into three S-bit ADCs — one
uses the TIFF image format.
for the red component of die picture, one
The small files generated by
for green and one for blue — this gives the
consumer digital cameras lead
im
so-called '24-liit photo-realistic' colour
to new photographic
...ntitJ "Su'iflowors" (Miclmel Rult)
depth. The nut puts from the ADCs are then
applications, ASany people, for
sent to a hardware JPEG (Joint Photographic
example, are sending their
rfiTTb ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND 0ctobsrlS9B

Going Digilol is a^ndp
screen tin, tlic* average (tigical camera might
only take iOO i if so piaures on a fresh set of
alkaline lianeries - most of the enn-ent ditiin
(which can (Kik at 1.5A in some cases) cm
Ijeaurihuted to the CCD and associated
drojitr)-. But with die display on, you might
only get 70 snaps. Hardly suqirising that die
camera ntumfamircrs are paying
considerable attention to this problem.
Power consumption is not the onh'
significant tiisath-amagc of digital
photography. The biggest disiulcantage Ls
that of resoUnion. Widt film, it's the pignent
size that (lei ermine? resolution — w ith CCD
sensors, it's the numhernf pixels. Decentquality film, as ased by professional
phoiograjiiyers and cndiusiasts, has a very
fine pigment. This Ls ctpahlc of a resolution
.several nrdets of magnitude 1 letter titan that
ol the digital cimeni's average offi iO x 480
pixels. Although ihisdiiTereace might not he
too apparent on a 5 x 7 print - if you're
largely uncriiicd. that is - it becomes very
noticeable when enlaigemcni is applieti.
Digital camera nianufaaurers are now
imrtxludng 'megapixel' nuxiels, arid diese
offer .much better nisnlunons. My own
cmiera, for example, has a maxumun
resolution of 11 >2 .x S72 — this is sufllcicni, fiir
some publishing work, indeed, the Konict
camera in question was used for some of tlie
pictures in the reininahte media article
printeil elsewhere in this magazine. Hie
aforementioned Polaroid PDC200 hits a
resolution of 1600 x 1200. Still &r shtsn of
film's best, but a step in the right direaion
and suitable for some higher-end applications
previously restricted only to film.
However, diat device is a rather expensive
£2000 or so — it's aimed at very serious
enthusiast ami semi-professionals. 'Hiere is,
however, some light on the horizon. Toshiba
(http://ssvM.tQshiba.co.jp) has retendy
intrbducetl a colour CCD, with 1.66 million
pixels arranged in a 3:2 ;is)iect ratio,
primarily tor building into consumer-priced
digital cameras. Tlie active picture area,
according to Toshiba, is 1518 (h) x 1032 (v)
pixels. One-off samples of the TCD5603D
are in iw available for around f230 —if
Ixiught In hulk, die price should come
down signiflctmly. Out of imere.si, Tosliiba
reckon that the TCD'5603D sensor is the
■world's most pixel-packed'. I don"r think
diat Polaroid would agree - and in any case,
astronomy hits for some time benefited
from sensors: that offer A million pixels or
so. Tliat said, those sensors are highlvS|ie<ialiscd. pnxluced in small (juanritics
and sell for a smalt fortune.
Another disadvantage concerns die
cameras themselves. With the exception of
professional news c-.uncras, whidi sell for
several thousands of jx.ntnds, digital
cameras are rather basic— presumably to
keep costs tlown, and user-frieridiiness tip.
Indeed, consumer tvpes are modelled in
lovv-eiul 35nini cnmjract ctments in terms of
features. Lenses are built in, and in most
cases you can't even manually adjust
focusing - where vartible-fncus is offered, it
tends mi Ik; automuiically-controlled.

Keen photographic enihasiasrs are used to
the flexibiiiri'of single lens reflex (BLR)
cameras; With diese. you get nxuuial control
over all elements of photogntphy (focus,
si witter speed, etc.) allowing Ixater pics or
creative effects to he ohtaiued. In addition,
lettses are intercliangdthle. Whedier yi.ni want
veq- wide-angle or longdistance pliotograplts,
tfie appropriate lens tan be twisted into
position. Hanlly surprising diar, serious
photdgraphera aren't giving up on their SLKs
yet. if dley want digital images, drey get their
film negatives .scanned in and put on
PhotoCDs. or invest in a gotxl Ihilied .scanner
Another advantage of SLR photography is
dial you get ihrough-the-iens (TI L)
mnnituring. In other words, what you see
through the viewfinder is the scene as the
lens sees it. Tiiis aliows the scene to be
accuratdy composed, and fricusiiig to Ix;
finely adjusted. Tlie TTL viewfinder also
gives a gtxxl idea as ni what die eventual
photograph will lixik like. Cheap cameras
(anil most digital npes) have a separate
optical viewfindcr thai looks out omo the
scene via an indejiendeni window in the
front of the camera, it only givesihe
photographer a rough idea of what will lie
rajirured on film — greater acmracy requires
the LCD screen. The only affordable digital
camera with a TTL view-finder is die £1000
Olympus C-1400L Tliis model is b:ised on
the more upmarket compact cameras,
whidi offer some BLRrtype features.
But what of die SLR owner who wants to
get into digital photography? An American
company known as Imagek
(http://v,wv. imagek.com) claims to have
devised a digital camera insert for BUI
cameras tliat will sell Cor around SlOOO. It is
claimed dxit the IT'S-1 (Electronic Film
System) will liavea resolution of 1280 x 1024
pixels, and a sensiiiviiy equivalent to 100 .ASA
film. Physically, die EI-S-1 lakes the form of a
flat plate, which contains a CMOS sensor chip
positioned so that it aligns with die camera's
shutter. The latter Ls probably lieing made by
Imagek "s Califonilan Semiconiiua< ir
manufacturer parent, Irvine Sensors.
At die end of die piire is a cylinderthiu
contains the electronics - tiiis Qls where the
35mm film canister would normally reside. A
display on the EI-'S-l cartridge, visible diotigh
the hack of the camera, (if it has a window),
provides .status inlbmiation such as rciaiining
Ixttien- life-and die number of shots left in
memory Imagek dalin that the Id-'S-l lias
sufiideru flash memon- to store up to 30
Images, although we're not told die
assodated resniutitla'atnipressittn rare. A

EFS-lin
SLR camera.

The EFS-1 'drop in' unit, Initially
intended for high-end Nikon
SLH bodies.
supjKwedly Tossless' proprietan' enmpresskin
system is eiii(>lin-Hl. and not the JPiiG
industry-stantiafd. Tti downkxtd images 1.4Mb e;ich, or so Imagek say - to a (letsonal
computer, the EFS-1 is removeti from the
camera iasenet) into a docking carrier with
parallel-jxirt or SCSI cables. Ikxh Mac and PC
pfadbrms arc apparendy ctteretl for.
If the EFS-1 does actunlly exist - nolxxly.
to tlic best of my knowledge, has actually
seen one yet - it would offer .several key
adrantages, Drat, and most obviously, the
benefits of your existing SLR camera, lens
and accessory collectitm are retained. In
addition, you can switch between film and
digital photography depending on the
appiicacion. Unftirtunately. there's no LCD
screen for previewing previously-capiuret!
pictures. In any case, I jwrsomiliy remain to
be convinced of the EFS-l-s existence
! am concerned alxnit some of the
teclmiai! issues. Most imponandy. how is
the thing powered? Digital cimcnis
consume lot s of {.sower, and I can't see hovv
an object the size i if a 35mm film canister
ttm contain not only the electronics, but
also batteries of.sulficienr atpacity to power
them for a practical period. Tlie EI-'S-l could
lie [Kiwered by the camera's batteries, hut
tlic tiny button cell in a STii npiailly (Xivvers
only a light merer, it is almost certainly not
meaty enough for anvthing else. One other
jHissibifity is diat (xiwer is taken from the
povvcr-wind batten- supply
Additionally, how' does the insert know
when the shutter is released, and tliat
capture should commence? Older oimcrns
Iwve very little dtctronics, :ind won't
provide any trigger signals that the EPS-!
could work from. Tlie electronics would
heed to he verx- Cist indeed if the device
uses light from the shutter release to not
nuly switch die EPS-1 out of low-power
standby, but capture the image-as well!
Finally, Ix-cause tlie length and design of
tlie film channel varies from camera to
ctmera. imagek will presumably have to
pnxiuce a range of devices to fit the most
popular me Kids. It lias been rumoureti,
however, that die produtt will initially be
aciibbic for high-end Kikon SLH Ixxiies,
At the same time, a photographic
magazine rejxirts a distribution Imagek tiein vvitli set-top box maker Face, and an
esiiinared price of-A'dSO'. Some EPS-1
images are reprtnliiccd liere from a web
site. After ;ili, it would be the answer to
many pliotographers' prayws. If the EPS-!
makes it to the marketplaixv one of die big
camera comjianies will surely jump in and
bin- up Imagek - lock, stock and barrel.
F-nfail your aimmtHits or suggestions to
Martin Pipi' at WhathetFclx-coiipolink cojak
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and are pointing the blame squarely at the South Koreans
and the debt relief from the IMF. Prices for IBM. Bit chips,
the main item on a module have fallen from $55 to just
over $2. A.fall of over 90%. This is well below production
cost of around $5, this situation cannot fast which is why
semiconductor rhanufacturers are closing production
facilities and lowerihg production. Prices are very good at
the moment but likely to rise over the next few months
as manufacturers tiy to:recbver their.tosses.

With the likely closure of the Siemens £1.2 Billion factory
in Tyneside niemoiy prices are extremely volatile-at the.
moment. There is huge overcapacity in the market and
mergers of the major memory producers cannot be ruled
out. Texas Instruments, one of the original manufacturers
of DRAM (Dynamic Ram Access" Memory), have sold their
production to Micron Technology one of the rising stars
in the memory market;
Siemens does not believe that they need the capacity

^7
O
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MAPLIN
ELECTRONICS

chips on seiected third party boards.
They are sold with a 'no questions asked' lifetime
guarantee and all modules are stored and handled in
anti-static environments.

A range of DRAM modules for use as memory expansion
in computers including PCs, Apple MACs and Amigas. is
available. Alt parts supplied are Original and Unused.
SIMMS supplied by Maplin are branded manufacturers,

UNBUFFERED 3.3V 168-PIN D1MMS

72-PIN SIMMS
Code
NTOOA
iTTOlB
NT02C

Size
1.6M
32M

ExVAT
£17.10
£26.37

32M

£25.52

IncVAT
£19.99

Code
NM25C
NM26D
NM27E
NMSSF

£30.99
£29.99

Size •.
16M
32M
64M
128M

ExVAT
£18.71
£26.37
£59.56
£113.18

IncVAT
£21.99
£30.99
£69.99
£132.99

EDO . TYRE
Code
. NT03D
NT04E
WT05F
NT06G

Size

ExVAT

IncVAT

AM
8M
IGM
32|vJ

£6.80
£9.35
£14.45
£26;37

£8.00
£10.99
£16.98
£30.99

RC100 DIV5MS
.

Code
VG55K
VG5SL
V657M.

Size
32M
&4M
128M

ExVAT
£38.30
£63.82
£123:40

IncVAT
£44-99
£74-99
£144.99

CONTACT WSAPLIN SALES ON 01702 554000 FOR LATEST FRBCES

